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IRA Pledges 
Retaliation
BELFAST (CP) - The Irish 
Republican Army denied today 
that it set the bombs that killed 
six persons and wounded more 
than 30 in a village near Lon- 
, • donderry Monday, but it vowed 
to retaliate for the British 
Army’s occupation of Roman 
Catholic enclaves.
Officials of the IRA’s Provi- 
s;onal Wing charged in Dublin 
tint the three bombs that 
wrecked the main street of 
Claudy were planted by British 
troops to divert attention from 
their invasion of the long-barri­
caded “no-go” areas Monday.
Although the guerrillas put up 
almost no resistance to the in­
vading troops Monday, “our 
men are still in town,” IRA 
leader Barney McFadden told a 
meeting in Londonderry’s Bog­
side.
‘They will stay here and take 
a greater toll when the time and 
opportunity, come," McFadden 
warned, “Everything is going 
according to plan.”
“Wait until they are leaving 
the area, and they will see if it 
is so easy,” said Bernadette 
Devlin, the young Catholic 
member,of the British Parlia­
ment from Northern Ireland. 
‘The day will come when those 
barricades will be built again, 
stone by-stone, brick by brick.”
The soldiers appeared prepar­
ing for a long stay in the Catho­
lic ghettos. Temporary quarters 
were established in schools and 
some unoccupied houses. Con-
struction of new bases was 
started.
There was great relief in Brit­
ish ministerial circles that the 
province-wide invasion of the 
no-go areas—involving some 
15,000 of the 21,000 troops in 
Northern Ireland—had passed 
with only two civilians killed 
and two injured.
Nearly all the barricades sur­
rounding both Catholic and 
Protestant no-go areas had been 
taken down.
The political success of the 
military manoeuvre greatly de­
pends on the acceptance once 
more of troops- and police in 
their midst by Catholic families 
in the enclaves.
Sources said the security 
forces will avoid residents. Only 
24 persons were arrested in 
selective raids Monday and four 
were soon set free.
Gerry Fitt, a prominent mod­
erate Catholic parlimentarian, 
cautioned political talks with 
British adjninistrator William 
Whitelaw could be endangered 
if the army launched “a policy 
of repression.”
Comparatively little violence 
was reported Monday night. A 
youth was shot and wounded in 
Belfast. Catholic women at­
tacked an army patrol with 
knives and wounded one soldier 
in the hand. The army said its 
men were fired on three times 
in the Creggan district of Lon­
donderry: the soldiers claimed 
they hit two of their assailants.
Big Caches Of Arms Seized
BELFAST (CP) British
troops seized large quantities of 
arms today in widespread raids 
that followed their invasion of 
guerrilla strongholds in North­
ern Ireland.
The army said the captured 
weapons were equivalent to the 
armory of three battalions of 
the Irish Republican Army. 
They said the seizure dealt a se­
vere blow to the gunmen’s fire-
I power.
I The weapons seized in Belfast 
I and Londonderry included an 
I anti-tank gun, a heavy ma- 
I chine-gun, 20 rifles, six shotguns 
I and 3,000 rounds of ammunition.
The raiding parties also found 
110 pounds of gelignite, 520 
pounds of homemade explo­
sives, 115 gallons of acid and 
other chemicals used to make 
bombs, plus grenades and deto­
nators.
Security forces said a sub-ma­
chine-gun and several rifles had 
been captured in Protestant 
areas.
The army seized earlier more 
than half a ton of explosives, 50 
firearms, and 7,500 rounds of 
ammunition after storming the 
IRA’s barricaded strongholds in 
Belfast, Londonderry and other 
provincial towns Monday.
A WHEELING-DEALING WHEEL
There is something new on 
the old midway today. It is 
being watched by an intent 
trio, as it gradually forms it­
self from a neatly packed
row of pipes into a full-sized 
ferris wheel. The self-build­
ing wheel rises from its par­
ent truck almost without Ing 
touched by human hand. It is
the only one of its kind in 
Canada, and this is its first 
appearance in Kelowna where 
it will be ready for action 
during the Regatta scene.
. . .. (Courier Photo)
A Trying Day INDOCHINA
Hijackers, $1 Million Ransom 








ter) — A 100-pound Alsatian 
dog went for a swim in a lake 
near here and became live 
bait for a hungry 15-pound 
fish that grabbed its leg and 
tried to pull it under. •
The fish, a pike, was still 
clinging to the dog’s leg when 
its owner pulled it from the 
water.
The pike finally let go, and 
the dog was taken away to 




MONTREAL (CP) — Air Can-
Purchase Of Decimeter Urged 
As Means To Snare Offenders
ALGIERS (AP) — A U.S. air­
liner, taken over by hijackers 
who collected $1 million ran­
som, landed today in Algiers 
after a 5,000-mile flight from 
Boston.
American diplomatic officials 
said the Delta Air Lines DC-8 
landed safely at Maison Blanche 
Airport and no one aboard was 
hurt during the transatlantic 
l flight.
Algerian security men took 
the 13 adults and three children 
aboard the plane into the air­
port for screening.
It was expected that the plane 
I and crew would be allowed to 
I return to the United States with- 
I out delay.
I Allan Davis, acting head of 
I the American diplomatic mis- 
I sion In Algiers, was on hand 
I when the airliner landed, 
I In a similar case two months 
I ago, an American couple hi- 
I jacked a Western Airlines 
I Boeing 720 to Algiers after col- 
I lecting a ransom of $500,000. 
I The Algerian government seized 
I the ransom money and returned 
I it to the United Slates, but a de-
cision on the two hijackers’ re­
quest for political asylum in Al­
geria is still pending.
The FBI said three men from 
Detroit took over the Delta air­
liner Monday on a flight from 
Detroit to Miami. The hijackers, 
reported armed, were accompa­
nied by two women and three 
children.
The hijackers let the 87 other 
passengers get off at Miami and 
took aboard a suitcase contain­
ing the, $1 million ransom, 
which had been collected from 
Miami banks.
With a crew of eight, the DC-8 
flew to’Boston, loaded fuel and 
food and took aboard an Inter­
national navigator. Then it flew 
to Algeria.
The eight passengers, all from 
Detroit, who remained on the 
plane were identified by the 
FBI In Detroit as Larry Bru- 
gess, Jean McNair, Yahari and 
Ayona McNair, both children: 
Joyce Tlllerson, a child named 
Kenya* Tlllerson, Melvin Mc­
Nair, and Harry Singleton.
Burgess was listed on the 
Delta passenger list as Rev. L. 
Burgess,
BRAMPTON, Ont. (CP) - 
Opposition Leader Robert Stan­
field spent a fairly difficult day 
on the pre-election campaign 
tour Monday.
He had scrambled eggs and 
ham at a breakfast of. party 
faithful in Alliston, Ont., en­
joyed a salad lunch with more 
party members in Orangeville, 
Ont., and had a beef barbecue 
with about 500 Progressive Con­
servatives in Ontario Premier 
William Davis’s home town of 
Brampton.
During Mr. Stanfield’s 15-hour 
day he was also presented with 
a'set of glasses during a tour of 
a Brampton glass factory. He 
discussed his party’s position on 
marijuana with a couple of 
teen-agers during a tour of a 
Brampton shopping centre and 
was made an honorary citizen 
of the town of Orangeville.
Also during the course of the 
day, which was the beginning of 
this third stumping tour of On­
tario in a month, Mr. Stanfield 
heard himself described by 
party officials on at least four 
occasions as the next prime 
minister of Canada.
And Mr. Stanfield' continually 
challenged Prime Minister Tru­
deau to name a date for the 
next federal election, expected 
in the fall.
"The next election will come
when Mr. Trudeau has the cour­
age to call it,” the Opposition 
leader said on more than one 
occasion Monday.
He also assailed what he 
termed the government’s lack 
of a winter program to combat 




A DAILY SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
DURING 1972's REGATTA WEEK
Times and locations of all events scheduled during Kel­
owna’s 60th International Regatta will be carried on tills 
page dally for the duration of the ‘greatest’ water show.
WEDNESDAY
Royal Trust Building
7:00 a.m. to 12 noon-KIwanls Pancake Breakfast 
Park Entrance
12:00 noon-Official opening of 66th Annual Regatta
■ City Park
i 12:00 noon—Rides and Midway open 
Agriculture Exhibits 
Commercial Exhibits open 
Concessions and Refreshment area open 
Hot Sanda Beach
DOLLAR UP
NEW YORK (CP) — Cana­
dian dollar up 3-64 at $1.01 45-64 
In terms of U.S. funds. Pound 
sterling down % at $2.44 29-32.
Two Penticton men were kill­
ed Monday in a transport-jeep 
collision near Falkland. Dead 
are Raymond Letts of 370 Wood- 
ruf Avenue,'Penticton and Jack 
Fletcher of 460 Douglas Aven­
ue, Penticton.
A Peachland aiderman, 
George Meldrum, also involved 
In the accident with the two 
victims, was in satisfactory 
condition at Vernon Jubilee 
Hospital earlier today.
Apparently all three were 
passengers in a jeep at the time 
of the accident. The name of 
the truck driver v as not avail­
able for release by RCMP,
In another two-car accident 
Monday at the corner of Water 
Street and Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, police estimated 
$2,000 damage was caused to 
cars driven by Rnncjy Ferner 
of Kindersley, Sask., and Erle 
Wood of Kelowna. Neither driv- 
1 er was injured in the mishap.
Heavily
SAIGON (AP) — Communist 
forces made their heaviest 
shelling attack of the year 
against a United States installa­
tion today, pouring more than 
70 rockets into the Bien Hoa Air 
Base 15 miles northeast of Sai­
gon.
One American was killed, 15 
wounded, and 13 others were in­
jured while trying to take cover, 
the United States command 
said. The South Vietnamese saic 
17 Vietnamese were wounded.
U.S. command said the rock­
ets damaged headquarters of a
ada today announced a revamp­
ing of its domestic fare struc­
ture with reductions on long-dis­
tance routes and increases on 
short-haul trips except those 
covered by a new excursion 
rate.
Yves Pratte, board chairman 
of the airline, said the revision 
would reduce the price of air 
transportation over 1 o n g -d i s- 
tance domestic routes by more 
than 30 per cent, making it pos­
sible to fly round-trip Montreal 
to Vancouver on an excursion 
fare for as little as $183 com­
pared with the current economy 
fare of $290.
The new fares have been sub­
mitted for approval to the Cana­
dian transport commission and 
would be effective as of Oct. 1.
Under the proposed structure, 
the new economy return fare 
between Toronto and Vancouver 
would be $244, compared with 
the current fare of $266. The re- 
। turn excursion fare would be 
$171.
The city is going to look into 
the possibility of using a mach­
ine to crack down on traffic 
noise.
Aid. Terry Cyr presented the 
idea to council Monday after re­
ceiving information from Cal­
gary city police on the effect of 
using a noise level indicator or 
decimeter to prosecute offend­
ers, particularly those with loud 
or non-existant mufflers.
Aid Cyr said the machine had 
proved valuable in enforcing 
Calgary’s anti-noise by-laws and 
that evidence provided by it 
was acceptable in court.
Following a series of radar 
checks on Pandosy Street by 
the RCMP, Sergeant A. V. Ed­
wards of the Kelowna detach­
ment, said most complaints in 
the area deal more with loud 
vehicles than speeders.
meter would be very beneficial 
in this regard.”
“In order to enforce the law," 
said Mayor Hilbert Roth, "we 
have to set some standards. 
Unless we lay down some spec­
ifics and set up a machine, pro­
viding it works, we’ll have 
nothing to take to court."
Aid. W. J. C. Kane, however, 
was somewhat skeptical of the 
idea. “What are the criteria? 
From what I know of this bus­
iness, it’s rather expensive and 
time-consuming. And it seems 
to me that most traffic com­
plaints have to do with driving
“At the present time,” he said, 
“checks are being made of ve­
hicles and motorcycles with 
loud mufflers in an attempt to 
remedy the situation. However, 
it is felt purchase of a deci-
habits.”
“It seems to me,” said Aid. 
Richard Stewart, “that if we 
did have this machine and did 
get a conviction, it would go a 
long way towards curtailing this 
kind of thing."
The matter was referred to 
city staff for further investiga­
tion.
Basic price for a decimeter, 
as quoted by Calgary police, is 
$600 or $800 with attachments.
Ottawa Now Has Time To See 
If Cannabis Is A 'Passing Fad'
TORONTO (CP) — Gerald Le 
Dain, chairman of the federal 
commission on the non-medical 
use of drugs, said Monday the 
federal government’s decision 
to introduce legislation remov­
ing cannabis from the Narcotic 
Control Act will give Ottawa 
time to sde whether its use is a 
"passing fad.”
Mr. Le Dain said he would not 
bet on any legislation being per­
manent.
The commission recom- 
possession and cultivation of
1:00 p.m.-Marathon Waler Ski Event
2:45 p,in.—Della Wing Kile Display by George Athans,
World Wnter Ski Champion'
,3:30 p.m.—Two Man Canoe Events 1
7:30 p.m.~Dcltp Wing Kite Display
Park Oval
1:30 p.m.-Rothmans Logging Show ' '
2:15 p,m..~-Bahdorama ' ,.
4)00 p.m,—Rothmans Logging Show ’
OgopoKo Fool '
3:00 p.m.—Okanagan Bolster mid Bar Eliminations
7:30 p.m.—Delta Wing Kite Display
8:00 p.m.—Night Show, featuring introduction of dlgnl-
। tarics, Lady of the Lake crowning ccfeinon-
' les. opening, number Salute to the Pacific
10:30 p.m.—Gestctncr Fireworks Display
I Ride* and Games, open until midnight
' Jubilee Bowl
3:30 p,in,—Ficc Entertainment
Bernard Avenue and Water Street > \
6:00 p.m. -Giant Regatta Parade \
EIGHT NAMES THERE
marine air group, a post ex­
change warehouse, and did 
heavy damage to two A-4 attack 
bombers..
Runways were closed to clean 
away the debris, but operations 
resumed later,
Meanwhile, U.S. B-52 heavy 
bombers carried out 100 more 
strikes, and more than half of 
them were in the northern prov­
inces of South Vietnam around 
Qunng Tri City and Hue. A few 
of the bombers' attacked in 
North Vietnam, just above the 
demilitarized zone.
South Vietnamese forces on 
the northern edges of Quang Tri 
City and on the western flanks 
of Hue 30 miles to the sout 
came under heavy artillery anc 
mortar bombardment, the Sa • 
gon command said.
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW
Kamloops, Penticton .. 93
Prince Albert 37
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Fallers Debate Whether To Go Back
VANCOUVER (CP) — Dissident coast fallers are meet­
ing today and Wednesday to decide whether to continue their 
fight or return to work now with full reinstatement in the 
industry.
U.S. Jets Leave Haiphong Harbor Ablaze
SAIGON (AP) - United States Navy jets attacked a 
shipyard in Haiphong harbor Monday for the first time in the 
war and left it in flames, the U.S. command Announced.
Fischer Late Again But Game Starts
REYKJAVIK, Iceland (Reuters) — World chess cham­
pion Boris Spassky arrived on time today and made the first 
move—pawn to queen four—while the seat of challenger 
Bobby Fischer was empty. Fischer arrived eight minutes •. 
after the appointed time and moved a black knight to king’s 
bishop three.
Prisoners Release Two Hostage Guards
WINDSOR, VI. (AP) — Prisoners at Vermont state 
prison seized two guards as hostages and released all prison­
ers in a cell block. But after several hburs of negotiations 
the situation was brought under control. A prison official 
said the convicts began returning to their cells and the 
hostages freed.
cannabis—marijuana and hash­
ish—for private use should be 
maHA legal.
“If marijuana use went like 
cigarettes or alcohol, you would 
have to say it required consider­
ation,” he said. “Some people 
say it may be a passing fad.”
Conservative Leader Robert 
Stanfield, on tour, of several 
southern Ontario communities, 
said his party’s position was 
that possession of marijuana 
should not be made legal but 
simple possession should not 
carry a jail sentence.
He said his party also be­
lieves that persons caught pos- , 
sessing the drug should not 
have a criminal record.
AGREES WITH COURTS
A justice department official 
said the federal government’s 
legislative changes on cannabis 
only reflected what was going 
on in the courts.
“This is not a very significant 
change," he said. “It won’t pro­
duce anything different from 
what goes on now.”
The Ontarle Addiction Re­
search Foundation said any 
move to lessen the legal conse­
quences for a cannabis user is 
positive.
“It whs a mistake in history 
that cannabis was placed in the 
Narcotic Control Act because it 
clearly doesn't belong in the 
same category with heroin," 
said a foundation spokesman. .
(see also Page 2)
EAGLETON'S RETREAT
McGovern Seeks New Running Mate
WASHINGTON (AP) - \Thc 
search for a new Democrjitlc 
vlce-presldentlnl candidate 
centres on eight men following 
Senator Thomas Eagleton's 
precedent-setting withdrawal 
from the ticket.
Unable to convince presiden­
tial c a n d I d a t e George Mc­
Govern that the issue of- Eagle­
ton's history as a psychiatric 
patient would go away, the Mis­
souri senator stepped down 
Monday night and cleared the 
way for McGovern to look for a 
new running-mate In the Nov­
ember general election.
Senator Frank Church ol 
Idaho, former Democratic nar 
tional commit t e e chairman 
Lawrence O'Brien and Senator 
Edmund Muskle of Maine head 
most speculators' lists of likely 
replacements for Eagleton, who 
became the fust person in U.S. 
history to give,up a major par-
ty's nomination for vice-presi­
dent. 1 '
But Florida Gov. Reubln 
Askew, R. Sargent Shriver, for­
mer director of (he Peace 
Corps, and McGovern's close 
Senate friends Abraham Rlbl- 
coff of Connecticut and Gaylord 
Nelson of Wisconsin also arc 
major possibilities, 
NAMES CARTER
And in Atlanta. Georgia state 
Representative Julian Bond, n 
leader in the “Blacks for Mc­
Govern" campaign, quoted A, 
high-placed McGovern aldo' ns 
saying Georgia Gov. Jimmy 
Carter Is being considered to re­
place Eagleton,
Carter called the idea ridicu­
lous. .
Riblcoff and Nelson sny they 
are loo old to give up relatively 
secure Senate .seats to serve as 
somebody else's vice-president. 
Askew has said he is not inter­
ested.
McGovern’s first choice to fill 
the vacancy may still be\Ed- 
ward Kennedy. The Massachu­
setts senator has steadfastly di­
savowed any interest in running 
for national office tills year. v
But, following Eagleton's dra\ 
inatic withdrawal M o n d n y, 
McGovern could\wcll go to Ken­
nedy and argue that his chances 
have been damaged hy the Eag­
leton affair and only a Kennedy 
on the ticket could preserve the 
Democrats’, chances of beating 
President Nixon in November, 
PROMISES DECISION
McGovern has promised to 
make his preference known 
within a few days And conceiva­
bly could do it on a television 
broadcast ho has scheduled to­
night. However. McGovern 
aides say he will "talk ’aliout 
the campaign’ <md not discus* 
a replacement for Eagleton.
, McGovuns choice will .re­
quire appioval of the newly con-
stltuted 303-membcr Democratic 
national committee, Some mem­
bers of that body have yet to be 
elected.
Eagleton announced his with­
drawal ns McGovern's running 
mate al a news conference Mon­
day night. ' 1
"My personal feelings are 
secondary to the necessity to 
unify the Democratic parly and 
cleet George McGovern," the 
Missouri senator Raid.
He said he and McGovern 
reached the decision jointly "so 
as not to further divide the 
party that is already too much 
divided."
for national office was unprece­
dented in U.S. history, although 
one potential nominee. Senator 
Silas Wright of New York, 
refused the vlce-presldential 
nomination offered him by (lie 
1844 Democratic convention.
Only one other vacancy han 
ever occurred on the, ticket of a 
major political parly.,
James Sherman of Now York, 
the incumbent vice-president 
and Republican nihnlng-mnte ol 
William Howard Taft in 1912, 
died Mx days before the elec­
tion.
Mood Tense, Quiet 
At Ste. Therese
STE. THERESE, Que. (CP)
Although the mood was 
tense, all was quiet nt 16-year- 
old Andre Vassard’s funeral 
hero today. It was attended by 
about 200 persons whllo another - 
10d persons waited outside.
Six provincial police cruisers 
escorted the body to its burial 
place after the funeral.
Vnssard was shot by a local । 
pollcemnn Friday night.
The funeral home was closed 




Senate Democratic Lender 
Mike Mansfield said he waa 
sorry at the-turn of events but 
called It a “decision that had to 
be made.” lie reiterated his 
faith in Eagleton.
The resignation of a candidate
WASHINGTON (AP) - Col- 
umnlst Jack Anderson retracted 
today his claim to have located 
evidence that, Senator Thomas 
F. Eagleton has n record of ar­
rests for drunken and reckless
driving. .
Anderson nnld his 
w a n “unqualified” 
total,”. <
retraction 
and “in 'Oh jw. Woll a Fonrff । you tool’
' 7
Rm** v
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TT
NAMES IN NEWS
rJury Says Butler Didn t Do It
claimed his attractive employer 
seduced him, was found not 
guilty of stealing three of her 
cheques and forging them to 
obtain more than $37,000 -at 
London’s Old Bailey criminal 
court. The male jury, reached 
its verdict after Judge Edward 
Sutcliffe told them the butler s 
employer, 37-year-old Lady 
Peek, was not entirely to be 
relied upon in her evidence 
against the 33-year-old butler. 
Maurice O’Regan said he ob­
tained his post with the Peeks 
in July, 1969, and by the end of 
that year intimacy had devel­
oped between himself and Lady 
Peek. Lady Peek denied the 
claim. Sutcliffe said in his sum­
ming-up that Lady Peek's hus­
band, property magnate Sir 
Francis Peek, was 20 years old­
er than his wife. He said that 
often Lady Peek and the butler 
were alone at night ;n the house. 
Lady Peek at first denied sign­
ing cheques but later admitted
DERRIL WARREN 
. . . for the aged
lion suit against Merrill ynch, 
Pierce, Fenner and Smith, ac­
cusing the company of manipu­
lating the market . price of 
stocks. The plaintiffs are per­
sons who bought stock from the 
brokerage firm in Scientific 
Control Corp., a company which 
later filed for bankruptcy.
Committee has decided in Vic­
toria to support Liberal candi­
dates David Andersen and Car-
ron Jameson in the two-seat 
Victoria riding and Progres­
sive Conservative candidate Dr. 
Scott Wallace in Oak Bay in 
the Aug. 30 provincial election, 
the Victoria Times said Mon­
day. The policy of TPAC is to
| support the candidate the com-
Ottawa Still Holds View
That Cannabis Is Harmful
OTTAWA (CP) — The federal! those by the commission on 
-.------ non.medjCai use o( drugs undergovernment came out with its 
long-awaited policy position on 
cannabis Monday, but the
Ronald Draper, 37, a career mittee feels has the best chance 
civil servant, has been appoint- Of defeating Social Credit, the 
ed director-general of the fed- evening daily said, 
eral government’s non-medical 
use of drugs directorate, Health The Senate space committee 
Minister John Munro announ- in Washington will expand itsi i t ­
ced Monday in Ottawa. Mr.
Draper, a native of Orillia, Ont., 
was director of special projects 
in the health and welfare de-
she had.
A Progressive Conservative 
government in British Columbia 
would concentrate on giving 
more financial help to senior 
citizens in real need, Tory lead­
er Derril Warren said Monday 
in Vancouver. Releasing his 
party’s policy paper on senior 
citizens, Mr. Warren said a 
Conservative government would 
bolster direct and indirect mon­
etary benefits for senior citi­
zens with incomes of less than 
$3,000 a year.
A convicted murderer, whose 
wife allegedly smuggled two
The Criminal Law Amend­
ments Act, which became effec­
tive July 15, permits judges to 
discharge an accused person ei­
ther absolutely or under proba­
tion conditions, instead of con­
victing him.
A person receiving this kind 
of discharge is not considered to 
have been convicted, Mr. Munro 
said. Crown prosecutors have 
been instructed to urge courts
ics such as heroin,” the minis­
ter said. The government will 
propose fines rather than sen­
tences for simple possession of 
cannabis—but amounts have not 
been determined.
OTHER FINES STIFFER
The ’ minister said penalties 
for other types of cannabis of­
fences, such as trafficking, Im- 
porting or cultivation, also 
would be reduced but remain
to apply discharges in cases ef 
simple possession of cannabis If 
there is no other offence and it 
the accused has no previous 
criminal record.
The government also will urge 
the provinces to prohibit em 
ptoyers from requiring an appli­
cant for employment to divulge 
records of conviction for posses­
sion of cannabis, he said.
The government policy falls 
short of the recommendations of 
the majority report of the Le 
Dain commission.
Mr. Munro acknowledged the 
contributions of the commission, 
। but said concerns about the 
harmful effects of the drugs had 
■ outweighed any considerations 
that the drugs should be legal.
Dean Gerald Le Dain last May, j 
have shown marijuana may 
have some beneficial effects but 
that its use should be viewed 
with concern because of other, 
harmful effects and little real 
knowledge about long-term use.
In June, the 24,000-member 
Canadian Medical Association 
went on record against the use 
of cannabis.
And courts already had 
stopped sentencing first offend­
ers accused of simple posses­
sion to jail terms. Mr. Munro 
told the news conference that 
probably only 10 persons across 
the country were in jail because 
of a first-time conviction for
changes aren’t as far-reaching 
as many expected.
The government position is 
that marijuana and hashish— 
the drugs from cannabis—are 
harmful and their use should 
not be legal. However, criminal 
prosecution for use is to be re­
duced and penalties eased by 
moving all cannabis offences 
from the Narcotics Act to the 
Food and Drugs Act.
The changes were announced 
at a news conference by Health 
Minister John Munro, who said 
Criminal Code amendments, 
which came into effect this
stiff.
Irt response to questions, he 
indicated some consideration 
would be given for various pen­
alties for trafficking, possibly 
based on the profit motive.
The professional pusher might 
receive stronger penalties than
one who merely bought a couple 
of ounces of .the drug for re-sale
to friends.
investigation of astronauts' com­
mercialism to include activities 
of Apoljo 14 moon-landing crew. 
Senator Clinton P. Anderson,
chairman of the committee, 
said Monday it will look into 
Mr,' Draper will be .• res-| Apollo 14 astronauts’ decision to
partment’s Social Allowances 
and service branch. In his new
pistols to him, killed a guard 
and critically wounded another 
at ‘the Massachusetts Correc­
tional Centre at Norfolk, bar­
ricaded himself in a dormitory 
where he was found dead sev­
eral hours later, apparently a 
suicide victim. Walter Elliott, 
30, imprisoned two years ago 
after he was convicted of sec­
ond-degree murder in a 1968 
double slaying in South Boston, 
was found shot to death on the 
top floor of a prison dormitory 
where he and his wife, Kath­
erine, had been hiding.
Twenty-five Dallas, Texas,
month, will make it easier for 
„  __ _______ , . courts to avoid sentencing can-
pons’ible for the department’s! carry 200 privately-minted sil- nabis offenders and can help 
program to control drug abuse.; ver medals on their January, prevent criminal records.
[1971, moon flight. The commit- As well, he announced a $3-
Five girls who pranced nude | tee is to convene Thursday. million budget increase for the 
„ . ’ • . directorate on non-medical drug
Dr. James Alexander Taylor, use for more research and edu- 
provincial health officer and cation, 
deputy minister of health since But some observers note the 
1962, retired Monday in Victor- changes merely bring the gov- 
ia after 38 years with the gov- eminent position more into line 
eminent. with the status quo.
near the official residence of 
Prime Minister Heath in Lon­
don Saturday were fined $58 
each in a London court Mon­
day. The girls, who had been 
publicizing a rock festival, 
pleaded guilty to using insult­
ing behavior with intent to pro­
voke a breach of the peace. A 
police inspector said the girls 
jumped out of a bus at the foot 
of Downing Street and began 
pushing leaflets about the fes­
tival into the hands of passers­
by. He said the girls were nude 
except for some leaflets stuck 
on their bodies, but that these 
did not conceal "any vital parts 
of their anatomy.”
The teachers Political Action
simple possession.
Although the policy changes 
involve proposals to move can­
nabis from the Narcotics Act to 
the Food and Drugs Act, the 
minister would give no details 
on these changes. They still 
would have to go before Parlia­
ment, if it sits again before an 
election.
The effect of the move from 
one act to another is designed
Ganges RCMP said Monday
____________ “to distinguish clearly between 
Research" studies, including I cannabis and dangerous narcot-
WILLIAMS MOVING & STORAGE
(B.C.) LTD.
Your agent for United Van Lines.
HAVE MOVED
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
TORONTO (CP) — Prices in 
. most major sectors of the To­
ronto stock market moved 
higher for the third consecutive 
session in light mid-morning 
trading today.
The industrial index was up 
.28 to 205.03 and golds .34 to 
224.44. Base metals were down 
.35 to 93.12 and western oils .20 
to 232.80.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 
497,000 shares, up from 448,000 
at the same time Monday.
Advances held a moderate 
margin over declines, 128 to 93, 
with 171 issues unchanged.
1654 EUis St.







Trans Canada Pipe 45 Vt 45%







White Pass & Yuk.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were higher in moderate trading 
today as the Vancouver Stock 
Exchange reported a first-hour 
volume of 269,869 shares.
In the industrials, Key Indus­
tries added .02 to .72 on a turn­
over of 1,500 shares.
Monterey ,A paced the oils, 
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an intensive search Will again |-.a ■ ■ * |
:: n:Tar witnesses Identify Accused
find some trace of a missing
x As Man Who Fired At Wallaceed after fire swept through the! 1IIIV I VM utmMvw
cabins last Thursday. UPPER MARLBORO, Md.



















































































































Met. Stores ?o% 21%
Molson "A” 27% 28
Moore Corp, 47% 48
Nconex 5% 5%
Noriuuln 311 38'4
Nor. CH Gas 12 12%
Oshawa Wholesale 11% 12
Pacific Pole 39% 39’4
Pembina I’lfie A 6% (1%
Royal Bunk 35% 35%
Royal Trust 42 42%
Shell Canada 46 46%
Simpson-Sears 40% 40%
Steel Canada 31% , 33
Texaco 52 52%
Atha. Columbia 
Balco Forest Prod. 










Great. Pac. Ind. 
Grouse Mount. 
Hys of Canada 
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Ferry service between Horse-pAP) — Two witnesses to the 1 
shoe Bay and Nanaimo was dis- assassination at t e m p t on 1 
rupted Monday after a small George Wallace have identified 1 
fire in the engine room of .the Arthur’Bremer in court as the 
Sechelt Queen put her out of man who wounded the Alabama < 
operation for most of the day. g°vernor-
Capt. P. J. Reakes, B.C. Fer- . Three other witnesses to the 
ries marine superintendent, shooting failed to make a court- ' 
said the fire was caused by a room identification.
problem in the generator. It Bremer has pleaded not guUty 
was discovered just after the by reason of insanity to 17 
ship left Nanaimo on the nine charges.
o’clock sailing. ' WaUace, seeking the Demo-
The lawver for accused cratic nomination for president, ine lawyer for accused mass- d three other persons were 
murderer Juan Corona said dUU ------ £----------------
Monday he knows who really
killed the 25 farm laborers 14 ^11 AC All
months ago, and he will reveal | VvU VliUbvIl 
the killer’s name when Cor­
ona’s trial begins Sept. 5. "He’s A a, MftfflinatinnC 
not running around where he Ml IXUllIlIICHIUIIw 
can hurt anyone,” lawyer Rich- r.AATm'T am nr irpi — I ard Hawk told reporters inLC^U^M’n®H'1„P)57J' 
Fairfield, Calif. Co^na, a 38- £
year-old farm labor contractor, Coquitlam reta • . .. .
was accused in June, 1971, of by acclamation Monday^mght to 
murdering 25 men whose mach- represent Social Cre^t n 
ete-hacked bodies were dug Coqmtlam riding in the g. 
from shallow individual graves provincial election.
in a peach orchard near Yuba The riding is represented by 
City, Calif. Dave Barrett, provincial leader
I of the New Democratic Party.
Increased prices for liquor, Mr Robinson tdd his nomin- 
wine and imported beer go into at‘ meeting he had decided to 
effect today throughput the Yu- nomination because
kon, commissioner James Smith g,quitlam was not getting 
announced Monday in J^h’te‘ en0Ugh “personal represent­
horse. Mr. Smith said higher Victoria
freight charges, increased man- .?naVe Barrett’ is a good 
ufacturers’ prices and the flue- L ader of the Opposition and a 
uation of fomgn currency con- “ 1 worker but I can’t 
Km two JearsH0^ ’ the £k of anything he has done 
first in two years. for Coquittam» Mr. Robinson
said.
wounded in a volley of shots as 
the governor wound up a cam­
paign rally May 15 at a Laurel, 
Md., shopping centre.
The two witnesses who identi-l 
fied Bremer walked into the 
spectators' section of the cL cuit 
court trial room at Monday’s 
opening session to indicate with 
a tap on Bremer’s shoulder that 
he was the man they had seen 
point a gun at Wallace.
But there was no testimony to 
tie the 21-year-old defendant di­
rectly to the .38-calibre revolver 
found at the scene or to indicate 
whether it was the weapon with 
which the governor, a campaign 
worker, a Secret Service agent 
and an Alabarria state trooper 
were wounded.
CALLS SALESMAN
The next to last witness called 
Monday by state attorney Ar-
Phone 763-3540
B.C. Branches at: Burnaby, Prince George, Penticton. 
Kamloops, Kelowna, Terrace, Cranbrook, Houston.












































































Nominated for Five Academy Awards
A Hal Wallis Production
Redgrave • cm Jackson 
r.ui<kMcGoolian
TwxSyDalton •Niri Davenport
In Des Moines, Iowa, federal 
agriculture secretary Earl Butz 
said Monday the Soviet Union 
may end up purchasing more 
than $1 billion worth of U.S. 
farm products under the recent­
ly announced $750-million wheat 
and feed grain sale. The trade 
agreement involves the sale of 
wheat, corn, grain sorghum, 
barley, oats and rye by the U.S. 
to the Russians under a three- 
year credit arrangement deal.
COURTENAY, B.C. (CP) - 
Lawyer Patrick Thompson, 39, 
was chosen Monday as the 
Liberal candidate for the Comox 
riding in the Aug. 30 provincial 
election.
The riding is held by Dan 
Campbell, Social Credit.
thur Marshall, however, was 
Richard E. Duby, a Milwaukee, 
Wis., gun salesman.
Duby testified he did not re­
member selling a revolver to 
Bremer, but he verified his sig­
nature on a sales slip showing 
purchase of a gun last January 
by Bremer.
Bremer’s lawyer, Benjamin 
Lipsitz, told the jury of six men 
and six women Monday that 
paraffin tests the night of the 
shooting had failed to prove 
Bremer had fired a gun.
The opening day moved rap­
idly as a jury was selected in 
little more than one hour.
In his opening statement, Lip­
sitz told the jury he would 
present a picture of Bremer 
that would show him to be "a 
boy who was weird from the 
day he came to this earth. . . .
"I don’t know whether Arthur 
Bremer shot Gov. Wallace and 
three others May 15, arid I’m 
not sure even Arthur Herman 
Bremc^knows.”
Nightly Smorgasbord — Mon. - Sat.




Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
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Mount Forest, Ont., town 
council voted Monday night to 
terminate immediately the ser­
vices of Richard Brett, acting 
police chief. Mr. Brett had ear­
lier tendered his resignation to 
council effective Aug. 31. He 
said he had removed his wife 
and children to "safely," claim­
ing that his life and the lives of 
his family had been threatened 
in telephone calk during the 
weekend.
NtB ADDICT ARSONIST
NEW YORK (AP) — A 23- 
year-old woman, arrested in 
connection with two Sunday 
night fires, told police Monday 
she had set fires in Brooklyn’s 
Negro Brownsville slum area— 
perhaps as many as 2,500—for 
the last 11 years because they 
took her "mind off my trou­
bles." Police said the suspect, 
Priscilla Haynes, was a heroin 
addict enrolled in a methadone 
maintenance program. Most of 




lands (Reuter) Dr. Eoin
MacWhite, the Republic of Ire­
land's ambassador to Holland, 
was killed in an automobile ac­
cident here Monday, police re­
ported.
RCtTHlCTlD
WARNING—Fictitious story of a best seller, 
. contains brutality and offensive language. 
““ R. McDonald, B.C. Director.
All Passes and Golden Age Cards Suspended.
PARAMOUNT Serving Kelowna — Every Day at 














Milry. Qiieon of Scot s
The Deadliest Mam Alive 
. Takos on a Whole Army!
CLINTEASTWOOD 
5 SHDDRLEITMAClaine




Inform nt ton 
7654151
SHOW TIME DU8KGATES OPE
ANNOUNCEMENT
MR. BERT RADKE
Regatta City Really is pleased to announce the ap­
pointment to their sales staff pf Mr. Bert Badke, as 
Real Esaic Salesman.'
Mr; Badke has been a resident of Kelowna since 1945 
and has been very active in the building and con- 
Iraeiing business for the last 15 years,
Bert will Ik* most pleased to meet his friends and ac­
quaintances to discuss (heir Retd Estate requirements. 
Drop in any lime and see Bert at his new address, 270 
Bernard Ave., Kelowna, or call the office 2-2739 or 
































I Libera Is Will Make
Mssue Of Highway
Okanagan highways will beat .
’’"major plank in the Liberal of highway problems a major
!! election platform.
>: South Okanagan candidate, 
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City Council Relents 
On Pandosy Parking
CITY PAGE Blanket Restriction Eased




In Bolster And Bar Event
One-Way May Be The Answer
The no-parking signs along 
Pandosy Street are going to be 
removed.
But they'll be replaced by 
others which will restrict park­
ing along the route to the hours 
between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. seven 
days a week. '
Council made that decision 
and several others pertaining to 
the recent Pandosy Street park-
MINI-REGATTA
Skipper Brian MacCrimmon, 
on the left, and his crew 
Heather Gesy and John Smart 
were happy to pose for a pic­
ture — they won the Bank 
of Montreal Trophy for the 
long distance sailing race at 
the Westbank Yacht Club’s 
mini regatta during the week­
end. Time for the seven-mile 
race from the Okanagan Lake 
bridge to Gellatly Bay was 
just under two hours. Not so 
happy were the apple box 
races in the fun competitions. 
At left, Vandi Rufli, in the 
box, learns there will be no 
race because the other three 
apple boxes, especially built 
for the events, were stolen 
from the Yacht Club prem­
ises the night before. Looking 
more than a little unhappy 
about the rancorous deed are 
committeemen Phil Wakefield, 
left, and Leo Douillard, right, 
who had to tell the disappoint­
ed young competitors the 
races were cancelled. Incid­
entally the boxes were paint­
ed a bright orange and blue 
and should be easy to recog­
nize.
(Photos by Mary Greer)
The bronzed guardians of the : 
beaches at City Park will do 
battle with the sturdier mem­
bers of Kelowna's fire depart­
ment Wednesday afternoon dur­
ing the Okanagan Bolster and 
Bar Championships at Ogopogo 
Pool.
Bolster and Bar?
For those who don’t know, 
the event will be staged for the 
first time this year as part of 
the Kelowna International Re­
gatta.
It was developed in Campbell 
River and has proven to be a 
real crowd-pleaser at the Van­
couver Island community’s suc­
cessful Salmon Festival.
The object is simple. A log 
is placed across a swimming 
pool and the two contestants 
sit facing each other, armed 
with pillows (bolsters). They 
then proceed to bash each other 
until one falls off the log (bar) 
into the water.
The first to win two out of 
three is declared the winner, 
but he dr she must accept chal­
lenges from anyone who wants 
to take him (or her) on.
There is no entry fee, virtual­
ly no rules and combatants are 
encouraged to wear fancy cost­
umes.
A spokesman for the life­
guards, who issued the chal­
lenge Monday, said today, 
"Those guys may know how to 
hustle a hose around, but when 
it comes to real muscle, they 
just ain’t got it.
“We figure we’ll take ’em all 
in two straight.”
The fireman don’t quite look 
at it that way.
Oh yeah?” was the immed­
iate reaction from the firehall. 
“We’ll murder ’em.”
ing controversy Monday, after 
receiving a traffic report and 
results of a parking survey 
from the city’s planning and en­
gineering departments.
They also decided to consider 
amending a city bylaw to re­
quire apartment block develop­
ments to provide designated 
visitor parking spaces and load­
ing zones and that apartments 
be required to provide an inter­
com at rear or side entrances 
so that visitor parking can be 
better utilized.
The suggestion to implement 
the interim parking restriction 
came from Aid. W. J. C. Kane, 
who said, “The information we 
have now . . . indicates Pan­
dosy Street is to become an 
arterial route and that a finalDetails of the traffic report
weren’t made public, but men-1 solution will take nine months
tion' was made of the possibility to a year. I would suggest lim- 
of making one-way streets out ited parking hours be put back 
of Richter and Pandosy Streets, on Pandosy.
REVELATION TRAFFIC bTUDY
Aidermen lifted the no-park- "But if an arterial highway 
ing rule along Pandosy, des- is to be declared," he said, 
pite some startling revelations "then I think it should be dec- 
by the survey of parking pat- lared and the department of 
terns, which, according to highways should be pressed for 
planner Donald Barcham, show- a traffic study."
ed that only 60 per cent of the "A traffic study is one thing,"
every effort to have discussion i Stuart Fleming’s refusal to re-* • • • ___ __ 1_ 1 —_  — — . — 4 —. — 1 am wrtnulirt 4«%lirn 1_
point in the current provincial
election."
Referring to Vernon Mayor
SEEN and HEARD
Eleven of the 12 candidates 
for the title of 1972 Lady of the 
Lake lit up city council cham­
bers Monday night as they were 
introduced to the aidermen and 
presented with gifts by Mayor 
Hilbert Roth. Signing the guest
Wednesday night's regional dis­
trict meeting instead of the Re­
gatta. "Well, that’s the luck 
of the draw when you’re mayor 
for real, Aid. Kane," quipped 
Mayor Bert Roth.
*. book were '72 Lady of the Lake, 
“'Lindsay Ritchie; her princess, 
Donna Hamilton; Miss Snow­
mobile, Annette Glover; Miss 
Jaycee, Judith Allan; Miss 
Beta Sigma Phi, Carol Ann 
Prytula; Miss Rotary, Nancy 
Clark; Miss Canadian Forrest­
er, Joanne Wolfe; Miss Legion, 
• Susan Riddell; Miss Harmonic, 
Birgit Moeller; Miss Teen 
Town, Jacqueline Muir and 
Miss A.C.T., Carol Zayonce.
I Unable to attend was Miss 
Kinsmen, Vlr8lnla Slobodian.
lease results of talks with mun-
Mayor Roth, along with aider- 
men Kane, Gwen Holland, 
Terry Cyr and Syd Hodge will 
be voting delegates at the 66th 
annual convention of the Union 
of B.C. Municipalities, slated 
for Vancouver next month.
The first of a series of in­
formal exchanges sponsored by 
the Community Resources Cen­
tre at First United Church hall 
starts at 7 p.m. tonight, Topic 
is legal rights with legal and 
student lawyers and experienc­
ed court lawyers on hand to dis­
cuss legal questions pertaining 
to consumers, land owners, es­
tate taxes and wills. Watch for 
further announcements on ses­
sions on canning, car repairs, 
ecology, photography, organic 
gardening, silk screening, 
among others.
Arriving in Kelowna on W d- 
nesday via Pacific Western 
will be Mrs. Jean Gould, pub­
lic relations office! tor the Van­
couver Children's Hospital, Mrs. 
Gould will be In Kelo vna to 
ride the Kelowna Teen Town 
float in the Regatta parade 
which starts at 6 p.m. Wcunes- 
day. Theme of the float wt’J be 
March of Dimes hi keeping with 
one of Kelowna Teen Town's 
main projects.
Aid. William Kane was nam­
ed Monday as acting-mayor for 
August and hud a few wry com­






Action gets underway at 2:30 
p.m. Wednesday and Thursday.
Following the epic confronta­
tion between the lifeguards and 
fireman, the youngsters will 
be able to have at each other, 
divided up into the 12-14 age 
group and 15 and over.
Thursday will be an open 
challenge affair, with a trophy 
to be awarded at the end of pro­
ceedings.
Organizers are keeping the 
structure of the event loose to 
give it maximum exposure, but 
next year things should be in­
teresting as old grudges are 
settled and more skilled com­
petitors gear themselves for the 
possibility of taking on the 
Campbell River champ for the 
Bolster and Bar Championship 
of the entire World.
parking spaces provided by said Aid. Syd Hodge, “but our 
apartment blocks were being bylaws also need changing, 
used at the time surveys were Apartment blocks have been 
taken. built and their parking spaces
He said the survey was con- seem to have been eroded. I 
ducted in the area over a per- think we should enforce our by- 
iod of one week and that checks laws and ensure that apartment 
were made several times dur- buildings have the number of 
ing the day and night. parking spaces they are sup-
The issue arose several weeks posed to have."
ago, after the no-parking signs The city presently requires 
had been erected, when a dele- that 1.25 spaces be provided for 
gation of residents from the every unit.
area appeared before council Only brief mention was mado 
armed with a petition seeking of the recommendations con- 
removal of the restriction. tained in the traffic study, even
They claimed the signs had though Aid. Syd Hodge and 
created particular difficulty for Mayor Hilbert Roth felt it 
visitors to apartment blocks, as I should be made public, 
well as moving vans and ser- The major development ap- 
vice vehicles which could not pears to be establishing one- 
find space at the rear. Further, way "couplets” and the ex- 
the protestors claimed increas- ample cited would see Pandosy 
ed noise and dust problems had street running south, and Rich- 
arisen, along with a safety haz- afjer having been extend- 
ard created by vehicles speed- running north.
. ing along Pandosy. --------- <— --------------------------
icipal and regional government 
officials on highways until af­
ter the election, Mr. Tait add- : 
ed: “With all respect to Mayor 
Fleming and his committee, I 
feel that it is essential for each 
candidate to make his position 
clear with respect to this issue."
The candidate declared fur­
ther: “For my part, I promise 
to do all in my power to have 
a completely new Okanagan 
highway system d veloped. The 
present system is barely ade­
quate for local truffle Between 
smaller communities and the 
central service cities of Ver­
non, Kelowna and Penticton.1
Mr. Tait called for “new, 
limited-access highway at a 
higher elevation" which would 
provide relief from traffic con­
gestion that now threatens to 
"choke our communities ,iy the 
lake" and access to new areas 
for development since “our hill­
sides offer raw land that needs 
only access and secure water 
। supply to accommodate our 
i rapid growth."
Among the visitors to Regat­
ta, is a man a”'1 his horse, /ho 
rode here from ’’entlcton, re­
minding us something if the 
determination of our forefathers 
some 00 years ago. More than 
60,000 fun enjoying spectu. rs 
are expected to crowd the Re­
gatta grounds this year, and 
parking seems to be of the ut­
most concern to the city traf­
fic officers and the RCMP as 
stated by city officer Dale 
Marsh.
Yacht Club To
K motion creating an ultima­
tum in time by which, the Kei- 
owna Yacht Club would have 
to enter a lease agreement with 
the city was tabled for one 
week Monday in favor of a 
more reasonable approach.
The motion by Aid, Syd HOdgc 
specified an Aug, 10 date for 
s gnlng or the city would issue 
the club notice to vacate its 
Water Street premises. How­
ever, Aid. Hodge, himself, 
moved to table the motion tin- 
t.l council met with tl(e yacht 
club executive behind closed 
doors next Monday,
The proposed lease calls for 
a ID-yenr agreement with rent 
lagged at $2,(XM) for Ilie first 
five yrat> It was developed 
following a decision by council 
to eliminate grants-m-aid which
is
The Job
The local construction scene 
is back in full swing today as 
workmen return to jobs follow­
ing settlement of wage disputes 
which resulted in strikes and 
lockouts since April 28.
The last six unions of 18 or­
iginally involved in the dispute
He added "anyone driving the 
Hope-Princeton route to Van­
couver these days must be 
painfully aware that we also 
need a new traffic link to the 
lower mainland." The “ob-
The district horticultural of­
fice reminds cherry orchardists 
post harvest clean-up sprays for 
the cherry fruit fly should be 
applied now, since split or un­
harvested cherries provide ideal 
breeding grounds for the pest.
Commercial growers are ad­
vised to use sprays as per the 
1972 tree fruit production guide, 
and home gardeners should 
either spray trees or paint 
limbs of cherry trees with jy- 
gon or rogor, at label rates.
All cherry trees in the Cen­
tral Okanagan should be treat­
ed in the stated manner. Fur­
ther information is available 





Early - bird Regatta crowds
will be taking advantage of the 
Kiwanis pancake breakfast, a 
traditional feature which is 
offered Wednesday to Saturday 
from 7 a.m. to 12 noon in the 
parking space beneath the Royal 
Trust building on Bernard 
Avenue.
Wednesday’s breakfast will 
precede the official Regatta 
opening at 12 noon, commemor­
ated with a special ceremony at 
city park entrance at the foot 
of Bernard Avenue.
Checks by the RCMP indicat­
ed no appreciable increase in IM f Al IDT
speeding incidents, council was 111 VvUlvI
___ _ Nels Nordstrom of Vancou- 
orai rpcidpntf____________?ev- ver pleaded not guilty in provin-
eral residents who appeared at cial \,n..rt to thr;p _o_ 
Monday’s meeting, -aldennen 
stuck to their decision not toK?™"« ___ | ses in connection with an alles*
'mplemenl’loSS zolis'as “
a detailed traffic study.1110,000 shares of stock. The 
case was remanded by provin­
cial Judge R. J. S. Moir to Oct. 
19 tot trial.Route
Unchanged
A charge of impaired driving 
was dismissed against James 
Weddell of Rutland after Judge 
R. J. S. Moir ruled a “poor
with provincial contractors 
were expected to resume work 
today. Five of the six holdout 
unions voted acceptance of a 
wage increhse of L1.17 an hour 
over 25 months, while the sixth, 
plumbers, narrowly rejected the 
settlement but were also to re­
turn to jobs today after settle­
ment of contract wording ob­
jected to was made Sunday. 
Plumbers approved the wage 
settlement but objected to a 
few minor clauses dealing with 
travel allowances later ironed 
out between union leaders and 
the Construction Labor Rela­
tions Association.
Union voting results in other 
holdout groups were: boiler­
makers, 85 per cent in favor; 
carpenters, 84 per cent; cement 
masons, 88 per cent; heat and 
frost Insulators, 82 per cent and 
electricians, 78 per cent.
At Auction
Aidermen Monday passed a 
resolution to allow civic em­
ployees to bid on the sale of 
surplus city equipment at pub­
lic auctions.
The move would amend a 1969 
bylaw which required city em­
ployees to get council approval 
of a high bid, either through 
tenders or at an auction. Under 
the new rule, if city equipment 
is to be subject to tenders, an 
employee requires council ap­
proval, but if the material is 
to be auctioned, he may bid on 
It without restriction.
Warm
The forecast for Wednesday, 
first day of Regatta, should 
please residents and tourists 
alike. The weatherman promises 
sunny skies with a few cloudy 
periods and continuing warm 
temperatures, in the low 90s. 
High and low tn the city Mon­
day was a pleasant 92 and 59 
degrees with no precipitation, 
compared to a warm 91 and 
54 degrees with a trace of pre­
cipitation for the same day at 
the airport. Overnight lows to­






sample” of breath for use on
The Regatta parade route is I the breathalyzer scale was not 
unchanged from last year, be- sufficient for a conviction in an 
ginning at the marshalling area impaired driving charge.
at Martin Elementary School --------
on Graham Street and along Barry James Rill of Kelowna 
Bernard Avenue to Water Street pleaded guilty in provincial 
north past city hall to the dis- court to a charge of wilfully 
persal point beyond Doyle destroying private property 
Avenue. ~ after he broke a door window
The mall set up between Ellis at a downtown restaurant. He 
Street and Pandosy Street on was given a suspended sentence 
Bernard will be temporarily and placed on probation for six 
opened to accommodate the]months.
parade which begins at 6 p.m., -------
Wednesday as the traditional Otto Kustren of Rutland 
kick-off to the annual water pleaded not guilty in provincial 
classic. Parade participants will court to a charge of refusing 
be positioned at the marshalling to take a breathalyzer test. The 
area at 5 p.m., following judg- case was remanded for trial to 
ing in the afternoon. Oct. 9.
3
vious" solution was a highway 
connecting the Central Okana­
gan through Merritt on the Old 
Kettle Valley right-of-way to 
the Trans-Cnnada highway near 
Hope.
"Mayor Fleming," Mr. Tait 
said, "is wrong to feel this 
question should not become a 
political football," ac’"ng , if 
candidates In the South Okan­
agan "do not discuss this issue 
openly, the democratic nrocess 
will bo badly served and the 
people will have no committ­
ment from their elected num­
ber."
CAR FIRE
The Kelowna Fire Depart­
ment attended a car fire Mon­
day in the 2000 block Pandosy 
Street at 5:25 p.m., In whlc 
a vehicle was extensively dam­
aged, Fireman were also called 
to a minor ballast fire at the 








OWEN SOUND, Ont. (CP) - 
Situated In prime vacation coun­
try on Georgian Bay, this city 
further enhanced its tourism po­
tential when it recently voted to 
license liquor and dining 










offset yacht club taxes.
Under the proposal, the club 
would also be responsible for 
full taxes, which arc estimated 
at about $7,400 per year, ’
Without any sort of agreement 
for more than a year, club 
members halked at certain 
terms of the proposed lease and, 
In effect, challenged the city 
on ownership of the waterfront 
property which was developed 
by the club.
Aldermen asked the city 
sollcior for an opinion an had 
apparently received it by Mon­
day when Aid. Hodge said "It 
la now confirmed our position 
is' morally and legally correct," 
The city owns tlie land on which
motion following remarks by 
Aid. William Kano who said "I 
hate just to hold a gun nt the 
club's head ... It was my un­
derstanding we were to meet
again.”
Aid. Richard Stewart also
suggested the last place he 
wanted the matter to go was be­
fore the courts in a legal hassle. 
But he expressed concern about 
the attitude of the club.
He likened the club to an 
"agent handling moorage facili­
ties over there on behalf of 
the city . . . there’s no use hav­
ing an agent who is in conflict 
with you."
Also attending the meeting
was chib executive member 
tlie ^lub was built and expand-; Glen who continued J the 
, ,, , , aigumcm that the original lease
Aid. Hodge moved to table his I with the city stipulated there be
no taxes mid that only a change 
In the Municipal Act forced the 
need for a grant-ln-ald.
He alluded' also to other 
property currently owned by the 
city and said "the yacht club 
put In a lot of money to get 
that property and turn It over 
to the city.” He did not elabor­
ate oh what he meant but said 
aldermen could check this In 
city records.
His remarks followed those 
of Aid. Terry Cyr who said he 
was In “total disagreement with 
the nominal sum of $2,000" 
proposed in the lease.
Council will meet in commit­
tee wl(h the club prior to the 
subject being aired publicly at 
a , special meeting of, council, 





The Kelowna Downtown 
Business Association has 
taken over pa it of Bernard 
Avenue to lend added aitrac- 
tion and oxoiitmini to Re 
gatin festlVIth h addui n 




mall between Kills and. Pan­
dosy streets on Bernard will 
also feature entertainment 
beiliming today and nil 
thnniRli the water cinsdc, 
Pi ide entries such as the 
Hobbema Indian Band will
perform on n special portable 
stage, and other attractions 
include National Hockey 
Legnc star, Geno Carr who 
will accommodate autograph 
hunters. There will also bo a
puok-sliOoUng competition and 
many other goodies by the 
KDBA. The mall tn the cen­
tre of the cIly'H business ,dln- 
trifl is a now innovation this 
year, — (Courjcr Photo).
« r
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•JACQUES A>(D GILLES WENT Up
On Leaves Of Absence
It has often been said that the pri­
mary function of prison institutions is 
rehabilitation of the individual. One is 
told that an essential requirement of 
this rehabilitating process is the grad­
ual building of a mutual bond of trust 
between convict and society. A step­
ping stone of this bond of trust is, 
supposedly, the granting of unsuper­
vised leaves of absence to prisoners.
Some have attempted to repudiate 
the claims made in support of leaves 
to prisoners while saying nothing 
about the base upon which this idea 
stands: that prisons are, essentially, 
rehabilitation centres. The fact that 
their statements on the subject have 
not made credible food for thought 
is not surprising because, if the pre­
mise is true, then the granting of tem­
porary unrestricted leaves is a logical 
progression in rehabilitation of the in­
mate.
But the basic task of a prison and 
its administration is not rehabilitation. 
It is to confine away from society the 
individuals whose motives and meth­
ods arc directed against the rights of 
any and all individuals in that society. 
Wnen a prison—or a government— 
grants leaves of absence to convicted 
lawbreakers during their term of sen­
tence, it makes a mockery of the jud-
icial system which put them there in 
the first place, and relegates every 
law abiding member of society to the 
position of a sucker.
Further, if a convict is to become 
rehabilitated, it will not come to him 
from without, but from within. A per­
son Who commits a crime against 
society displays a deep contempt for 
his fellow man and an irrational dis­
regard for laws which protect the 
rights of the individual.
Only an intransigent dilligence on 
the part of a society and its represent­
atives toward enforcing the laws 
which protect its existence will serve 
as a deterrent against criminal acts. 
Only then will a criminal have no 
choice but to re-examine the convic­
tions which motivate him. The bow­
ing of justice to evil by any form of 
’ compromise to the convicted criminal 
will only serve to increase the con­
tempt he holds for society.
It is therefore imperative for both 
the long and short range protection of 
society from its deviates that all leaves 
of absence be stopped. Altruistic mot­
ives, which have never brought any­
thing but grief to man, cannot be per­
mitted to begin the breakdown of law 





B.C.'s Percy Williams 
Fastest On Earth 3





NURSERY RHYMES FOR OUR TIMES
New Flareup Feared
By BOB BOWMAN
Percy Williams of Vancouver 
was recently voted as having 
been Canada’s greatest compet­
itor in the history of the Olym­
pic Games. It was Aug. 1, 1928, 
that Williams proved to be the 
world’s fastest human by win­
ning the 200 metres gold medal 
at the Olympic Games In Am­
sterdam. He had already won 
the 100 metres on July 30.
Two years later, at Toronto, 
Williams set a world record of 
10.3 seconds for the 100 metres. 
Later in the month, unfortun­
ately, he hurt a leg while win­
ning the 100 metres at the Brit­
ish Empire Games In Hamilton, 
and that really ended his career 
as a sprinter although he com­
peted in the 1932 Olympics at 
Los Angeles.
Williams’ victories at Amster­
dam astounded the sports 
world. He was relatively un­
known as a 19-year-old graduate 
from a Vancouver high school. 
There were 87 sprinters entered 
in the 100 metes including 
Frank Wykoff of the U.S. who 
was the favorite.
Williams won two heats be­
fore getting.into the final, and 
had to run his fastest time of 
10.6 seconds to win the second.
In the final he was running 
against Wykoff, McAllister, 
London, Lammers of Germany, 
and Legg of South Africa. Wil­
liams got away like a flash and 
held his lead all the way, beat­
ing London to the tape by one 
yard. He wrote in his diary: 
"July 30—Well, well, well, so 
I’m supposed to be the world's 
100 M Champion (crushed ap­
ples). No more fun in running 
now.”
However, winning the 200 
metres on Aug. 1 was an even
greater' challenge as Charles 
Borah of the U.S. and Helmut 
Kocmig of Germany had won 
their heats in record times.
John Fitzpatrick of Hamilton 
also made it to the finals with 
Williams.
Koernig and Williams were 
neck and neck to the last 50 
metres when Williams "shifted 
gears" for a blinding, driving 
finish. The Crowd broke into the 
wildest demonstration that ever 
followed an Olympic victory.
"There were great receptions 
in many cities in Canada when 
Williams returned.
Years later, when Williams 
was asked how he felt when he 
won the Olympics, he replied: 
"I was simply bewildered by it 
all. I didn’t like running. Oh, I 
was so glad to get out of it all.”
OTHER AUG. 1 EVENTS
1639—Huron population was 
estimated to be 20,000. Marie de 
I'lncarnation founded Ursuline 
Convent.
1885—Louis Riel was found 
guilty of treason.
1914—Governor-General the 
Duke of Connaught cabled Brit­
ain offering Canadian troops to 
fight in First World War.
1926—There was a stampede 
of elephants at Edmonton.
1930—Airship R-100 arrived at 
Montreal after transatlantic 
flight.
1932—C.C.F. party was 
formed.
1952—Social Credit govern­
ment led by W. A. C. Bennett 
took office.
1957—Owen Sound, Ont., cele­
brated centenary.
1962—Motorcade left New­
foundland for British Columbia 
to celebrate completion of 
Trans-Canada Highway.
While the Western world breathes 
easier with the breakup of Soviet mili­
tary power in Egypt, there still is an 
underlying feeling that the expulsion 
of Soviet troops from Egyptian bases 
may increase the danger of a new 
Middle East flareup.
A Canadian Press analysis notes 
that as long as the Russians had their 
finger on the Egyptian trigger, the 
Kremlin undoubtedly dominated Egyp­
tian strategy. Initially, as Russia ship­
ped more than $1 billion worth of 
new arms and planes into Egypt after 
the six-day 1967 war, the Western 
world feared the Kremlin was prepar­
ing the Middle East for a global show­
down.
Gradually, over the years, opinion 
changed as the Russians themselves 
dropped hints to their Arab friends 
that they wanted no third world war. 
Undoubtedly the Kremlin felt it was 
an advantage to expand Soviet mili­
tary power in the Middle East, not 
only to contain Israel, but to assist in 
the strategy of encircling the North 
Atlantic alliance countries.
This dominance of the Soviet mili­
tary presence may at the same time, 
have increased the frustration of Egyp­
tian military leaders. Badly beaten in 
the 1967 battle with Israel, some of 
them seemed anxiois to attempt to 
balance the books and if possible, 
crush the Israelis,
Questions were raised whether they 
could hope to do this even with the 
sophisticated planes and rockets Rus­
sia provided. Reports circulated in the 
Arab world that the Russians were 
questioning whether the Egyptian 
soldiers and airmen were able to mas­
ter this modern armament.
Added to indications of intensified 
Soviet-Egyptian military friction were 
reports that the military allies were
not harmonizing socially and this was 
contributing to Egyptian frustration.
It appeared evident under such 
widening speculation that President 
Anwar Sadat, whose popularity among 
-his countryment was a shadow com­
pared with the late Gamal Abdul Nas­
ser, was facing increased military pres­
sure to assert Egyptian sovereignty.
Whether Sadat ever hoped to get 
Russian offensive weapons is question­
able. The reported Russian rejection 
of such demands may have .been the
excuse required to expel i 
military force, thereby 
Egyptian military leaders 
want—full control over 
built arsenal.
The temptation to use
the Russian 
giving the 
; what they 
the Soviet-
these wea-
pons may become too tantalizing to 
ignore. In terms of manpower the 
Israelis are vastly outnumbered. From 
a technical viewpoint, the Egyptians 
may find it easier to make use of their 
weapons now than to try to maintain 
them and service them over a long 
period.
The highest restraining factor is the 
risk of another defeat. Should the 
Israelis again destroy Egyptian arma­
ments, it would be difficult for Cairo 
to go hat in hand to the Kremlin ask­
ing for still more sophisticated wea­
pons.
More tempting for Sadat is to make 
wider use of a political respite. For 
the moment, at least, he may have 
satisfied his own military command­
ers. He now can secretly turn to the 
United States and argue in favor of 
some compensating concessions.
It may be President Nixon’s turn 
to see what he can do. Getting the 
Israelis to give up some of the old 
Arab land may be the clincher need­
ed to cement Sadat’s home popularity.
BYGONE DAYS
(From Courier Files)
10 YEARS AGO 
August 1962 
Members of the John Fisher family 
Of Westbank saw the Ogo|x>go, They had 
taken off for a day’s fishing, and were 
about to disembark at their favorite 
camping spot when they saw two dis­
tinct humps, dark green in color. The 
great churning of the water disturbed 
the calm of the lake some 100 yards 
out. The humps finally straightened out 
nnd Ogo sped away in the direction of 
Trepanicr,
20 YEARS AGO 
August 1952
Miss Patsy Hume, 17-year-old ballet 
student, gave her last performance in 
Kelowna in the Aqua-Rhythms of 1952, 
before leaving to study with the Win­
nipeg Ballet Company later this year, 
to which ahe was awarded a scholar­
ship.
when Mayor W. E. McArthur first ask­
ed a town meeting to back the invita­
tion. Since then these have withdrawn 
, their opposition to the plan which filled 





40 YEARS AGO 
August 1932 
and Personal—Judge J. D.
of Kamloops was a visitor to 
Rev. W. W, MacPherspn, M.A.,
Weyburn, Sask,, Is supply for 
August nt the First United Church.
Sight A Glimmer Of Hope
LONDON (CP) — Scientists 
think they know the steps that 
must be taken to beat the 
plague of starfish which has 
been destroying coral forma­
tions around the world.
Ten years ago the late Prof. 
Tom Goreau first speculated 
about the potential for de­
struction of coral by the 
crown-of-thorns starfish. Two 
years later that speculatiqn 
became a reality when it was 
discovered the starfish were 
eating away the Great Barrier 
Reef which protects the east­
ern side of Australia.
A group of young British 
scientists at Cambridge 
formed a research group in 
1967 to investigate the phe­
nomenon and develop control 
techniques. Since 1968 they 
have been working in the Red . 
Sea while other scientists 
have been carrying on paral­
lel work in Guam, the Aus­
tralian state of Queensland 
and in Japan.
Counts have shown that the 
starfish can reach local popu­
lations measured in hundreds 
of thousands and can destroy 
almost every hard coral in 
square miles of reef. Damage 
to the middle section of the 
Great Barrier Reef already 
extends over tens of miles and 
is extremely serious in local 
areas.
Yet, in some senses the 
Great Barrier Reef is less vul­
nerable than remoter Indo-Pa­
cific areas, where plagues of 
starfish are likely to pass un­
detected until they burst forth 
into more accessible regions.
The Cambridge coral star­
fish research group is begin­
ning to have something to 
show for an expenditure of 
more than £40,000 and the 
thousands of hours that its 
scientists have spent under­
water. Much of this has been 
at night, observing closely the 
starfish feeding behavior.
The starfish embraces the 
coral, attaching itself firmly 
by its unnumerable tube feet 
on its many arms, and then 
extrudes its stomach through 
its mouth over the coral to 
begin external digestion of liv­
ing tissue in the coral polyps.
About three hours later the 
stomach is retracted, leaving 
behind a gleaming white coral 
skeleton. It is these patches of 
predation which remain the 
obvious evidence of the pres­
ence of starfish.
The Cambridge group found 
on a reef eight miles south of 
Port Sudan in the central Red 
Sea an abnormal population of 
about 3,000 starfish. The evi- 
d e n c e, circumstantial but 
strong, pointed to pollution 
from anchored shipping being 
the agent, though the mecha­
nism was not obvious.
ATTRACTED OTHERS
What was obvious, however, 
was the way the aggregated 
starfish remained together
Two Aged Prospectors Still Haunt 
Barkerville In Hope Of Big Strike
CAPITAL COMMENT
30 YEARS AGO 
August 1912 
The city of Greenwood, which invited 
one thousand Japanese there ns a pat­
riotic gesture, has now accepted the 
coast evacuees ns members of the 
community. Townspeople provided pri­
vate cars to curry the hundreds of fam­
ilies from the station to their living 
quarters. There were four objectors ,
Messrs. Charles Gaddes, Jack Ladd 
and End Murchison left for the conht 
where they will spend a holiday.
50 YEARS AGO 
August 1922
Glenmorc Notes—Mr. and Mrs. J. N. 
Cushing motored to Naramata Thiesday 
with Mr. O. St. C. Mabee to take in the 
Passion Play "Victory In Defeat." Rob­
ert Ritchie is spending a vacation nt the 
const. Roy Hunt returned from the 
Boys’ Camp at Wood Lake on,Monday.
60 YEARS AGO 
August 1912
With the publication of the August 1st 
Issue, 1912, the Kelowna Courier cele­
brated Its eighth birthday. Since the 
first issue the publication has lengthened 
its pages by two Inches, giving 72 Inch­
es additional space.
BARKERVILLE, B.C. (CP) 
— Gold has held Wilford 
Thomson to this ghost town 
since 1921.
At last, after 51 years of 
prospecting through this area 
in central British Columbia, 
Mr. Thomson says he lias 
struck the gold.
"It’s been a long time com­
ing," the 81-year-old man 
said, "But now I'vo been 
making excellent urogress 
and am close to bringing in 
two winners 16 to 18 miles 
southeast of here.
‘Tve had some finds, but 
not enough to bo important as 
real winners like these opes,"
These "winners" in gold 
prospecting come in the one­
time gold capital of B.^,, a 
bustling centre, in the 1860s 
when it could boast it was tho 
largest city west of Chicago 
and north of San Francisco.
The city was based on Billy 
Barker's 1862 shaft near Wil­
liams Creek, which yielded 
the man $600,000 in ore.
In fact, Williams Creek it­
self produced an unofficial es­
timate of $50 million before
high-grade gold property at
that time. Since then I have 
made a great study of gold 
deposits and mineral depos­
its."
■ Mr. Thomson lives in his 
shack courtesy of a permit 
from the parks blanch of the 
provincial government which 
has taken over Barkerville 
and has rebuilt it as a tourist 
attraction.
"This prospecting must just 
bo the gambling spirit,” he 
said, "I can make some
and preferred to eat almost 
on top of each other, even 
though there was an abun­
dance of similar coral' all 
around them. The only ex­
planation seemed to be that 
starfish feeding on coral con­
stitute an attraction for other 
starfish.
A series of experiments 
which confirmed this hypothe­
sis formed the central feature 
of a 1971 research program 
funded by Britain's Overseas 
Development Administration 
and the Royal Society.
The next task will be to iso­
late the active constituent in 
this chemical attraction. The 
target is obviously an attrac­
tant that could be used in 
plague areas to cause dense 
aggregation of starfish into 
suitable locations for the star­
fish to be killed en masse by a 
small team of divers.
For a full-time research 
program centred on this in­
vestigation the ODA has made 
a further grant of nearly 
£29,000 to the Cambridge 
group.
The normal state in Indo­
Pacific reef areas is a popula­
tion of scattered individual 
starfish probably not exceed­
ing one per 100 yards of reef 
front; However, when abnor­
mal circumstances bring 
these individuals within a 
fairly short distance of one 
another, by chemical attrac­
tion in feeding they begin to 
pack closer together and to 
remain together.
CAUSES TRACED
When the breeding season 
comes round success in fertili­
zation is much greater than 
that of scattered Individuals, 
while the nearly dead coral 
they have attacked will favor 
the successful settlement of 
their larvae;
Either man or natural disas- 
ter can cailsc the initial con­
centration of animals.
It may be harbor works 
which reduce available hard 
corals and oblige formerly 
resident starfish to move in 
with more fortunate neigh­
bors, so doubling the density
Some Figuring 
On Parliament
By FARMER TISSINGTON 
Ottawa Bureau
of the Kelowna Courier
Parliament adjourned for Its 
summer recess July 7. Under 
present circumstances and 
rules, there is a possibility that 
it may not meet again for a full 
six months, until early January, 
1973.
Officially, it has been ad­
journed until Sept. 28. But the 
betting here is that the 28th 
Parliament will not again see 
the light of day and the general 
election will be called in August 
for a date in October, probably 
Oct. 23.
If this prediction is even rea­
sonably accurate, it will mean 
that by the time the election 
writs are returned, the present 
or new prime minister has 
formed his cabinet, the cabinet 
has planned legislation and dis­
cussed priorities, and by the 
time the speech from the throne 
has been written, it will be 
early December. At this junc­
ture, it may be reasoned that 
there is little point calling the 
members into session for a cou­
ple of weeks when the Christ­
mas recess is so near. In that
delay of this, or even shorter, I 
duration not only stalls legisla- I
tive action but it puts some I
committees in an almost impos- , I 
sible position. The public ac- . 
counts committee, for one, • 
would find its work of examin- , 
Ing the annual auditor general's (. 
report thrown badly off sched- .» 
ule.
Part of the reason for the sit- 
uation lies with the arbitrary | 
powers that are now given to 
the prime minister under the j 
British North America Act, as 
to when general elections are to : 
be held. The time-table is ex- / 
tremely flexible and every । 
prime minister has utilized this 
fact to his own party’s best ad­
vantage—going to the country 
when the prospects look the 
most promising.
For a number of sessions, 
several MPs have put private 
member’s bills on the order 
paper urging an amendment to 
the BNA Act which would re­
duce or eliminate this arbitrary 
time-setting. They would put 
Canada on the same system as . 
the United States where elec- ,', 
tlons are held on specific dates 
every four years. In the Cana- j
, , , t , dian situation, the only devia­
event an early January star tlon from a pre-determined '
for Canada’s 29th Parliament
might make more sense—thus 
the lapse of six months.
The Commons could be called 
back in early December solely 
for the opening ceremonies and 
the speech and debate on the 
speech from the throne, and 
then recess for Christmas. This 
would enable the House to get 
down to serious business early 
in the new year.
There is something wrong 
with a system that allows even 
the possibility of a six-month 
hiatus in the business of the 
country when there is so much 
business waiting for attention. A
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IN PASSING
All of today's North Ainciican 
thoroughbreds arc descendants of 
three horses brought from Fjlgliiiif.1 
toward the end of the 17th century 
nnd the beginning of the 18th cen­
tury.
At full speed, a thoroughbred horse 
can go as fast as 40 miles an hour 
carrying 125 pounds or more on his 
back.
I he gapie of polo was played in 
China mound the year 600.
the falling price of gold and 
rising cost of mining ended 
the gold rush.
LIFE WAS HARD
What Billy Barker started, 
hardy prospectors continued. 
The life In the Cariboo was 
cold nnd hard, They had to 
, face a hostile environment , 
and at times, an even more 
hostile justice system In the 
figure of Hanging Judge Mat­
thew Baillie Begble.
In IB68, a fire destroyed 
Barkerville, but the inhrtbil- 
nnts rebuilt it. Then the gold 
dropped off and slqwly the 
town bccaipr only a memory.
'But men like Mr, Thomson 
fitlil drifted in.
"When I camp here in 
1921," he recalled, "there 
wer\ about 150 people- half of ' 
llmm white and half of tli. in 
Chinone.
"Tho Chinese would winter 
In the town nnd work the 
creeks In the summer,
"I had prospecting In view 
wh ui I decided io move here.
I Ind 
River
done a Lit in Lli Idgc 
and was looking fir a
money by trapping and guid­
ing, but prospecting is the 
best.”
While the summers sec the 
town bustling with tourists, 
the winters belong to Mr. 
Thomson and the only other 
resident nnd only land owner 
in the town, Harold Garden.
The 82-y e a r -o 1 d Garden 
owns a house in the town 
where he has lived for 14 
years affer retiring from hip 
land-surveying job of 40 
years.
Ho came to Vancouver from 
New Brunswick In 1907 and 
had to use the old steamer 
The BX to travel along the 
Fraser River,
"Al, my ago you can’t do 
much planning on anything," 
he said. "This w|ll bo my Inst 
winter here though. Tills was 
one of the roughest winters 
I’ve put in.
"Thos e two gentlemen— 
। Father Time nnd Old Man
, Winter—are getting to me,'.’ , 
But why did he come here?
'JUST CAME’
, "What makes anyone do 
anything,” he shouted; "I'm 
here and that's that,
''1 Just egme here. Though I 
tell you—and don't let II go* 
too far—this little place I'm 
sitting Is over a pot of gold,
"Yom go over there 50 feet 
and there will be a veln.< did 
it and found someone else had 
1 the same Idea, There Is a 
shhft over there."
Both old bachelors have 
been caught up In the spirit of 
the old ghost town, the spirit 
, of gold, They are Ixith sure it 
is here, nnd may strike it rich 
one day, just ns Billy Bnikcr 
did an many years before.
of the starfish population. It 
may bo local pollution which 
causes similar starfish con­
centration in more acceptable 
areas. It could be the local 
extinction of coral by slltation 
or It may be the cyclonic 
damage of coral,
In many cases, therefore, a 
local increase In the crown- 
of-thorns population may be a 
valuable early warning, be­
fore any other symptom is ap­
parent, that a stale of affairs 
js developing.
LETTERS
It has been the policy of 
the Daily Courier for many 
years that when a public 
election has been announced 
letters to the editor concern­
ing the election or candidates 
running for public office wilt 
not be published. Premier W. 
A. Bennett has called an 
election In B.C. Aug. 30 and 
In accordance with the news­
paper's policy any letters 
concerning the elections will 
not be published.
four-year term would come in 
the event of the defeat of the , 
government on a want-of-confi- 
dcnce vote. „
The problem in implementing J 
a change of this sort—one that 
would make the work of Parlia­
ment more orderly and elimi­
nate the election-date guessing 
game—Is similar to inducing the *• 
Senate to vote itself out of exist- ", 
ence. The party in power is nat­
urally reluctant to vote for any t 
measure that trims the author­
ity of its leader to make a deci- ’. 
sion most likely to be in its 
favor.
Another part of the problem " 
involves the loose time-table 
now In vogue for handling Com­
mons’ business. This • applies ” 
particularly to the dates of ad- ’ 
journment for each session and '■ 
Hie length of Christmas, Easter “ 
and summer recesses. If the ” 
government had really wanted r 
to get its family iheome seen- 
rity and its foreign take-over 
legislation passed, why didn't It ' 
keep Parliament operating for a 
week or more longer? As far as '• 
FISP Is concerned, there surely ■ 
would have been one day in the ’ 
following week or two when 
Paul Ilcllyer would not have 
been In his Commons' seat.
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Aug. I. 1972 ...
At a federal cabinet meet­
ing In Halifax 13 years ego 
today—In 1059—Queen Eliz­
abeth approved the appoint­
ment of Maj.-Gen, Georges 
Vanier ns Canada’s Gover­
nor-General, The Queen and 
Prince Philip then loft to re­
turn home after a six-week 
visit to Canada.
I960—The Commons en­
dorsed a government deci­
sion to send up to 500 Cana­
dian signallers to The Congo 
,to serve with Iho UN,
1952—A Social Credit gov­
ernment took office in Brit­
ish Columbia under Premier 
W. A. C. Bennett.
1937—-The Canadian gov­
ernment, banned enlistment 
for the Spanish Civil War.
1936—French air pioneer 
Ixiuis Bleriot dlcft at (11, '
1911 Germany ' declared 
war on Russia and Invaded 
Luxembourg. 1
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Dance Pavilion in 
where the bride’s 
godfather, Jack E. 
proposed the toasts.
long, lean look. The half­
back also carries an in­
pleat to the belt. Inter­
detailing is seen in its
the right, is a dark bold check 
dressy suit, with stitched 
edges and side vents.
1,500 pairs of 
LADIES’ SHOES 
at 70% OFF.
Recent visitors in the Okana­
gan Mission were Mr. and Mrs. 
Clive Paul and family, Kevin, 
Shannon and Gordon of Nelson, 
B.C.
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 703-2124
DEPTH VARIES
Soils vary in thickness from 









_ .. honeymoon trip to 
Disneyland the happy couple
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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ADJUSTMENT^ TO ALL M^KES
CLEANING EAR MOLDS
DISCOUN T ON BATTERIES
The $50 Hearing Aid Available
On the’ left, is shown an Ee­
dee award winner, a rust and 
green plaid jacket, and on
REGATTA VISITORS may but sophistication is the key- 
be ‘cooling off’ in breezy word for the fall fashions in 
summer toggery this week, the men’s wear departments.
A Shrine cook-out was held at 
the residence of president, W. S. 
‘Buzz’ Jones and Mrs. Jones, 
2178 Abbott St, with 50 Shriners 
and their wives attending, in­
cluding a few from out-of-town 
temples. From the most distant 
point were Mr. and Mrs. Glen 
Kelly of Phoenix, Ariz. After a 
social hour a smorgasbord fol­
lowed and entertainment wound 
up the enjoyable evening.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Clare and 
daughters Kelly and Patricia of 
New Westminster, spent a week- 
long holiday at the Beacon 
Beach motel and during their 
stay were guests with Mrs. Flo 
Simons, Pandosy Street.
Honeymooners in Kelowna 
•were Mr. and Mrs. Peter Ralph 
John Bunyan of 24 Riseldene 
Road, Honour Oak Park, Lon­
don S.E. 32 with the bride’s par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Henry Burtch of Kelowna. The 
groom, a dental student at 
King’s College Hospital, is the 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Jesse Bunyan, 116 Bierton Road, 
Aylsebury, Bucks, England. The 
bride, Jocelyn Cynthia Burtch 
is a student nurse at the same 
hospital.
Rev. Vladimir Breeder con­
ducted the midday ceremony 
in St. Anne’s Church at Wend­
over, Buckinghamshire, Eng., 
which was decorated with apri­
cot roses, marguerites and fern,
Regatta guests with Mr. and 
Mrs. Norman Hilborn of Water 
Street are Mr. and Mrs. Harvey 
Rourke of Vancouver. Mr. 
Rourke, public relations direc­
tor with B.C. Tel is popularly 
known as Captain Vancouver 
and will ride on the Jaycee float 
with the 10 Lady of the Lake 
candidates in the Regatta par­
ade, Wednesday night.
Forecast Of Fall Men's Wear Includes
The Return Of The Flannel Vested Suit
Fall menswear goes all so­
phisticated with fine detailing 
to suit the contemporary, con­
servative man.
Watch for the return of the 
flannel vested suit that is giv-
ing the dark bold check dressy 
suit a run for its money.
Look for the business sport 
suit which exemplifies the trend 
to the distinctive classic yet 
maintains the casually relaxed 
look for work and travel.
A sample of menswear from
the fall collection of Warren K. 
Cook Ltd. is illustrated today. 
Three of the outfits captured 
awards at the Eedee Fashion 
Design Awards’ Competition 
sponsored by the provincial 
ministry of industry and tour­
ism to encourage Ontario gar-
ment manufacturers to improve 
their design. The awards are 
for excellence in design.
A black and white herring­
bone coat in maxi length won 
an Eedee. This classic double- 
breasted coat has been mod­
ernized by having a magnum 
sized herringbone, but styled
Daughter Of Kelowna Couple
Our Lady of Perpetual Help 
Church in Winnipeg, Man., was 
the scene of a double-ring cere­
mony when Collen Denise, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
George Rueb of Kelowna and 
Donald Robert Henzel, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Henzel of 
Winnipeg exchanged vows in a 
July wedding. Rev. John Shol- 
dak officiated.
The bride, given in marriage 
by R. S. Malkosk, approached 
the altar to the strains of Amaz­
ing Grace played by organist, 
Mrs. John Nordquist.
The bride looked radiant in
her gown of Swiss lace featuring 
a full skirt with tiers • of lace 
down the centre panel and a 
smoothly fitted bodice with dips 
in the front and back waistline. 
A satin bow accented the back 
of the gown and scallops and 
pearls trimmed the neckline. 
Dainty ruffles completed the 
fitted long sleeves. Flowers, 
scattered with pearls held her 
four-tiered waist-length veil of 
tulle, with silver threads inter­
woven in the scallops. She car­
ried a cascade bouquet of red 
sweetheart roses.
The matron of honor, Mrs.
Rev. J. E. Campbell, father 
Bf the groom, officiated at the , 
double-ring marriage ceremony , 
uniting Christina Elizabeth 
Heizelmann of Kamloops to 1 
Murray Orland Campbell, also 
of Kamloops.
The bride is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Heizel­
mann of Winfield, while the 
groom is the son of Rev. and 
Mrs. J. E. Campbell of Vernon.
The ceremony took place in 
Missionary Church, Winfield, 
on July 22. Large brown eyed 
susans, white lilies and two 
seven-tier candelabra decorated 
the altar for the 4 p.m. cere­
mony.
Soloist was Mrs. Virgil Stauf­
fer of Didsbury, Alta., who sang 
Wedding Prayer and Together 
Life’s Pathway We Tread. She 
was accompanied by Mrs. H. A. 
Traub of Winfield.
Given in marriage by her fa­
ther, the bride wore a gown of 
rose patterned Chantilly lace, 
featuring a high scalloped neck­
line, empire waist and full bell 
sleeves. A full, gathered, nylon 
organza train swept down from 
the yoked back.
Her headdress of white car­
nations and spring blossoms 
held a waist-length veil of nylon 
tulle, scattered with Chantilly 
lace roses. The veil was made 
by the bride.
Sho carried a bouquet of white 
daisies, yellow roses and bronze 
pompom 'mums.
The bridegroom’s mother 
wore a coral A-line dress with 
white accessories and white 
roses..
Toasts were proposed by 
Tom Turner of Oyama.
The bride’s table featured a 
cake decorated with white scal­
loped lace, doves, orange rose­
buds, flowers and silver leaves. 
The cake was made by the 
groom’s mother and decoratec 
by a friend of the bride, Mrs.
Dan Tereck of Winnipeg, and 
bridesmaid, Cathy Rueb, sister 
of the bride of Kelowna; Mary 
Ann Henzel, cousin of the 
groom; Junior bridesmaid, 
Janet Jorgenson and flower 
girls, Brenda Pylypiuk and 
Rhonda Makloske were identi­
cally dressed.
Their empire waisted gowns 
of soft melon floral printed 
crepe added a summery touch 
to the setting. The bridesmaids 
carried nosegays and the flow­
er girls carried baskets of 
daisies.
The groom was attended by 
Dan Terech as best man and 
ushers, Rick Stadnyk, Bruce 
Gelhorn and Farrell Henzel, 
unior usher, all of Winnipeg.
The bride’s mother wore an 
empire gown of aqua blue chif­
fon over taffeta trimmed with 
white Dragoon lace, with cor­
sage of yellow roses adding con­
trast.
The groom’s mother chose a 
sheath gown of pastel pink crepe 
trimmed with pink sequins and 
wore a corsage of pink roses.
The reception was held at the
J. Savage.
A special bouquet on the 
bride’s table was arranged by 
the bride’s 88 year old grand­
mother, Mrs. J. T. Duerkscn of 
Kelowna.
For a honeymoon to the Ore­
gon coast the bride wore a 
beige and mauve dress with 
sandals, straw hat and purse 
of beige. A deep pink corsage 
completed the ensemble. T|ie 
newlyweds will reside at RR 2, 
Kamloops.
Out-of-town guests were Mrs. 
Mat Lees, the groom's - grand­
mother from Woodstock, Ont. 
and Mr. and Mrs. Archie Camp­
bell from Forest, Ont., and 
many other from Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, Vernon, Ender- 
by, Kamloops, Burnaby anc 
Vancouver.
FLOWER GIRL
Maid of honor was Marg Leh­
man of Calgary. ,'Brlacsmaid 
was Juanita Wiens of Kam- I 
Joops. Three-year-old Sherri .< 
Campbell, from Lacy, Wash., I 
was flower girl, while Raymond 1 
Johnson, four years old from : 
Valleyview, Alta., was rlng- 
bearcr.
They were gowned in floral 
ekirts featuring summer colors , 
of yellow, orange, pink and 
mauve. The tops were or orange 
chiffon, lined jilli orange poly­
ester. The outfits, featured 
stand-up collars niid sleeves 
tight to the elbow and flared 
below the elbow.
ORANGE FLOWERS
Headdresses were tiny, or­
ange chiffon flowers arranged 
In their hairdos.
Best men were Ron Campbell 
of Lacey. Wash., and Henry 
Rabe of Duffield, Alta.
Ushers were Ron Lehman, 
Valleyview, AHn-i Ul<*» Uun- 
goyne, Calgary; Gordon Loh­
man,' Valleyview; and Victor 
Lehman of Kelowna.
For a reception at Winfield 
Community Hall, the bride's 
mother received wearing a tur­
quoise fortrel dross with white 
accessories and a corsage of; 
deep pink roses.
and white tapers.
Mrs. Ann Holt was organist 
and played Morning Has Broken 
with additional music. through­
out sung by St. Anne’s church 
choir.
Given in marriage by her 
uncle, Richard Bart Webster of 
Mansfield Notts, England, the 
bride chose a champagne satin 
gown with short puffed sleeves 
and a wide sash which fell to 
the ground. A pillbox headdress 
in champagne beige flowers set 
with pearls held a short veil of 
champagne net. She carried a 
spray of apricot and cream 
roses with trailing fern.
‘Somethink old’ was her great­
grandmother's bracelet; ‘bor­
rowed’ was a locket from her
aunt, Mrs. Richard Webster; a 
new hankie and a blue ribbon 
bow. For extra luck she wore 
a sixpence in her shoe.
FLATMATES
Maid of honor, Valerie Hull 
and bridesmaids, Ursula Houri­
can and Maureen Barnes are 
all students of King’s College 
hospital. Valerie is from Trini­
dad; Ursula from Ireland and 
Maureen from Canada. They 
wore yellow chiffon gowns with 
smocked bodices and long trans­
parent sleeves. They carried 
yellow roses and marguerites
Among many delightful gar­
den parties hosted by Valley 
couples was a 5 to 7 p.m. gath­
ering hosted by Mr. and Mrs. 
W. C. Bennett of Bennett Road, 
McKinley Landing. Among the 
guests which included the Hon. 
Pat Jordan and her husband. 
Dr. L. T. Gordon of Vernon, 
were directors of the Central 
Okanagan Regional District 
board and their spouses; mem­
bers of the advisory committees 
to the regional district directors 
and their spouses. Frank Leed- 
er, who is being posted to a new 
position with the Hiram Walker 
Company, was also among the 
guests. Everyone enjoyed the 
perfect evening and the wonder­
ful view of the lake.
wide military cuffs and flapped, 
jetted pockets. The edges and 
pockets are double-stitched.
The height of sophistication 
is caught in the formal tuxedo 
which won the best of show in 
the Eedee Awards. It is wor­
sted jacquard and styled in a 
3-button, single-breasted semi­
peak model. Ottoman silk is 
used for the collar, lapels, flaps 
and cuffs, all bound with Vz- 
inch of satin.
The back of the tuxedo is an 
unusual Roman look styling 
with two inset side vents. But­
tons are satin covered. Trousers 
have a satin waistband and 
broad single satin stripes.
Another Eedee Award winner 
was the rust and green plaid 
sports jacket worn with plain 
co-ordinates. It is a 2-button
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Marty of 
Abbott Street are back from a 
nine-day camper holiday. Dur­
ing their travels they visited 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lince of 
Selah, Wash. Mr. Lince met 
Mr. Marty last year when he 
visited the Father Pandosy 
Mission here, as part of his re­
search on the history of the 
Oblate Mission in the Yakima 
Valley. Mr, Marty is involved 
in the restoration of the Pan­
dosy Mission here. The Linces 
took their Kelowna guests to 
the St. Joseph Mission in the
Ahtunum Valley which was
will reside in their new home 
in Winnipeg.
Out-of-town guests were: Mr. 
and Mrs. George Reub, Kelow­
na; Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Mal- 
koske, Maple Ridge; Mr. and 
Mrs. Steve Verestuik, Hamilton, 
Ont.; Mrs. Rose Kachur, the 
groom's grandmother, also of 
Hamilton; John Schmidt, Kel­
owna and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Kretchmer, Rutland.
style with broad shaped lapels 
and wide flaps on the jetted 
pockets. The back is plain with 
deep side vents.
In shirts, the button-downs 
are back in strength. A man 
can have his choice of cuff, 
double-button or French, and 
collar style: Spread, longer 
point or the new wider button­
down.
White shirts reappear. And 
white comes to the fore as a 
background to patterns as well 
as white-on-white satin stripes 
and lattice weaves.
Look for an emphasis on soft 
color mixes, like harvest gold 
and melon, avocado, cherry 
and pink on white, plus t..e blue 
tones, often blended with white.
There is a move afoot toward 
narrower ties but then they 
could scarcely get wider. It’s 
logical considering the conserv­
ative button-down shirt resur­
gence and the reappearance of 
white shirts,
FOIL KIDNAPPING
MONTEVIDEO (AP) — Po­
lice saved Ulises Pereira Rever­
t'd from being kidnapped Mon­
day night into a third term in a 
Tupamaro ‘‘people’s jail," 
where he last was kept for 14 
months. Police sources said one 
Tupamaro guerrilla was killed 
ana another wounded when a 
band apparently tried to kidnap 




The Wednesday night meet­
ing of ‘ the T.O.P.S. Club at 
Okanagan Mission was most 
interesting. A television was 
brought by one of the members 
so that members could watch 
the film, A Matter of Fat.
There were two big losers in 
attendance, Mrs, Jean Pollister 
nnd Mrs. Yolande Hamilton of 
four pounds each. Tne basket 
of fruit was shared by the two, 
There will be a big surprise 
contest for the month of August. 
Meetings arc held at the Mis­
sion Anglican Parish Hall every 
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. New 
members are welcome. -
PAUL PONICH 
STUDIOS 
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built by the Fathers Chirouse, 
Ricard, Blanchet and Pandosy 
in 1847; burned in 1855 by the 
American troops and rebuilt 
by Father St. Onge in 1867. A 
memorial plaque on the high­
way opposite the site was erect­
ed by the Yakima Pioneers’ 
Association July 1, 1923. The 
common interest of the two men 
made the visit most interesting 
and enjoyable. The Martys re­
turned' via the Moxwe Valley 
and on to Spokane and Chewe­
lah where they visited with the 
83-year-old Father Jansen, an 
old timer of the Kelowna area, 
having served the Rutland and 
Winfield parishes. Wending 
their way homeward they also 
visited at Christine Lake, 
Greenwood and at Midway vis­
ited with other old friends.
Mudd Clubs Are 
On Right Track
Dear Ann Landers: Recently 
you said some nice things about 
the younger generation—how 
comipitted they are, and how 
concerned. You even used the 
phrase “better educated than 
we were at their age.” And then 
you said something about their 
“idealism and dedication to 
good causes.” I’d like your opin­
ion on the current crusade to 
“Free Dr. Mudd.”
Dr. Mudd is the country phy­
sician who, 107 years ago, was 
sentenced to life imprisonment 
for setting the broken leg of 
John Wilkes Booth, the man 
who shot Abraham Lincoln.
It seems Dr. Mudd’s grandson 
who lives in Saginaw, Mich., 
has spent countless hours and 
thousands of dollars to get his 
grandfather’s reputation cleared 
up. This “crusade!’ has been 
supported by several state and 
county medical groups but now 
he wants the president of the 
United States to sign a state­
ment expunging the blot on the 
Mudd family name. Kids all 
over the country have taken up 
this “cause.” Bumper stickers 
are popping up everywhere. 
There are “Mudd Clubs” on 
several campuses and mock 
trials are being held as practice 
training for street law.
Wouldn’t you think this 
younger generation, of which 
you seem to have such a high 
opinion, could do something bet­
ter with their time?—Establish­
ment Square
arranged by a friend of the 
groom's, Mrs. Lola Akister, and 
yellow flowers enhanced their 
hairdos.
Best man was the groom’s 
brother, Philip Bunyan, and 
ushers were James Fields and 
another brother of the groom, 
Robert Bunyan, all from Aylse- 
bury, Bucks, England.
The bride's aunt, Muriel Web-, 
ster, received the guests at the 
reception which followed at the 
Duck’s Inn, Aylesbury, wearing 
a navy and white dress with 
white accessories. A mauve or­
chid corsage completed her en­
semble. The groom’s mother 
chose a beige coat-dress ensem­
ble with champagne accessor­
ies, accented with a pink or­
chid corsage.
Richard Webster, uncle of the 
bride, proposed the toast to the 
bride and Phil Bunyan, toasted 
the attendants.
Yellow roses and marguerites 
circled the three-tiered square 
cake looped with white satin 
ribbon which centred the white 
damask covered table.
of record that John Wilkes 
Booth gave a phony name and 
wore a false beard and when 
Dr. Mudd treated the man he 
had no idea his patient was on 
the lam.
The following day when news 
of President Lincoln’s assassi- 
nation became known, Dr. 
Mudd notified the authorities 
that he had set a man’s leg, and 
that the man may well have 
been the person they were look­
ing for. Since all this has been 
carefully documented it seems 
grossly unfair that no official 
exoneration has been made. Dr. 
Mudd’s name is still mud. I say 
it’s high time they gave the in­
nocent victim complete vindica­
tion. So fight on, kids!
Dear Square: My researchers 
have delved into this fascinating 
story and it seems there are 280 
descendants of the good country 
doctor who are unhappy about 
the way their notorious ancestor 
was treated. Although he was 
pardoned by President Andrew 
Johnson four years after his im­
prisonment, he was never ac­
tually exonerated. It is a matter
EXTENDED TRIP
For her honeymoon trip which 
included a visit home in Kel­
owna, as well as other points in 
Canada and San Francisco, the 
bride donned a white dress with 
red blazer, accessorized with 
red shoes and bag.
Out-of-town guests were Mrs. 
Bob Flynn, Beaconsville, Eng­
land; Mrs. Corrie Walk, Demen, 
Holland; Mrs. Ann Boerboom, 
Revenstein, Holland; Gerdie 
Walk and friend of Beppie, Hol­
land; Mrs. Veronica McDonald, 
Vancouver, B.C.; Mr. and Mrs. 
Richard Webster and family, 
Mansfield, England and the rest 
of the guests were from London 
and Aylesbury.
Dear Ann Landers: My hus­
band and I just came home 
from seeing a movie which was 
extremely well done, very mov­
ing, marvelous acting, but full 
of violence and bloodshed. It 
left me deeply shaken.
I was disturbed by the reac­
tion of the audience more than I 
was by the movie. A great 
many people laughed out loud 
during the scenes of violence 
and death. They also laughed 
during the sad parts. Why? I 
can’t figure it put. Can you?— 
Baffled In Binghamton
Dear Bing: Immature people 
who are unsure of how to react, 
often laugh. They can’t handle 
deep emrAipn in the presence of 
jthers, so they depreciate their 
feelings by laughing.
In these situations it is not un­
common to witness laughter- 
even at funerals. Comedy and 
tragedy are often’divided by a 
fine line.
Sandals, runners, cowboy 3 
boots, work .boots, casu- B 
als and dress shoes. High g 
quality men’s and ladies’ gj 
shoes at low prices. §
459 Bernard Ave. B 
Phone 762-2743 ■
ALOHA LADIES
Now open in 
Shops Capri, 















Until 3:00 p.m. Friday, Aug. 4th, at
CHARGEX







Hit-Happy Budget Boys 
Now Ready For Finals
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in addition to his home run in
FOOTBALL*
l Budget Boys put together 11 
' j hits to trounce Treadgold’s Club
113 9-1 and take series B in Kel- 
> owna and District Senior Men’s 
■ ' Softball League semi-finals
' Monday night.
j ‘ The win gave the Budgies a 
clean sweep of the best-of-seven
» series 4-9. They will now wait 
to play the winner of series A
। between Rutland Rovers and 
. Willow Inn Willows. Rovers cur- 
• rently lead the best-of-seven 
1 series 3-1 with the fifth game 
to be played tonight.
j The Budgies exploded for 
■ ’ seven runs in the first two inn- 
1 Xings off Treadgold’s starter
' Wally Schn, including a home 
J run by Ed Sehn. Rick Kraush- 
( aar then came in to relieve 
S Sehn and was tagged for two
I. 1 IN THE MAJORS
L » •
hits arid two runs in Uie five 
innings he pitched.
Don Schmidt went the dis­
tance for the Budgies to pick up 
the win. giving up six hits, four 
walks and had five strikeouts.
Sehn was in trouble from the 
beginning as he loaded the bas­
es in the first inning by walk­
ing two batters and hitting an­
other. Budgies then picked up 
three runs on a sacrifice fly by 
Ian Angus and a single by Don 
Favell.
In the second inning the Bud­
gies collected four hits to push 
across four runs and put the 
game out of reach.
Club 13 got their only run of 
the game in the fifth inning as 
Gil Atkins scored after hitting 
a single.
leading the Club at the plate. 
Other big hitters for the Tread- 
gold’s squad included Don Fav- 
ell and Don Schmidt with a pair 
of singles.
Atkins led the Club 13 batters 
with a pair of singles.
Meanwhile in series A the 
Rutland Rovers and Willow Inn 
Willows square off tonight in 
the fifth game of their best-of- 
seven series, which the Rovers 
lead 3-1. The Willows lost the 
fourth game of the series by a 
tight score of 1-0 to put them 
on the short end of a 3-1 lead. 
With the Willows on the brink 
of elimination tonight’s game is 
expected to be a hard fought 
contest. Game time is 8 p.m. in 
King’s Stadium.
Reds Beat Everything
But Home Park Blues
| By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
I Cincinnati Reds are a feared 














57-37 record but only 22 of those 
victories have come in Cincin­
nati.
It was the same sad story in 
Cincinnati Monday night. San 
Francisco Giants, trailing the 
Reds by 15 games, beat Cincin­
nati 7-2. The Reds didn't even 
score until the ninth inning.
"I have no idea why we can’t 
win at home," Reds’ Manager
H o u s t o n's John Edwards 
walked with the bases loaded in 
the ninth to decide the game 
with San Diego, which had 
played three straight extra-in­
ning games.
Ferguson Jenkins got his 14th 
victory with his shutout of St. 
Louis. He also drove in two Chi­
cago runs with a single.
Pittsburgh began its game 
with Philadelphia with a double 
and three singles for two runs 
driven in by Dave Cash and 
Willie Stargell. Bob Moose, 7-6, 
was the winner with a six-hitter.
Oscar Brown hit a two-run tri­
ple past the Dodgers’ Frank
Robinson as Atlanta came from! 
behind for a victory. The triple 
capped a four-run seventh in­
ning. Denny McLain raised his 
record to 2-1 as he allowed five 
hits before being lifted for a 
pinch hitter in the seventh in­
ning. Bill Buckner homered for
the Braves in the third.
Duffy Dyer hit a 
homer in the eighth to 




Tommie Agee and Dave 
Schneck drove in Met runs in 
the fifth and seventh but Mont­
real tied the game in the sev­
enth on a bases-loaded sacrifice 
fly and an infield error.
SANDERSON READY TO SIGN 
HUGE PACT WITH BLAZERS
BOSTON (AP) — Derek Sanderson, the rugged, mod 
centre for the National Hockey League champion Boston 
Bruins, has found a new home—and a bigger pay cheque.
Sanderson and Philadelphia Blazers of the new World 
Hockey Association “reached an agreement” late Monday 
night on a $2.6-million, five-year contract, which his lawyer 
Bob Woolf says “will make Sanderson the highest paid 
athlete in America."
Woolf said early today that no contract actually had been 
signed, but that Sanderson and Blazers’ president Jim Coop­
er had reached a “verbal agreement.”
A source in Philadelphia said the signing would take 
place in Philadelphia, probably Wednesday. Sanderson could 
not be reached.
With the signing, Sanderson will be the fifth Bruin to 
jump to the WHA this summer. Goalie Gerry Cheevers 
signed last week with Cleveland Crusaders; Teddy Green 
signed with New England Whalers and John (Pie) McKenzie 
and Ron Plumb have signed with the Blazers.
Sanderson, 26, a five-year veteran with the NHL, is a 
superior penalty killer and a scoring threat on the break­
away.
Woolf, who said he has negotiated more than 400 con­
tracts for athletes—"but this is the biggest”—said he and 
Sanderson met last Friday with Bruins’ owners Weston 





No Egg On Porter's Fate 
As Ti-Cats Nip Roughies
HAMILTON (CP) — Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats had Lewis Porter to 
thank for the last-minute field 
goal that gave them a victory in 
their Canadian Football League 
opener Monday night.
They also had Porter to thank 
for the situation that made the 
down-to-the-wire heroics neces­
sary for their 20-17 decision 
over Saskatchewan Rough- 
riders.
Limping Lees To Go Against 
Eskimo Beef In Grid Opener
EDMONTON (CP) — Can a 
big Eskimo beat a limping 
Lion?
That’s a question that will be 
answered tonight when British 
Columbia Lions face Edmonton 
Eskimos in Clarke. Stadium to 
open the Western Football Con­
ference regular season.
The Lions, weakened by in­
jury, will go up against a rein­
forced Edmonton offensive line 
in the.contest. The kickoff is at
Last year the Eskimos opened 
the WFC campaign with five 
straight losses.
Jauch can toss a couple of 
former Lions at B.C., including 
centre Bob Howes and quarter­
back Tom Wilkinson, who 
played a major part in that 
pre-season thumping.
He said Howes, 64 and 245 
pound, will be given "every 
chance” to start.
Porter, an effective flanker 
with the Ticats last season, 
made a rags-to-riches debut as 
a defensive back. He was vic­
timized twice as Saskatchewan 
quarterback Ron Lancaster 
threw touchdown passes to Bob 
Pearce.
After Pearce streaked by him 
on a 62-yard pass-and-run play 
to tie the score at 17-17, Porter 
made amends.
He took the kickoff on his goal 
line and ran it back 82 yards to 
plant the Ticats deep in Saskat­
chewan territory. Two plays 
later, with 37 seconds left, 
rookie Ian Sunter kicked the 
tie-breaking field goal from the 
38-yard line.
GABLER EFFECTIVE
Hamilton quarterback Wally 
' Gabler ran around the end from
Sparky Anderson said. "I think 
basically we should be a better 
club at home than on the road. 
Hiis stadium is built for a team 
like ours.”
Dan Carrithers, the Giants’ 
starter, retired the first 13 bat­
ters before Tony Perez singled. 
The right-hander, who is 3-6 and 
has a 5.59 earned run average, 
was practically untouchable.
BONDS CONNECTS
The Giants scored twice in the 
first, Bobby Bonds hit his 17th 
homer in the third and Carrith­
ers slapped a two-run double in 
the fourth. Ed Goodson and 
Chris Speier drove in the final 
San Francisco runs.
"Our . problem now is we’re 
not hitting anything anybody’s 
thrown at us," Anderson said. 
“The teams go through those 
periods, and I’m not about 
ready to'push the panic button; 
and I never will, no matter 
what our standing is.”
Elsewhere in the National 
League, Houston Astros edged 
San Diego Padres 3-2, Chicago 
Cubs blanked St. Louis Cardi­
nals 4-0, Pittsburgh Pirates beat 
Philadelphia Phillies 2-0, At­
lanta Brayes trimmed Los An­
geles Dodgers 4-3 and New York
Lightning Strikes Again





































San Francisco 44 54
San Diego 36 59
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Nolan Ryan's fastball baffled 
the opposition's hitters and his 
own first baseman Monday 
night.
The fireballing right-hander, 
once struck out 21 batters in a 
minor league game but lost 2-1 
on two steals of home.
Lightning struck again Mon­
day when Amos Otis stole home 
with an unearned run in the 
fourth inning after Ryan’s wild 
pickoff throw to give Kansas 
City Royals a 1-0 victory over 
California Angels although the 
Royals didn’t get a hit until 
Steve Hovley’s first-pitch single 
in the eighth.
Elsewhere in the American 
League, Oakland’s Vida Blue re­
tired the first 17 Texas batters 
and hurled the Athletics to a 
two-hit 2-0 triumph over the 
Rangers, Detroit Tigers’ Mickey 
Lolich became the majors’ first 
18-game winner by turning back 
Boston Red Sox. 5-2, New York 
Yankees swept a ckfliblehcadcr 
in Baltimore for the first time 
in 16 years 5-2 and 2-1, Chica­
go’s Dick Allen became only the 
second modern player to hit two 
inside-the-park home runs in 
one game as the White Sox 
whipped Minnesota Twins 8-1 
and Cleveland Indians swept 
Milwaukee Brewers for the sec­
Oakland’s Blue, striving to re­
gain the 1971 form that earned 
him the AL’s Most Valuable 
Player and Cy Young Awards, 
lost his no-hitter when Texas 
pitcher Rich Hand beat out a 
bunt with two out in the sixth.
Blue also, scored Oakland’s 
first run, racing home all the 
way from second base in the 
third inning when left fielder 
Ted Ford caught Joe Rudi’s fly 
ball and trotted toward the dug­
out thinking the inning was 
over.
Detroit’s Lolich didn’t have 
everything Blue had—“I was 
struggling all night," he said— 
but managed to down the Red 
Sox despite yielding seven hits, 
including Carl Yastrzemski’s
Burwash, healthier, faster and 
more relaxed, is back on a Ca­
nadian court after a two-month 
suspension to defend his na­
tional tennis title.
Burwash, top ranking Cana­
dian last year after his victory 
here in the national tournament, 
today faced Richard Legendre 
of Montreal in the second round 
of the men's singles.
The No. 1 seed, Mike Belkin 
of Montreal, was pitted against 
Dave Johnston of Vancouver in 
his first match. All top-seeded 
players had byes from Mon­
day’s opening round that pro­
duced two minor upsets.
Taffy Savard of Vancouver 
defeated seventh-seeded Bonita 
Senn of Toronto 6-3, 1-6, 6-3 in 
the opening round of the 
women’s singles and young 
Mike McLoughlin of Toronto 
knocked off Mike Bolton of Van­
couver, the No. 9 ranked Cana-
Davis Cup team earlier 
year.
But he and Belkin, 




wash left the team just before it 
was to begin play against Mex­
ico, ironed out their differences 
during an hour-long discussion 
Monday.
Both had basically the same 
thing to say about the situation: 
“It is now a closed subject.”
With that problem off his 
mind, Burwash prepared to 
open defence of his title by say­
ing he would like to meet Belkin 
in the final.
“However, each of us has a 
long haul ahead, particularly 
myself. All five potential rounds 
are very, very tough.”
The 26-year-old Toronto native 
came to the competitions 10 
pounds lighter and a little faster 
than last year.
8 p.m. MDT.
The Eskimo offensive unit has 
been a problem spot for several 
seasons, but coach Ray Jauch is 
confident things are shaping up.
“You’re damn right," he said, 
“I’m happier with our offensive 
line. We’ve got some size there 
now.”
For instance, there is guard 
Larry Watkins, who picked up 
some tricks of the trade in brief 
stints with Toronto Argonauts 
and Hamilton Tiger-Cats. He's 
6-4 and 265 pounds.
His offensive cohorts are 
centre Peter Travis, tackles 
Lance Olson and Charlie Turner
and guard Chip Kell.
“Turner and Olson also have 
size,” said Jauch, who no doubt
The Eskimos will have rookie 
Tyrone Walls at tight end, a 
position he took away from vet­
eran Henry King. Walls can 
also play the offensive backfield 
and in the opinion of line coach 
Babe Caccia is "a superior 
blocker.”
Lions coach Eagle Keys has a 
batch of injured players, includ­
ing defensive tackle Garrett 
Hunsperger, and defensive back 
Dave Easley.
“If we get. anybody else 
hurt,” Keys growled, "we might 
just as well quit right there and 
start getting ready for the next 
one . . . unless we’re winning."
A B.C. victory isn’t out of the 
question. They still possess run­
ning power in fullback Jim Ev-
would relish a repeat of the Es-1 anson, the pass threat of 
kimos 34-0 romp over the Lions (Jim Young, and managed to 
in a pre-season clash in Vancou- win three of four exhibition cul­
ver. I ings.
CFL Chopping Block Is Busy 
As Several Headliners Axed
the two-yard line for one touch- I 
down and tossed a six^yard pass I 
to veteran Tommy Joe Coffey I 
for another. Sunter completed I 
the Ticat scoring with another I 
field goal and two converts. I
Jack Abcndschan converted I 
both Pearce's touchdowns and I 
kicked a 42-yard field goal for I 
the Riders. I
The Tiger-Cats were never be- I 
hind as Gabler's touchdown I 
staked them to a 10-3 lead at the I 
half, Pearce’s 14-yard reception I 
made it 10-10 at the end of the I 
third quarter and the teams I 
traded touchdowns before Sun-1 
ter’s winning three-pointer. I
Porter, who had not played I 
defence as a professional, lost I 
his job as flanker to Garney 
Henley, who caught three of the 
14 passes Gabler completed in 
25 tries. Dave Buchanan was 
Hamilton’s most effective ball­
carrier with 81 yards in 21 
! rushes.
; Lancaster completed 12 of his 
25 passes, seven of them to 
Pearce for 147 yards, but the Ti. 
cats stifled the Riders’ ground 
attack, holding fullback George! 
Reed to 38 yardS on seven car­
ries.
Errors hurt both clubs. Ham­
ilton lost three fumbles, one of 
which set up Abendschan’s field 
goal late in the first quarter. 



















ond straight day 3-2 
nings and 2-1.
OTIS RUNS WILD
Ryan allowed only 










Philadelphia at New York TN 
San Diego at Atlanta TN 
Chicago at Montreal N 
Cincinnati at Houston N 
Pittsburgh at St. Louis N 
San Francsco at Los Angeles
N
leaving for a pinch hitter in the 
eighth. But he issued on6 of his 
six walks to Amos Otis, leading 
off the fourth, and then threw 
wildly past first—one of three 
throwing errors he committed 
during the game—allowing Otis 
to race to third.
Otis stayed put as Ed Kirk­
patrick struck out and Lou Pi- 
niella bounced back to Ryan. 
But then he surprised every­
body by stealing home as John 
Mayberry watched a 3-2 pitch 
sail low for ball four.
second homer of the season, and 
walking five. Aurelio Rodriguez 
and Bill Freehan socked two- 
run homers for the Tigers.
The triumph boosted Detroit’s 
lead over Baltimore in the AL 
East to 2M> games.
The Yankees rallied to win 
both games, scoring five runs in 
the seventh inning of the opener 
on five scratch hits, two errors, 
a walk, a fielder’s choice and 
one solid single and capturing 
the nightcap on Bobby Murcer’s 
two-out, two-run single in the 
eighth.
Chicago’s Allen matched the 
record of two inside-the-park ho­
mers in a game set in 1932 by 
New York's Ben Chapman. His 
first, with two mates aboard in 
the first inning against Minneso­
ta’s Bert Blyleven, should have 
been a single but centre fielder 
Bobby Darwin fell and the ball 
rolled to the warning track. In 
the fifth, with one man on, Allen 
hit a drive to deep left-centre 
ahd Darwin missed a lunging 
back-hand attempt as the ball 
rolled to the fence.
Cleveland’s Jack Brohamer 
led off the 10th Inning with a 
home run to win the first game 
, for the Indians and they took 
■ the nightcap on a bases-loaded 
i throwing error by Milwaukee 
i pitcher Gary Ryerson in the 
ninth inning.
dian, 7-6, 3-6, 6-4.
The only other seeded players 
to compete were Louise Brown 
of Port Credit, Ont., seeded No. 
8, and Inge Weber of Toronto, 
No. 6, and both recorded easy 
wins.
LEFT TEAM -
Burwash is playing his first 
tournament in Canada since re­
ceiving a 60-day suspension 
from the Canadian Lawn Tennis 
Association for leaving the
SPURNS MEAT
He says a no-meat diet he has 
followed rigidly since taking in 
a health symposium in Hawaii 
nearly eight months ago helped 
with his weight loss and also 
added health and fleetness.
“I have never felt so healthy. 
I haven’t had .so much as a 
stomach ache or a sore throat 
since I started the program. I 
can even see better.
“And I always used to think 
vegetarians were crazy.”
By BRUCE LEVETT 
Canadian Press Sports Editor
Mel Profit, Joe Zuger, Ken 
Lehmann, Silas McKinnie— 
names which made sports head­
lines in the past—will be mis­
sing from the Canadian Foot­
ball League rosters this year.
Monday was cut-down day in 
the CFL, the day when the nine 
teams had to name their 15 im­
ports and 17 non-imports for 
the 1972 season.
Among the stars who won’t be 
back—not all of them cut Mon­
day, some went earlier—are:
Montreal Alouettes Joe
SPORTS SHORTS
Nicklaus Suddenly Underdog 
While Trevino Is Smiling
Ganics Wednesday
Chicago at Montreal TN 
Philadelphia at New York N 
Pittsburgh at St! Louis N 
San Diego at Atlanta N 
Cincinnati at Houston N 
Sun Francisco at Los Angeles
N
Ali On Tube With Howard 





















































NEW YORK (AP) - Mu- 
h a min ad All has signed to be it 
boxing commentator for ABC's 
Wide World of Sports coverage 
Saturday for the United States 
Olympic boxing trials at West 
Point, N.Y.
Ali, a commentator two years 
ago when the network televised 
Soviet-American boxing from 
Las Vegas, Nev,/will team with 
Howard (riacll in the 4-5:30 
p.m., EDT, Olympic trials cov­
erage, ARC said Monday.
slonnl Sports Corp., had 
to gain approval for the 




BIRMINGHAM, Mich. (AP) 1 
— Jack Nicklaus placed himself 
in the unfamiliar but relatively 
comfortable position of under­
dog while grinning Lee Trevino 
stood ready, willing and able to 
take the role of favorite in the 
PGA national championship.
Nicklaus, easily the dominant 
figure in the game this year, 
continued to insist “I'm going in 
as an underdog," when he made 
a late arrival at the Oakland 
Hills Country Club course Mon­
day afternoon, '
He is coming off minor sur­
gery on a badly infected right 
index finger—the tip of the fin­
ger still is swathed in two lay­
ers of bandages—that forced 
him to withdraw from last 
week’s national team champion­
ship at Ligonier, Pa.
It also forced the Golden Bear 
to forego his usual regimen of 
lengthy, meticulous practice 
and preparation for any na­
tional championship.
TREVINO CONFIDENT
Nicklaus is the season’s lead­
ing money winner with some 
$186,00. He won the Masters, 
the United States Open and two 
other titles this year and Is de­
fending the PGA title he won 
some 18 months ago,
Now, in the last of the year’s 
four major championships and
Trevino, who beat Nicklaus by a 
stroke in the British Open is 
ready to take over his standard 
role as favorite.
“You just can't imagine how 
good I’m hitting the ball,” Trev­
ino said after posting a practice 
round of 65.
Gary Player of South Africa, 
the muscular little physical fit­
ness faddist, and 42-year-old Ar­
nold Palmer also rank as major 
contenders in the 72 hole event 
that gets under way Thursday,
Some of the other major con­
tenders are Tom Weiskopf, 
George Archer, young Jerry 
Heard, Australian Buce 
Crampton, rebounding veteran 
Doug Sanders, Billy Casper, 
Bert Yancpy, Charles Coody, 
Frank Beard and Dave Hill.
Blake, poetry-writing defensive 
end; Meri Code, Wally High­
smith, Bobby-Lee Thompson, 
Bill Whistler, Walt Balasiuk 
and Tony Proudfoot, all defen­
sive stalwarts of the past; 
Gene Ceppetelli, retired veter­
an centre: Al Phaneuf, the Can­
adian divinity student who be­
came an outstanding defensive 
half, has returned to mission­
ary work; Pierre Desjardins has 
retired from his offensive tackle 
spot to go into business. Line­
backer Mark Kosmos was dealt 
to Hamilton Tiger-Cats for Ca­
nadian Glen Weir.
mills, is gone; so is Zuger, who, 
his quarterbacking days finish­
ed, tried to make it in the nFL 
in his considerable punting ab­
ility and ran into the same rule 
that stopped Duncan.
Saskatchewan Roughriders — 
End Silas McKinnie, traded to 
Hamilton in the off-season, 
went instead to St. Louis Card­
inals of the NFL. Ken Frith, de­
fensive end who broke his neck 
and missed all last season, got 
well and signed with Baltimore 
Colts only to run into more 
health problems there. The only 
two new faces in the Saskatche­
wan lineup this season are de­
fensive back Tom Campana 
from Ohio State and Canadian 
centre John Reid as the Rough­
ies struggle to replace the re­
tired great centre Ted Urness.
Calgary Stampeders — The 
Grey Cup champions cu+ Jim 
Sillye, who held the CFL record 
for the number of punt run­
backs in one season—123 set in 
1970 when he came within 40 
yards of breaking the distance 
record also. Bill Van Burkleo, 
punter and emergency quarter­
back, was cut Monday; so was 
halfback Ray Langcastcr from
ceptions, two of them by Al 
Brenner, who led the CFL with 
nine last season.
Antigonish, N.S., and line-
39 ,57 .406
RcHiiltn Monday
Chicago 8 Minnesota 1 
Cleveland 3-1 Milwaukee 2-0 
New York 5-2 Baltimore 2-1 
Detroit, f) Boston 2 
Oakland 2 Texas 0 
Kansas City I California 0
Games Tuesday 
Chicago at Montreal N 
Philadelphia at New York N 
Pittsburgh at St. lands N 
Sun’Diego al Atlanta T-N 
Cincinnati at Houston N 
San Francisco at Ixm Angeles
N
TORONTO (CP) - Sian Ml- 
klta, Czech-born veteru’ cen­
tre of Chicago Black Hawks of 
the National Hockey League, 
was addl'd Monday to Ilie roster 
of Team Canada for Its Septem­
ber series against the Russians.
Manager-coai’l) Harry Sinden 
said "after discussions with 
Soviet officials in Moscow, we 
named Stun Mlkitii |o the team, 
because (t was established a 
plnyer did not have to be born 
in Canada in order to represent 
Team Canada lij the series,"
Games Wednesday 
Chicago at Montreal TN 
Phllaik'ihdiia nt New York TN 
Pittsburgh at Hl. Ixiuls N 
San Diego nt Atlanta N 
C • m Houston N 
Sun Francisco at l*os Angeles
mum of 13 of the 17 club own­
ers in a four-day telegram poll.
TORONTO (CP) - Reinstate­
ment of 10 athletes dropped 
from Canada's Olympic team 
was demanded Saturday night 
by the board of directors of the 
Canadian Track and Field As­
sociation. 1 I
Harvey I'earcri, president of । 
the CTFA, said Ilie board de­
cided by, a telephone vote to 
ask the Canadian Olympic As­
sociation' to send the full com­
plement of 47 athletes originally 
named by the CTFA's selection 
committee and reduced to 37 
by the COA.
NEW YORK (Al») - Arthur 
Wiria, owner of Chicago Sta­
dium. was' tinned down Mon­
day by the National Basketball 
Association In his bld to pur­
chase Chicago Dulls, but the 
league said he could have an* 
other chance in Aligns!.
Ueda In form
"1 don’t think th«ro'« anything 
rnoro >«tiify|ng than th* *«llck’ 
you hear when you hit tha ball 
•olid I”
At Trapshoot
Jack Ueda look (op honors in 
trapshooting held at Sportsman's 
Field Sunday. Turnout at the 
shoot was smaller than usual as 
a lot of the regular shooters 
took part in another shoot held 
In Pentlctop,.
The next shoot will be held 
Sunday, August 6 at. the Sports­
man's Field,
Results: Numbers in brackets 
indicate shooter's handicap;
.Jack Ueda 22, 23 (20); Don 
Ellis 21, 21 (221; Lloyd Schmidt 
19, 22 ildi; G. Furl 20, Ken 
Shepherd 21 (13); 11. Lamour­
eux 21 (16).
REMEMBER WHEN...
Stan Horne of Montreal 
Isleinere captured the Mil­
lar Trophy 21 years ago to-' 
dny—In 1951—-lifter winding 
the Canadian professional 
golf match-play tournament 
al Toronto, Horne, winner 
once before In 1946, finished 
one up over Rudolph Hoot 
of Quebec.
Ottawa Rough Riders—Den­
nis Duncan, who went to Ot­
tawa after being suspended by 
Montreal on the eve of Grey 
Cup 1970 for disciplinary rea­
sons, tried to move to the Na­
tional Football League but ran 
into their new rule which pro- 
ilbits the move without a one- 
year waiting period.
Ken Lehmann, perennial all- 
star middle linebacker and for­
mer lineman of the year, was 
cut on the final day. With him 
went defensive tackle Marshall 
Shirk and defensive back Bar­
clay Allen; offensive guard 
Dave Braggins, offensive end 
Dave Pivic and punter Marcel 
DeLeeuw. Others cut included 
Al Dresser, Geoff Hamlin, Torn 
Kruyer, Dick Lolbtal, Herb 
Marshall, Dave Schultz,' and 
Alan Thompson. Jim Plas- 
koskl and Al Marccln were 
placed, on the injured list..
Toronto Argonauts—Tight end 
Mel Profit, another all-star al­
though used sparingly in the 
last two years, couldn't find 
room at tight end, Ironically, 
Bob Hamilton—the Canadian 
earmarked as a possible re­
placement—also was chopped. 
Injuries felled defensive end Ed 
Harrington and running back 
Dave Cranmer, both gone at 
least for this year, and old age 
caught up with team captain 
Danny Nykoluk who bowed out 
of his offensive tackle iiosilion. 
Gone also arc linebacker Larry 
Uranin and running back Marv 
KendHcks, John Carloi, U.S, 
O|ymnlc medalist who spent 
Inst yenr ns a wide receiver 
with Montreal, was cut and 
picked up by Toronto, Was cut 
.again, ■. .
' Hamilton Tlger*€’ata — Bob 
Steiner, defensive tackle who 
came right out of the steel
backer-end Brian Maccil from 
Montreal and offensive tackle 
Dennis Kemp from Tulsa, Okla., 
and wide receiver John Hen­
derson.
Edmonton Eskimos — Gone 
via the retirement route are 
quarterback Larry Lawrence 
and veteran running back Jim 
(Long Gone) Thomas. Fred 
Dunn, a punter with Achilles 
tendon problems, was cut, as 
was veteran tight end Henry 
King. Split end Volley Murphy, 
who joined the Esks last year, 
Is out, along with running back 
Roy Bell from Oklahoma, from 
whom great things had been
Security's 
The Thing
MINNEAPOLIS (A P) - 
Player security was cited as tha] 
basis of a last-minute misunderJ 
standing between Minnesota Vi-I 
kings and three veteran freq 
agents who played out their opl 
tions last season. I
Vikings general manager Jinj 
Finks said he thought he haa 
reached an agreement late Satl 
urday with Al Ross, Los Angel 
les agent who represents defenl 
sive back Charlie West, running 
back Clint Jones and wide rel 
ceiver Gene Washington. I
But Ross called Finks Sundajl 
and questioned “some of the sej 
curity phases of the agreel 
ment." I
“What we’re concerned with 
is that the players are secure 
and receive what is promised 
them," Ross said, noting the 
dispute has nothing to do witn 
salary or compensation. I
Finks and Ross had Several 
telephone conversations Monday 
and said they hoped an agree 
ment could be made soon.
West, the only one of the 
three who had reported to the 
Mankato State College training 
camp Sunday, left camp aftci 
learning of the new disagree' 
ment. He had no comment or 
tlie new development.
expected. Tom Wilkinson, a 
quarterback cut first by Tor­
onto then by British Columbia 
Lions, mnde safely past cut-day 
with the Esks. Greg Pipes, de­
fensive tackle, Is on the 30-day 
Injury list and import ‘ line­
backer Therman Cocch and 
Canadian offensive lineman 
Dave Hubert are out.
Winnipeg Blue Bombers — 
Paul Brule, a five-year Cana­
dian defensive back, was cut 
along with imports Ted Cotte- 
veil, Tuufull Upcrssa and Billy 
Bob Burnett. .
British Columbia Lions — 
Surprise out was quarterback 
Don Bunce, hero of the 1971 
Rose Bowl game, but the gues­
sing Is he'll bo back on a five- 
day tryout which could inject 
him back into the roster, Lions 
are also without Lach Heron, 
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1030 Water St. ph. 702-3010
VANCOUVER (CP) — An, 
American citizen who alleged | 
lie was uiiauultcd by a Western! 
Football Conference player mid 
two other men has been deport* 
cd from Canada. i
Frank Mallory was returned 
to\the United States Friday nf- 
ten a xia'vihl Immigriilion hear- 
,n«'He hud churned .that defen-1 
n|vc tackle Garyett Hunnpergcr,! 
of the British Columbia Lions, 
25, of North Vancouver, Dave 
Gownn, Delta, B.C. and John
NBA Commissioner Walter ■ Russell, nho known ns Alvin 
Kennedy said Wirtz, heading a i Babchuk, of Vancouver , nr- 
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TILLICUM RACEWAY
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OFF EVERY WIG 
IN STOCK
। Don't Miss Our 
FINAL CLEARANCE




ORCHARD PARK SHOPPING CENTRE — 763-733
Last 4 Days!
Don't Miss This Opportunity to Save on Quality Men's and Boys* Wear!




Special group of selected all wool regular weight,. 
fortrel lightweights and some 100% polyester double 
knits. Sizes 36 to 46.
Reg. 89.95 to 110.00
58.00 or 2 for 110.00
(Extra slacks available with some suits 
at 12.00 additional)
SPORT COATS
Men's and young men's models In aM wool tweeds 




Men’s double knit slacks of machine washable 100% 
polyester. Solid shades of navy, brown, grey and 




A special group of lightweights and knits in high , 
tones and patterns—also fortrols and wool—and 
polyester double knits. Bolt 'loops, zippers and 
flares. Sizes 30 to 44.
Sale Price 11.88
I WALK SHORTS
|\ Choose Jamaica length or short shorts. In plain and
I ' fancy patterns by Canada's loading, manufacturer. ,
I Sizes 30 to 44. '
I Reg. 7.95 to 12.95




Ypur choice of Forsyth, Arrow, Van Heusen in solid 
shades of all over patterns. S.M.L and XL
Reg. 7.00 to 9.00
Sale PrieeS. 8 9 or 2for7.5 0
SHORT SLEEVE
DRESS SHIRTS
Quality shirts by Canada's leading makers... includ­
ing Manhattan and Sutton. Choice of solid shades. 
Sizes 14% to 17.




Fine quality knit shirts by such famous makers as 
Cornation, Don Parker and Avant Guard. Sizes
S.M.L and XL
Reg. 5.00 to 16.00.
Sale Price 2.99 to 9.88
FASHION TIES
Up-to-the-minute patterns in a wide vorioty of 
geometric designs In wide widths.




Golf and summer fun hats... ocakod land flat caps.
Entire stock reduced by 25%.
Reg. 1.95 to 2.95
Sale Price 1.39 to 2.19
SWIMWEAR
Square rigger, boxer and pool stylos by “Jantzon1 
Sizes 30 to 44. Entire stock reduced 26%.
Reg. 6.50 to 9.00 \
Sale Price 4.87Ie 6./5
JACK U FRASER
Long Sleeve Perma Press
SPORT SHIRTS
by Arrow and Forsythe in plains, checks, 
and stripes.




Choose from acrylics and other texturized yarns.
S.M.L and XL. Entire stock reduced I
Sale Price 3.59 or 2for 7.00
SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
Perma press shirts in solid and all over patterns. 
Size 8 to 18.
Reg. 1.98 to 3.98
Sale Price 1 a59io3.59
SWIMWEAR
Group Includes such famous brands as Jontzon and 
Northwest. All reduced for final clearance I
Sale Price 1.79 to 3■ 5 9
DENIM FLARES
Sturdy and durable, 10 oz. navy denim "Camaro" 
flares with 2 front pockets, zipper fly, belt loops, 
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EDMONTON (CP) — The 
! Western Canada party, formed
Va years ago to give the west a 
' loud voice in federal politics, 
has folded "in its present 
form,” former leader Lloyd 
Bartlett said Monday night.
Mr. Bartlett, from Edmonton, 
and Robert Stevenson of Wilkie, 
flask., who had been executive 
; Vice-president, formally an- 
6 pounced their resignations from 
| the executive and the party. 
| Mr. Bartlett said this leaves 
I the party without any executive 
I or base in Alberta or Saskatche- 
| wan.
Both Mr. Bartlett and Mr. 
I Stevenson bad earlier been dis- 
| missed from the executive by 
I Its president, Doug Ligertwood 
I of Winnipeg.
| Both men said, however, that 
I Mr. Ligertwood had hot even








• LONG AND SHORT DRESSES
• HALTER DRESSES













. Pirate s Special
Beer Mugs
1 UPHOLD SHAW RULING 
NEW ORLEANS, La. (AP) -
, The Sth U.S. Circuit Court of
• SWEATERS • SKIRTS
•TENNIS DRESSES
• BEACH COVER-UPS
SKIRTS • TENNIS 
SWEATERS • BASEBALL 





Jerome Alexander Caplcss Wigs. 
Many colors
Among its stated objectives: 
—To hold a majority of West­
ern Canada seats in the House 
of Commons.




for only ......... .*•»*
Western Canada Party
WHERE SMART WOMEN SHOP
2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
HEALTH FOOD
English as the official language! Peanut butter was developed 






been a bona fide member of the 
party.
Mr. Bartlett said it was im. 
possible for him to work within 
the party in its present form be­
cause the constitution, which he 
had never approved, gives the 
president absolute power to ap­
point and fire and does not 
allow for removal of the presi­
dent.
“1 don't want to belong to a 
party that overlooks the demo­
cratic procedure of voting, espe­
cially on the federal level,” he 
said in an interview.
Mr. Bartlett also said he was 
resigning as party candidate in
Edmonton West for the next 
federal election. .
"We just couldn't break the 
hold on the party from Winni­
peg," he said. "The rest of the 
West had no say."
Mr. Bartlett said he still sup­
ports the party’s basic aims and 
would support a new “democra­
tically-organized group” headed 
in the same direction.
"But this is the end of the 
party in its present form.”
It has never been made public 
how many persons were mem­
bers of the Western Canada 
party, founded in January, 1971, 
with the main objective of ob­
taining more a u t o n o m y for 
western Canadians.
they believed would be better 
suited to western Canadian 
needs, such as removal of “dis­
criminatory freight rates.
—Tight control of immigra­
tion during high unemployment.
Another alm was the’use of
Appeala affirmed Monday a 
lower court decision which 
blocked the perjury trial of New 
Orleans businessman Clay 
Shaw, accused of lying in the 
1969 investigation of the assassi­
nation of President Kennedy. 
District Attorney Jim Garrison 
had lodged the perjury charges 
against Shaw two days after 
Shaw and others were acquitted 
of conspiracy to kill the presi­
dent.
MPORT SPECIALTY STf'""S g*
REGATTA SAVINGS g
UNEMPLOYMENT COSTS
Britain spends more than $14 
million a week on unemploy­
ment benefits and $8.4 million 
more on supplementary family 







There’s more to go to Kinney for.
niney shoes






Mwial   XYL
F WORfVM 
^55 IMPORT SPECIALTY STORES
(next to Simpsons*Sears) ____i^WMiawSS
Gallenkamp
THE FAMILY SHOE STORES |
SUMMERS 
SALE?
SAND SWEEPERS • SHORTS
• JACKETS • BLAZERS
• PANIS • COATS 
SQUALL JACKETS • BELTS 
• POP TOPS • SHRINKS
• PANT SUITS • SHIRTS
• IOPS • TANK IOPS
• T-SHIRTS • BIKINIS
• BATHING SUITS
• BODY SHIRTS • GOLF
ORCHARD PARK
Phnnc 763.7730
. " i, ‘ '' '''' *7 !, • , ‘ ‘ '; ■ ' ' ’• '7l * ’ _ ’ , ‘
___________ ,_____ __ ' '' '7 1 ■ ». ' > 1 ' 7 ! , ■ , ' ■ ' . ' '




See It to Believe it,
Gallenkamp
THE FAMILY SHOE STORES J -
Open 9s3O n.m.*6:00 pan.* Mon., Tnc., Wed. and Sat., 9$30 a.m.«9:00 p.m. 'I'hum. and Frl. ,















and the now denim look. Selection












at the Bay 19Ji
REGATTA SPECIALS CONTINUE
THROUGH SATURDAY AT THE
NEW BAY, ORCHARD PARK
Shop tomorrow for these red hot Rogalla Specials. Quantities are limited so shop early for best
selection. Wednesday - Saturday, August 2- 5.
REGATTA TREASURE CHEST PRIZES
• Win Woman’s Underfashion Wardrobe
Silhouette Mats
Fortrel and rayon machine wash­
able ‘Silhouette’ mats. Non-skid
rubber backed for your protection.





Living is easy in cool cotton T-





Built-in pillow constructed for cus­





Metal and plastic frames. Newest
shapes. Don't be without a pair for




• WIN Man’s Casual Wardrobe
• WIN 2—$25 Love Cosmetic Gift Sets. 2 prizes—2 winners
• WIN 10 Transistor Radios. 10 prizes—10 winners.




radio. AC/DC. Complete with an­




Foam Picnic Coo er
55 quart capacity, Sizes 25fy x




Bain de Soleil for a richer, deeper
tan. This suntan creme is just for





Splashy swimsuito to live all sum­
mer long. One piece, two piece or
trim bikinis. Nylon or cotton. Plains









Swimwear for sunlovcrs in stretch
nylon for total comfort. Choose 





Large cotton terry beach towels in




Perfect for golf or sailing. Shower 
proof nylon shells with zipper and
snap button fronts. Red, blue, navy, 




Soak up the sun in nylon stretch





Boussu wine, liqueur and brandy 
glasses in the finest clear glasswear. 




The New Bay Orchard Park Store Hours: Open Dally 9:30 to 6; Thursday and Friday 9:30 to 9

















FINE or REGULAR GRIND 























16 oz. Beer 
Quenchers .. 3 for 88c
Decorative Metal 11” x 16” 










Raisin Loaf 16 oz. Idnf . ...
• "OVEN FRESH”















24 or. tin 49c
BANQUET FROZEN
CREAM
* Chocolate * Lemon 















ORAL ANTISEPTIC_ _ _
COLGATE
TOOTH PASTE
.... 24 oz. 59c
..... 48’s, pkg. 1.89
_..... 15 oz. 1.55
20 oz. 1.29
8 oz. tube 1.19
NEET '
AEROSOL HAIR REMOVER ioo or 1.69
Stock Up and Save!
MELOGRAIN .TEA BISCUIT OR
PANCAKE OR WAFFLE MIX X . 55c
UNDERWOOD
DEVILLED HAM Bonus Buy ............... . 4 oz. tin 45c
NABOB




GREEN OR WAX BEANS u
BUN PAC
ORANGE JUICE. . .




....21b. pkg. 89C 
oz. tins 2 for 49C 















. 79c each f Jl >
16 oz. pkg. 89c H
16oz.ctn. 29c
12 oz. ctn. 55c
Items Youll Need! !
NABOB -












... i2*s 2 pkgs. 79c j 






25s,pk8 47c ORANGE FLAVOR CRYSTALS/^ 2i«r 85c 
MAXWELL HOUSE
ioo toot ron 37c INSTANT COFFEE .10 oz. jar 1.89 : 
''






































♦ GOV’T INSPECTED IDEAL FOR THE BAR-B-QUE
Ground Shoulder
•J GOV’T INSPECTED • “METEOR BRAND”
Corned Beef Brisket
BANQUET STEAK With Tender Timer - . *. 1-49
PLATE BOILING BEEF
• GOV’T INSPECTED • “WILTSHIRE”
Steakettes ™™ r« PkB.




Whole or nAIIIJIt ALL SUPER VALU BEEF IS: 
|| , , HA 'U RJB H HA • GOV’T INSPECTED
KOttOIII • — W • CANADA CHOICE • CANADA GOOD
STEAK*
RUMP ROAST Lt!nd “
b 
♦ ’
* GOV'T INSPECTED SLICED
SIDE BACON
• GOV’T INSPECTED • BY THE PIECE
SIDE BACON iEJU “T
ITALIAN SAUSAGE I
SLICED COOKED HAM : ^WHtsh?re”CtCd........ ....................




..... 6 oz. pkg. 69c
.... i ib. pkg. 69 c
"PERFECTION" 
11b. pkg.. . 89c
NOW 2 AREAS
— CANADA APPROVED SEAFOODS









32 oz. Jar 59c
LONEY’S
SOUP MIX
• CHICKEN NOODLE • CHICKEN RICE
• TOMATO VEGETABLE or • BEEF NOODLE
6^49c
















33 oz. Bottle . 59c
Freshest Under the Sun
WATERMELONS - 8c









FOREMOST — SATISFYING GOODNESS
CHOCOLATE MILK 40c
TftNI AT^^KC ' Cdftniia Field. ReadytoUse.






DI I INK Canada No. 1 Grade
| LUI wCalifornia, Kelsey, Royal Annes, Presidents Your Choice, Ib 39c
2 z 35c
fARRACK Canada No. 1 Grade
<liDD JHk wIEi Local Green, Solid Heads. "For Crisp Salads" 9c
VIVA — WHITE OR COLORED
PAPER TOWELS .roll pkg 63c
SCOTT — WHITE OR COU)RI D
PAPER NAPKINS X 29c
B FftlAllf
LEiIvBw^IwImB Sunkist. "For Cool Summer Drinks" 6 39c
................... . FUNK & WAGNALL’S ———
NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA
25 VOLUME SET—FULLY, ILLI SI RA I ED 
Introductory Oller —
Volume No. I ......................    Only nrVC
This Week 1 QQ
Volumes No. 22 «rd 23 ............. Each < 7
AIL PRICES EFFECTIVE: 
Wed., Thurk, Fri. and Sat., 
Aug. 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th 
DOWNTOWN and ORCHARD PARK
Wli RESERVE I HE RICH 1 TO LIMI r 
QUANTITIES. \
SUPER VALU (i
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Aqua Meter Deck CompassWalersport Fins
$549Sizes 7-8-9. Assorted colors Sale Price1 only. Reg. 619.98
$579Sale Price1 only., Reg. 669.98.Personal Shopping: Sports Centre (6)
$599.. Sale Price649.98.
Bow LightsTotem loader
$399Chrome plated with flag pole.enables one man to put boat on to car.
Sale Price1 only. Reg. 399.98.Personal Shopping: Sports Centre (6)Personal Shopping: Sports Centre (6)
Personal Shopping: Sight and Sound Centre
Roller SeiDresses
Reg. 69c Reg. 3.99
Sale Price, Ea. Sale Price, Ea.
47c 2.97
Personal Shopping: Paints (30)Personal Shopping: Notions (25)
K.W. Virgin Wool












Personal Shopping: Women’s & 





Personal Shopping: Women’s A 
Children’s Shoe Fashions (54)
Clearance of junior dresses. 
Assorted styles and fabrics.
Personal Shopping:
Women’s Dresses (31)
Personal Shopping: Women's & 
Children’s Shoe Fashions (54)
Personal Shopping: 
Yard Goods (36)
50% Off. Reg. $5 and 





2 only. Reg. 24.98 
Sale Price, Ea.
18.97
Personal Shopping: Women's & 









Hush Puppie Clearance 
Discontinued lines, assort­
ed colors. Broken sizes.
Silvertone 22" Color TV—Compact Cre- 
denza styling has Mediterranean charm. 





cu. ft. steel, semi-pneu­
matic tires.
Jersey Prints
45" wide, 100% arnei 
triacetate.





Silvertone 25" Spanish Color TV—25" 
Super Brite tube, automatic fine tuhing, 
handsome Spanish cabinet. Demo model.
Sight and Sound Centre
Silvertone 25" Contemporary TV—25" 
Super Brite tube, automatic fine tuning. 
Walnut woodgrain cabinet. Demo model.
Interior latex paint roller 
kit 7/2".
Handtruck
Economy model, 400 lb. 
capacity.
Sale Price 6.97 1 only. <7 Q7
Reg. 23.98........Sale Price 11 iv I




2 oz., 100% acrylic.
Reg. 2.49 
Sale Price, Yd 
1.77
1 only. 04 Q7
Reg. 39.98......... Sale Price vTivI
Sale Price, Ea.
9.97




Group 1. Reg. 14.99 
and 13.99. Sale Price, Pr.
6.99
Group 11. Reg. 12.99 and 
and 11.99. Sale Price Pr.
5.99
Group III. Reg. 10.99 
and 6.99. Sale Price, Pr.
4.99
Velpanne
36" wide, great for pant 




Assorted styles for boys and 
girls. Leather and patent. 
Broken sizes.
Womens' Shoes
White and Bone. Broken 
Isizes. White lace pumps, 
Bone sandals.
ladies’ Summer Hals
Sun floppy hats, more dressy 
styles, assorted patterns and 
plains.
Wednesday, Aug. 2Saturday, Aug. 5
PERSONAL SHOPPING ONLY
REGATTA DAYS
TREASURE HOUSE of VALUES!
<s
Sears 19" Color TV and Stand—distance 
powered chassis, stand swivels 360° and is 
mounted on .4 shepherd castors. Built-in 
antenna. 3 only. Reg. 439.98. .. Sale Price
Silvertone Contemporary Stereo—Garrard 
automatic turntable, AM/FM radio, built- 







Tall for flag. Heavy gauge, chrome 
plated.
2 only. 
Reg. 11.99. Sale Price 9.97
Personal Shopping: Sports Centre (6)
Body Wear
Manufacturers clearance of body suits, 
hot pants and skiny rib tank tops, 
turtle and scoop necks, long sleeves or 
peasant styling. Great selection. Sizes 
A: 100-125 lbs.; B: 125-145 lbs.
Sale 
Price 2.50 to 4.50
Personal Shopping: Hosiery (75)
Rubber Boal Patching Kits
Consists of new screw-in plug, patches 
and glue.
24 only. 
Reg. 1.99. Sale Price "Iu47
Personal Shopping: Sports Centre (6)
Typewriters
Smith-Corona Corsair typewriter, 84 
character keyboard, 9]/2 inch carriage, 
carrying case. A natural for students 
taking typing next season.
10 only, IA A?
Reg. 54.98. .... Sale Price •fvovf
Personal Shopping: Stationery (3)
Slide Sorter
Slide sorter, will hold up to 
40 slides, 110-120 volt 
socket and plug included. 








Assorted cosmetic bags in 
a variety of patterns and 
colors.




Assorted slims. Choose from 
a selection of gabardine, 
synthetics or corduroy.
Sale Price, Pr.
% to % Off
Personal Shopping: 













Personal Shopping: Notions (25)
McHales Clearance of
Men’s Shoes
Discontinued lines of top 






Clearance of discontinued 
lines. Assorted colors and 







Assorted fashion styles, in 
Blacks, and Browns. Broken 
sizes. 3 price groups to pick 
from.
Cool Cushions








Large assortment of men's 
knits and shirts, both long 









A set containing a tray, pro­
















Casual tops to wear with 
shorts or pants. Perfect for 
warm, sunny weather.
Quicktan
Tans you in 3-5 hours, with 
or without the sun. 1 Ya oz. 
tube.
Reg. 1.58








British shoes, assorted styles, 




Men's Shoe Fashions (67)





Health and Beauty (8)
Solarcaine
A first aid for pain relief 
due to sunburns, minor cuts 




















Park Free While You Shop Simpnona-Seare, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
♦ RUTLAND PAGE
Including Ellison and Belgo Areas
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May Press For Law Changes 
And More Police Protection
• RUTLAND (Staff) — With a 
provincial election coming up. 
pressure may be put on the gov- 
. ernment to change laws con- 
ceming youthful offenders, and 
* get more police protection here. 
| This was stated Monday by 
» M. W. Marshall, chairman of 
1 the trustees of Rutland Fire
»
Protection District, and Clar­
ence Mallach, president of Rut­
land Park Society. Their com­
ments were made because of 
vandalism in the Centennial
Park.
Recently a resident noticed 
boys breaking a light in the 
park early one morning and
The fire improvement district 
looks after street lights. Mr. 
Marshall said he noticed three 
other lights out. Each of these 
cost about $25.
He said district trustees will 
discuss the situation at their 
monthly meeting Friday night.
"This damage has to be paid 
for by all residents, not just 
the parents of the boys,” said 
Mr. Marshall, who represents 
this area on the Regional T's- 
trict of Central Okanagan 
board.
Mr. Mallach said he feels laws 
concerning young offenders are
INCORPORATION 
MEETING SOON
RUTLAND (Staff) — 
meeting, of the incorporation 
study committee may be held 
sometime this months, it was 
stated Monday. Consisting of 
members of the executive of 
Rutland Chamber of Com­
merce and others, the group 
was set up to study the pros 
and cons of incorporating this 
community.
Two sub-committees were 
appointed earlier. Cham'..r 
secretary Mrs. Birt Showier 
said a meeting wiL be held if 
enough material is gathered.
A new brochure will be pre­
pared about the Rutland area. 
The present brochure was 
printed last year. There are 
few copies left, and some of 
the information is outdated. 
Alex Jurassovich was named 
head of a committee to pre­
pare material for a new one.
The next executive meeting 
will probably be Sept. 11. 
General meetings will not re­
sume until Sept. 25.
——— ------ - w i too lax
phoned police. By the time, an, other damage at the park 
officer arrived, the boys had
left..
Nip And Tuck 
Rutland Water
RUTLAND (Staff) • Hot 
weather has caused a consider­
able drain on water supplies 
here.
“It’s been nip and tuck,’’ 
said John Ivens, manager of 
Rutland Waterworks District. 
“We’ve been sandbagging Mis­
sion Creek south of Worm Road 
to get more water into our set­
tling basin.”
The well completed earlier at 
White and Cactus roads is not 
in service yet. A chlorinator 
purchased for it had to be used 
at the well behind the district 
office on Highway 33 when the 
chlorinator broke down. It was 
expected to be fixed this week.
The district gets most of its 
water from Mission Creek, but 
hopes to replace that with wells 
here. The one behind the office 
was the first to be put in ser­
vice.
Frank Kanester, manager of 
Black Mountain Irrigation Dis­
trict, reported no problems.
has included driving on the 
field, spreading garbage on it, 
and breaking into the down­
stairs room of the Centennial 
Hall.
At present there are two 
police officers on each shift 
patrolling between here and 
Winfield. Rutland Chamber of 








VANCOUVER (CP) — The
Steve Prieger 
Mass Wednesday
Requiem mass will be held in 
the Church of the Immaculate 
Conception Wednesday at 10 
a.m. for Steve Prieger, 69, of 
170 Molner Rd., Rutland, who 
died Sunday.
Mr. Prieger has been a resi­
dent of the district for five 
years.
Surviving him are one daugh­
ter, Mrs. Charles (Mary Eliza­
beth) Simpson, Quincy, Wash.; 
two grandsons', one grand­
daughter; one brother, John, 
Vancouver; and two sisters in 
Hungary.
Rev. R. D. Anderson will offi­
ciate with interment to follow in 
Kelowna cemetery. Soloist will 
be Ernest Burnett.
Friends wishing to remember 
Mr. Prieger may donate to the 
Cancer Fund.
On Cannabis
VANCOUVER (CP) — Police 
Chief Moir MacBrayne of West 
Vancouver, president of the Ca­
nadian Association of Chiefs of 
Police, said Monday he was 
pleased with the federal govern­
ment decision not to legalize 
marijuana.
However, he took exception to 
Health Minister John Munro’s 
announcement that the govern­
ment will transfer offences and 
controls relating to marijuana 
to the Food and Drug Act and 
significantly reduce penalties 
for possession.
“I’m pleased that the honora­
ble minister has seen fit to keep 
simple possession of marijuana 
on the statue books,” the chief 
said. "We feel that possession 
and trafficking of marijuana go 
hand in glove. We find :t diffi­
cult to prove trafficking, there­
fore possession is a good coun­
termeasure.”
But he added: “I think that 
penalties in connection with 
hard and soft drugs should be 
such as to create a deterrent.
“I think the courts have taken 
a reasonably lenient view on 
first offenders, and perhaps this 
is rightly so, but on the other 
hand I don’t think that the 
amendments to the Criminal 
[ Code which permit discharge to 
first offenders would be to the 
• interest of Canadian citizens as 
! far as drug abuse is con­
cerned.”
stillness which has hung over 
most major British Columbia 
construction sites for the past 
three months was shattered 
early Monday.
Building sites which had been 
paralysed since the start of the 
industry-wide shutdown April 
28, burst into life again today 
with the return to work of all 
300,000 construction workers.
Resumption of work followed 
five of the six holdout unions 
voting to accept a 25-month 
contract providing an increase 
of $1.17 an hour and fringe ben­
efits.
The sixth union—the plumbers 












officials met late 
CLRA. negotiators
and straightened out some re­
portedly ambiguous wording in 
the proposed contract which 
had caused the rejection vote.
Plumbers were then able to 
join the rest of the six holdout 
unions in returning to work this 
morning.
At Dominion Construction, ap­
proximately 90 per cent of the 
men returned to work today. A 
few were missing because of 
illness or because they had left 
the province to seek jobs else­
where during the three-month 
strike.
“Everything is falling into 
place and everybody is very 
happy to be back at work at 
last," a spokesman said.
Lloyd Blain, managing direc­
tor of Dawson Construction Ltd., 
reported a similar return to 
work at his company. He added, 
however, that his company has 
lost 25 per cent of their year's 
business, a loss he says will be 
impossible to recoup.
MANAGING A SMILE
Eight-year-old Robert Kelly 
is smiling once again as he 
recovers from an experience 
he thought happened only in 
Walt Disney Movies. Robert 
was playing with his brother 
near the Vancouver Island 
community of Campbell Riv­
er, when a cougar who had 
lost its fear of humans, at-
tacked them. While his bro­
ther ran for help Robert was 
left to face the cougar. He was 
badly mauled but appears 
now to be on the mend after 
being taken to a West Van­
couver Hospital. Robert will 
at least have a fantastic true 
story to tell.
Burned Out Family 
Gets Many Clothes
RUTLAND (Staff) Resl-
dents have responded generous­
ly to an appeal for clothes and 
furniture for a burned-out fam­
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Hudecz 
and their four children lost all 
but what they had on. in a fire 
that destroyed their little home 
at 8 Buckland Road early 
Thursday mornings
Monday morning Mrs. Hudecz 
said they had enough clothes. 
The family are living with her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clar­
ence Neiser, 1485 Moody Rd., 
until their new home in the air­
port subdivision is ready, ex­
pected in about two weeks.
The blaze is believed to have 
started on the front porch. One 
child got up because it was too 
hot, and noticed the flames. 
When the fire department came 
about 10 minutes later, it was 
too late to save anything. The 
couple had no insurance.
GRIM FUTURE
A Japanese government n 
port says Tokyo will become' 
city without greenery in I 
years if atmospheric pollute 
continues at its current rate.
HOSPITAL ROBBED
LA PLATA, Argentina (AP) 
— Five robbers, who identified 
themselves as members of a 
pro-Peronist guerrilla group, 
held up the Italian Hospital 
Monday and escaped with the 
peso equivalent of $30,000.




temonteolds and repair damaged dots
A renowned research institute H 
found a unique healing sutetaq 
with the ability to shrink h«»mJ 
rhoids painlessly. Itrelievee itdm 
and, discomfort in minutes al 
speeds up healing of the injure 
inflamed tissue. 1
In case after case, while gent 
relieving pain, actual roductil 
(shrinkage) took place. I
Most important of all—■resul 
were eo thorough that this improv 
ment waa maintained over a peril 
of many months.
Thia was accomplished with 
new healing substance (Bio-Dyn 
which quickly helps heal injur 
sells and stimulates growth of 1M 
tissue.
Now Bio-Dyne is offered in oil 
ment and suppository form call 
Preparation H. Ask for it at all dr 
itores. Satisfaction or your mon 
•funded.
RECORD SUBSCRIPTIONS
TORONTO (CP) — The Cana­
dian Opera Company has sold 
10,594 subscriptions for its 1972 
Toronto season from Sept. 15 to 
Oct. 14. This represented a dol­
lar value of $308,005, a substan­
tial increase over last year's 
record-breaking figure of 
$324,898.
763-5120













Potato?great night s sW
MORE GO PRIVATE
The number of students at­
tending privately-operated Brit­
ish schools has risen 46 per cent 





to»»l tor m»«t«r bedrooms and
Pork Free While You Shop Simpsom-Scon, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
It’s Time You Thought About
snodsrsto-slte living rooms 
■ PICK IT OFF'THE SHELF 
■ PACK IT IN YOUR CAR 
■ TAKE IT OUT OF CARTON 
■ PLACE IT IN YOUR WINDOW 




toi* homo this Focfdefu portsbls today,,.
,»n>eo rnnoi iy cool tonloht 11' a only 20? wld«, Installs 
mill in ic iular nnnow (louhlo-liunq windows,
(•'cat In iiu'M include: Liinmn Sound B.irrler 
tufiiqn, ihindsome wslnut-llnish from, «d|ust»bla 
a i(o> sncj'iermo ,1M, Hi «n<| lo Coni, mliitniii
•- In-, C'>.jhng IM,.i-i* d>'i.i;,lini’,it cnnlidl ci nlr,
i, l.i; ' 'i -.id .’.n.;-cud Heel ubin'st You not
tliink possible. Wo have tlio units and our qualified install, 
era arc all set to go. Cools and dehumidifies tho air for 
complete home comfort, even on the hottest days. Tho 
systems connect to existing ductwork. AU equipment 
and installation is guaranteed. And you can put it on 
your SimpsontFSenrs All-Purpose Account. Today 
when you feel like ■ baked potato .. . think . ., 
control air conditioning from Simpsons-Scars.
Prechargod Tubing and Installation Extra 
Plumbing and Heating (42)
a PLUG INTO ADEQUATE U5-VOLT CIRCUIT • a *’’v aM o'->1..... I oaja.a wouldn't lot
. V- J'e >1 A if Citin' *./,
’ AH...COOL, QUIET,8LEEP...IT8 WONDERFUL
FEDDERS-world’s largest selling air conditioners
It’s Summer! Your bedroom’s like an oven. The hcat in the living* 
room seems as if it’ll bake you. It’s time for central air condition* 
Ilwr , when it’s hot. Not in a month or 3 weeks from next 
Wednesday or late in February, but NOW! Simpsons-Seora will 




I rAJin SALES ANO (,,,r c ONhaiiKcr ( UOL LEMP »Hl l aurel Ave.
v—.......SERVICE Telephone 762-0307









21. PROPERTY FOR SALE









NOW RENTING tfphone 762-7419.
3In. Telephone 763-3958.
tf

















ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A HOME? 
Come and see us. Private room, close
payments of $169 month. Lovely home with 
sundeck, 2 bathrooms, 4 bdrms, large rum­
pus room on fenced landscaped lot. Use 
your B.C. 2nd mtge. Contact George Trim­
ble 2-0687. MLS.
Priced at $26,900 and arrange 
mortgage to suit. Call Ernie 
Donnelly at 762-2558 even­
ings. EXCL.
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
ROOM AND BOARD IN PRIVATE 
home* close to Vocational School. Tele-
KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
/ED REALTY
| -g C J v E lx, ’ Bernard Avenue
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT WITH 
kitchen facilities. Telephone 763-3015. tf


















Avoid fall rush. Get your water
chimney cleaned now.
762-2299




T. Th, S 13
? PAGE 14
NOW OPEN
Corner WATER & CAWSTON
13
HELEN URAY
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Aft Supplies
762-21341619 PANDOSY
T. Th, S. tf












Mugford’s Store, KLO Road, daily for 

















NEW TIIHEE IIEDIIOOM 41I.E.NMOHE
Hearty now. 1110 per monthhome
Trlenhoae T*J-1»4 nr muu












6. CARD OF THANKS











?Unter* and itonework. Call Sebastian
Mini
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., AUG. 1, 1J72
CAN'T USE IT? WHY KEEP IT? SELL IT WITH A COURIER WANT AD!












T. Th, S. tf
MAC’S CHIMNEY SWEEP








North American Van Lines Ltd. 
Local Long Distance Moving 
We Guarantee Satisfaction'













Your Bapco & SWL Dealer
THE FIX-ALL SHOP
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
BRAND NEW DUPLEX. TWO BED- 
rooms, wan to wan carpet, full base­
ment Reference* required. Jabs Con* 
structloo. 1375 Harvey Avenue. Tele­
phone 762-092*. evening! 762-3465. tf
16. APTS. FOR RENT
Centennial House Apartments
located adjacent to 
Centennial Park, Rutland
NOW RENTING
1 and 2 Bedroom Suites 
Spacious deluxe suites 
Air conditioning 
Carpet throughout 
Colored appliances and 
drapes








General repairs, household, in­
dustrial, etc. Specializing in 
custom woodwork.
baby le a bundle of Joy to Father and 
Mother. The arrival Ie also welcomed
by other*. Tell these' friends the fast, 
easy way with a Kelowna Dally Cour­
ier Birth NoUce as low as *2.50. The 
day of birth, telephone a notice to 
763-3238 and your child’s birth notice 
— Kelowna Dallywill appear In Tbe
Courier the following day.
PR1EGER — Passed away July 30th,
Mr. Steve Prieger, late of 170 Molnar 
Road. Rutland. Mr. Prieger was in his 
69th year and has been a resident of 
the district for five years. Reguium
mass will be said in the Church of
ihe Immaculate Conception 
Wednesday. August 2 at 10 a.m. Very 
Rev. Father R. D. Anderson the cele-
brant with Interment to follow in the
Kelowna cemetery. The soloist wUl be 
Mr. Ernest Burnett. Surviving Mr.
Prieger are one daughter, Mary Eliza­
beth (Mrs. Charles Simpson) Quincy
Washington, 2 grandsons, one grand­
daughter. one brother, John. In Van­
couver and two sisters in Hungary.
Friends wishing to remember Mr.
Prieger might donate to the Cancer
Fund at Day's Funeral Home, who are









1400 CORONATION AVE,. 
KELOWNA
Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 
family apts. in gardenlike set­
COMFORTABLY FURNISHED, THREE 
room, light housekeeping suite. Near 
beach in city. Linens and dishes sup­
plied. For rent by day or week. Ab­
stainers please. Telephone 762-4685. tf
16. APTS. FOR RENT
NASSAU HOUSE. DELUXE TWO BED- 
room suite, very quiet and dose in. 
Adults only. Contact Manager at 1777 
Water Street U
NICE AND COMPLETELY WELL FUR- 
nished one bedroom suite, with utilities 
Included. *115 per month. Available im­
mediately.? Telephone 763-2136. tf
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1’, TWO BED- 
room suite, stove and refrigerator. Also 
three bedroom suite. Apply at > 350 
Gertsmar Road. Jutland. tf
*95 PER MONTH, TWO BEDROOM 
apartment tn Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stov* included. No pets. Telephone 765- 
7233. U
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly. 
Telephone now 769-451L tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. 
Available immediately. Carpet, stove 
and refrigerator, wash free laundry. 
*145 per month. Telephone 765-8262. tf
NEW LARGE THREE ROOM BASE- 
ment suite available now. Telephone 
765-9080. 1. 3. 5
ONE BEDROOM. BASEMENT SUITE, 
stove and refrigerator, utilities included. 
Telephone 763-3328. 3
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or 
pets. Telephone 763-7234. tf
RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS GIRL 
wanted to share furnished apartment 
downtown. 785 Lawrence Ave. tf
DELUXE SUITES FOR RENT. HOCHE- 
lags and Chateau Apartments. For in­
formation telephone 763-6492. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE 
• immediately in new sixplex. Telephone 
765-7939. , 6
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE BED- 
room suites, no children .or pets. Tele­
phone 764-4246. tf
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
room, no drinkers or smokers please. 
Telephone 762-4847. tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
LARGE SLEEPING ROOM WITH 
housekeeping privileges if desired. 
Gentleman only. Located on Highway 
33. Telephone 765-7208 after 6:00 p.m. 3
SHARE THREE BEDROOM HOME IN 
Kelowna. Call at 1329 Bertram Street
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE
P.O. Box 587. Kelowna. B.C. Telephone 
765-5335. 763-5057 or 765-6923. in Winfield
766-2107. Is. there a drinking problem 
In your home? Contact Al-Anon at 763-
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd.
(end) Rutland. Telephone 763-6494.














COUPLE. AVERAGE INCOME. MID
twenties, like fishing, canoeing, hunting, 
skiing, camping and social drinking, 
would like to meet couple of same in­
terests. Write Box A836, The Kelowna
WANTED — RIDE TO TOWN FROM
ELDERLY CENT WISHES TO MEET
educated lady of Scorpio birth, bet­
ween 40 - 55. Reply Box A835. The Ke-
lowna Dally Courier.
13. LOST AND FOUND
wonderful people who so kindly gave 
clothes for my family, also a special
thanks to the First Lutheran Church
and Rev. L. II.
Rath, also many organizations and
clubs who so greatly helped. The Rut­
land Fire Brigade, who
quickly, the Kelowna Dally Courier 
for the nice write up In the paper,
Words cannot express the gratitude for
all the wonderful things everyone did.
Thank you all. so very much, from 










Intercom, shag rugs, air 
conditioned, electric heat.
Utilities included, covered 
parking. No children or 
pets.
PHONE 762-0861
THIS ONE IS RIGHT ON 
There are many features that make this 
3 storey “A” frame a must see, with a view 
that is hard to beat Call Gordon Stuart to 
view 9-4295. MLS.
REVENUE PROPERTY ' 
2 duplexes close to shopping centre and bus­
iness area. Good returns and could be made 
better. Vendor may take trades. Call Art 
Day 3-4144 or 8-5089. MLS.
WESTBANK $23,500
SPINNING WHEEL NOT INCLUDED 
But this house has 2 bdrms., kitchen with 
eating area, 4 pee. bath, living room, wall- 
to-wall, garage, small greenhouse. Land­
scaped lot with lily pond. Full price $14,900. 
Call Marty Martin 2-2251. MLS.
BATTERY FACTORY
Illness forces sale of this exclusive battery 
repair service. Price has been reduced to 
$6,500 with equipment necessary to operate 
business including %-ton truck. Call Bren 
Witt 9-4326 for details. MLS.
“HOME WITH A VIEW
BRAND NEW
Lovely new carpeted two 
bedroom family home. Large 
kitchen with cupboards ga­
lore. Extra large covered 
sundeck for summer fun. 
This is a quality built home 
and priced at only $25,300. 
mix Royal Trust will place 
mortgage to qualified pur­
chaser. .
Lakeview Heights, custom built home, 3 
bdrm, nice front room with fireplace, dou­
ble carport with storage, covered sundeck, 
good carpets, only 1% years old. MLS. Art 
MacKenzie 9-4264. -
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-5200
APPLE VALLEY REALTY
1451 Pandosy St. *** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY *** Office Ph. 3-4144
Trading Dollars Unlimited"
A BLOCK TO SHOP -Check 
these two listings in the 
Capri area. Both are 4 bed­
rooms and have completely 
finished basements. Beautiful 
yards and many extras. For 
further information call Terri 
Meckling at 763-6657 even­
ings. MLS.
VIEW HOME IN LAKE- 
VIEW HEIGHTS — Exten­
sively remodelled 1465 sq. ft. 
older home on % acre view 
lot. Three large bedrooms, 
fireplace, lovely feature 
walls, hot water heating, full 
basement, double carport. A 
well built, large, family home. 
Asking $29,900. Call Bud Dal­
ley at 769-4875 evenings. 
EXCL.
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE-II
man. Telephone 762-0220. tf I TIRED OF STAIRS? — No
ArrnM U/AKITPn stePs front or back of this IV. AHUM. WANItU beautiful, new 3 bedroom 
young working girl seeks pri- home in Glenmore. Lots of 
vate room and board, central locaUon, I cnnnich rnnhnardc and pat. 
rent up to *ioo. Telephone 768-5625. 2 ppanisn cupooaras ana eat
uT.n-rrr, HeMT" ln§ area m kitchen. fire- 20. WANTED TO RENT II places up and down, nice 
wanted to rent: garage for I view from covered sundeck, 
small boat and utility trailer. Prefer I Asking $32,500. It Won’t 
downtown area- Tel®J last. Call Dave Deinstadt phone 765*8i69. u i n„n .- ----------------------------------- ——- now at 763-4894 evenings. 
YOUNG FAMILY DESIRES TWO BED- I mvr-T 
room home on lake or in secluded I 
area for September or October. Willing I
to sign lease. Telephone 765-7892. 4 I Qujjjyr STREET IN SOUTH
would like to rent one or two end _ An older, fuBy deve- 
bedroom house, out of town as of Sep- I . . ideal for familv
tember 1. Married couple, no children. loped home, laeai lor lamny 
Telephone 763-6889.______________3 | living which has been well
PROPERTY FOR SALE I kePt a secluded 21. PROPERTY rUK i>ALt:|| and sheltered back yard.
PARKWOOD TERRACE
Spacious 2 br. units located justLOST - FEMALE SEALPOINT SIA-.^f lakeqhore _nfI ritv - - 
mese cat wearing tan leather collar. 011 ISKesnore ana City 
Rutland (McCurdy-Leithead) vicinity. I Inc. range, refrig, air 
Telephone 763-8244. 5|Uoncr> cable TV, etc.
GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG.
about IVi years old. Being kept at
Shady Rest Beach Camp, Westbank.
Telephone 768-5426.
LOST - FEMALE PART CHIHUAHUA
dog, brown leather collar, vicinity Burne 
Avenue. Answers to ’’Chico’’. Please
telephone 769-4319. Reward. AUGUST 1st, ONE BEDROOM APART- ments, ground floor and second floor,
FOUND; A PAIR OF SILVER, WIRE I beautifully landscaped gardens and 
framed glasses. City park on the I swimming pool. *135 and *140 per
beach, Telephone 765-7892, 31 month. Alio two bedroom second floor
______ ___ .apartment with view *157 per month. 
SOUND — BLUE BUDGIE, AHEA OF I Includes all utilities. Retired or pro- 
Gulsachan Road. Telephone 763-5613. I fesslonal couples preferred. No child- 
11 ren or pets, Apply Mrs, Dunlop No, 1— 





Sponsored by Canadian 
Order of Foresters.
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
OLDER TWO BEDROOM HOME. EX-
CONTINENTAL MANOR. ROWCL1FFE 
Avenuei one and two bedroom deluxe
_ „ . .... , . . , suites available for tmmedlatn occu.
cellent 'ondHlon, centra! location. *1601 pnncy, Wal) to wall carpet, cable TV. 
e .J’*' undercover parking, laundry facilities.
iioa1 “crvlccs Bnd *leatlnK. Telephone elevator, and a reduction for tenants 
(Hg-4-iw. 61 cq years and over. Adults only. No
DUPLEX FOR RENT, AUGUST 1st. I |,c,a' Mu“‘ be ,een' Telephone 763-4209.
*130 per month. Two bedroom,
basen en . six years old. Good location. EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- 
No children, no pets. Telephone 762- furnished suite available August 1. Mill 
___“ Creek Apartments, 1797 Water Street.
SEPTEMBER 1 TWO st0VI!- refrigerator, wall to wall carpets, 
bedrom duplex. Utility room, wall to | CI*blo television, heat, lights. Inundry and 
wall carpet, fireplace. Adults, no pets I nJ??!*’
pieuse. Telephone after noon, 762-5233. I "*1 r^JL,fnhtenants prefer- 
if I iciopnono ii
TWO BEDROOM FULL HASFMFNT FURNISHED APARTMENT ON BER- two BLDKOOM. p ull BASEMENT I nan| Avenue< to united Church.
Glenmore duplex, with masonry fire-
wall, carport, fireplace. Jl« per month, '..ir ‘"r.^inmi h°™r'
ttVfktlnlilft Auifiiit Int 7R1.1 PFiVIltO CiltmnC©* flClf COniAinCu* CRT*available Auguit 1st, lelcphone 763. p()rt| alj <nC|||UeBi per month. Middle 
aged businesswoman preferred. Tele-
SPANISH STYLE FOURPLEX, I phone 763-2548.
Rutland, IM, baths, Iwo bedrooms, large AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER Int ONEliving room, all carpeted, Children wel-,...,„,n AvnilntilA AiiDimi 1 mH 1*1 ^TaIa. 1 Illliy lUmlSnCll ApQFtniCnti Wflllcome. Available August 1 and 15. Tele.||(> w#1| W00(I |lrep|a(,0> d|ahMi
linens, etc. supplied. Includes utilities 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. ELECTRIC I except telephone. Beautiful view over­
heat, Can bo partly furnished, Nouri looking lake and city, 769-4409, tf
M21hi>ert month “ Ava^ffi'lmm^dlntelv SI,,TE Fon ,N LAKEVIEW
Te’Uone 7M iini I Manor opposite City Park. *125 per
leiepnone (w-3#ni. 1,1 month, available September 1st. Tele-
______ STOVE I Phone 762-4731 evenings or at noon.
and refrigerator. Located near hospl- T, Tli, S, if
lai. Available August 13. Working couple 




DELUXE SUITES IN KEI-OWNA’fl Ex­
clusive concrete and steel , high rise 
apartment Maximum safety and quiet- 
AUGUST 15. THREE BEDROOM DUP-Inees, Breathtaking view. Telephone Roih 
lex on Bernard Avenue. Two full baths, I Towers. 763-3641. tf
full basement, carpet, No children, no 
pets, lino per month, Telephone 766- 
5100.
OO.n.P. BINGO COMMENCING JULY 
I and every Wednesday night through 
July and August al th* Elka Hall. 3009 
Pandosy fit., *:00 p.m. T, tf
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
REFAI HR TO LAWN MOWERS 
Kirnpi. chain saws, outboard engines, 
elownn Ught \lndu.lrlal, •<« Crowley 
Avenue, Kelow^i. Telephone 7M-7M4,
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK 
walls. Hower
FLOYD SAYLER. PIANO TUNER AND 
, teacher has reiutned Io Kejbwna Io
•gain otter expert service al tMMtmble
rites. Telephone TKMM4. ' T. II
»<iii Yuk finest in painting. 
««U oa 21 year* axpMience. Daniel 
Murphy. 7«l4»4*.
MOBILE QAIRDRKtMKn. 
for ahut-lna, DUcounl oa (Int ahunpoo 
•Ml m*. TWwfhon* Francia 744-7309
12. PERSONALS
FI.JX.TKOLYM*
With** to anoeuaea aha will ’he avail
*Ma August T. Ttl'pli'cia tai-Wll
LOVELY ONE BEDROOM SUITE IN 
Rutland, Refrigerator, stove, heat and 
water Included, Only' *123 per month, 
CENTRALLY LOCATED! TWO BED-1 Available Immediately, Telephone 704- 
room duplex, earpet In living robm, full I 7139 or 703-8467. . If
basement. Will ace ‘
J. Limberger 
J. J. Millar 
C. A. Penson 
N. Russell
ORCHARD CITY
OWN YOUR OWN BUSI­
NESS-AUTO BODY SHOP: 
Doing terrific business, good 
location, owner wants to re­
tire. Ideal set-up for a part­
nership. For further inform­
ation call Alan Elliot at the 
office or evenings at 3-7283. 
MLS.
TRY $1,500 DOWN: on this 
south side, 3 bedroom home. 
Open to offers on the full 
price of $16,250 and may con­
sider trades. Only 2 blocks 
from shopping and close to 
school. To view, call Joe 
Slesinger at the office or 
evenings at _ 2-6874, MLS.
ONE BLOCK FROM SAFE­
WAY: 5 bedroom revenue 
home with fireplace, full 
basement. Sleeping rooms 
only, with separate entrance. 
Cal Einar Domelj at the of­
fice or evenings at 2-3518. 
Exclusive.




LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS — On 
Thacker Drive — new, colo­
nial style 2 bedroom, 2 fire­
places, ensuite, covered sun­
deck. All new homes in area 
— lot has lots of cherry 
trees. Call Gordon Marwick 
at 769-4662 evenings. EXCL.
CENTRALLY LOCATED - 
No need for a second car 
when you can walk to the 
store in a few minutes, and 
live Vz block from- the bus 
line for trips farther afield. 
Good oder home recently re­
decorated with wall to wall 
carpet even in the kitchen, 2 
bedrooms on main floor and 
2 more in basement. Asking 
$20,500. Call Mary Ashe at 
763-4652 evenings. MLS.
CEDAR SHAKE ROOF — is 
just one of the special fea­
tures of this 1272 sq. ft. beau­
ty. The used brick exterior 
and double carport added to 
the corner lot make a very 
appealing home. Call Ken 
Mitchell at 762-0663 evenings. 
MLS.
VLA LOT — and a beauti­
ful 2 bedroom, full basement 
home. It features two full 
baths, indirect lighting in 
kitchen, living room and bed­
room. Priced right to sell. 
Call Sylvia Roberts at 765- 
6936 evenings. MLS.
LARGE CITY CENTRE 
FAMILY HOME — This fine, 
well kept family home is 
within walking distance of 
downtown shopping and 
schools. Large living room 
with fireplace, large kitchen, 
4 bedrooms, full basement, 
double 'garage and nicely 
landscaped lot. $12,000 down 
and move in. Call Andy Run- 
zer at 764-4027 evenings. MLS.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT — 
Large 3 bedroom home sit­
uated on a large lot in new 
residential area. Ensuite 
plumbing, fireplace and car­
port, panelled rec. room. 
Vendor will consider taking 
back 2nd mortgage. Bring 
your offer. Call Wilf Ruther­
ford at 763-5343 evenings. 
MLS.
HIS AND HERS
FOR HER — A home with 3 bdrms., 2 baths, Ige. kitchen, 
fireplace, all in immaculate condition.
FOR HIM Office off kitchen, attached garage, separate 
26 x 48 building. Double size lot, trees, fenced yard, bur­
ied 350 gal. gas tank with pump, central location. N.R.S. 
Bill Sullivan 762-2502 or Dale Adamoski 765-8982 or 763- 
7900 (off.)
OK MISSION
3 year old home on a 100’ x 164’ lot. Plinnbing and 2 fire­
places, full basement, carport, sliding glass doors onto 
sundeck. Excellent financing. $26,900 Stu McBurnie, Bus. 
763-7900, Res. 763-7754. NRS.
DON’T LOOK FURTHER
Lg. Family home located near school at Rutland. Immed­
iate occupancy. 3 lg. Bd. Rm plus 1 in Base. Liv. Rm. Fr. 
Pl. Din. Rm. Lg Kit E.A. Utility Room Main Fl. Vn Bath 
Rm. R. in Rec Rm. Car. Pt Lg Balcony. Reduce to sell. 
Ph. Elaine Johnson Ph. 763-7900 Ev. 765-8352.
LAKESHORE RD.
Older Home on a shaded lot. Well k"nt. 2 Rd. Rm.. T«v 
Rm. Lg Kit plus 1 lg House Keeping on second 





536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
429 Hwy. 33, Rutland, Phone 765-7704
10 ACRE HOLDING. Large modern home—second house 
and several extra buildings close to Rutland high schools 
This property is being operated as a successful Mink 
Ranch. Equipment and storage to service up to 3,000 
Mink. Mink may be purchased extra. This is a good oper­
ation. Priced to sell $64,900.00. Call Midvalley Realty at 
. 765-7704. MLS.
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT Hill IE, 
unfurnished. Stove and refrigerator. 
----------------------------------------------------- -- -------- Near hoapllal. Working man only, non- 
FOR RENT BY THE MONTH, TWO smoker, non-drinker. Immediate occu- 
bedroom house, centrally located, tusl pancy. Telephone 763-2804. 1
Me children. No pets. *1 
21(4 Woodlawn Street.
per month..a m • 5ii>0 p 763 MM AVAILABLE AUGUST 10th. SPACIOUS
—!---------- _______ ___ l. I three bedroom suite in Falrlano Court.
THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- Fully modem, close to Shops Capri and 
plex in 1tullan<). Carpeted living room. People’s. Elderly people preferred. Nn 
washer/dryer hooku Ie August I children or pets, Telephone 763-2814. , tl
lit. No pels. Telep ONE BEDR4X)M APARTMENT IN 
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN IIKAU-1 Westbank, *110 per month, refrigerator, 
lltul Cas* Ixmia are*. Available end ol slove, shag carpeting throughout, largo 
August. Please telephone morning* or P*<>". Apply Suite 4, First Avenue South, 
•Her 6 00 P.m., 762-3385. ill or telephone 76H-3II73, II
THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT




.... MORRISON AVENUE, THREE 
bedroom )ioue». available immediately. 




AUGUfiT 1. RUTLAND, TWO BED- 
room fourplcx. sim per month Includ- 
Ing garbage and water. Call Joo Llm- 
berger at Royal Trout. 762'3200 or IM-
2336, evening!.
CAPRI VILLA APARTMENTS. 1231 
Sutherland Avtnur, one end two IwiU 
room aolle* on mein Door, Adult! Pre, 
(erred. No children, no pein, Tele 
phono 763-611*. |l
two mmaooM kuitk, .ground, 
Hoot, wall in wall <«rprt, colored 
pll«n<r», rohlo' tokvialon. »IM
month, ^lllltm Included, Telephone 7*4
If the
"FOR SALE" 
sign on your property 
doesn’t display this 
sticker . . .
MULTIPLE LISTING 
SERVICE
You’re not reaching all the 
possible purchasers through 
the only proven and effi­
cient real estate service. 
RESULTS COUNT — 
1,833 properties sold with 
a total value of over 35 
million dollars during the 
last 6 months.
LOOK - BARGAINS
Four bedroom home, cathe­
dral entrance, 1050 sq. ft. 
under 1 year ’old. Sundock. 
Basement developed, rum­
pus room phis ensure plumb­
ing. Landscaped, $21,950 or 
best offer.
New custom built duplex, 
Double glims balcony with 
sliding (toots, full basement, 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms one 
side; 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom 
and roughed-ln plumbing and 
wiring In basement other 
side, 2 door cathedral en­
trance. $3(1,900 or best offer,
TELEPHONE 765-9007 
tf
CHOICE HIGHWAY FRONTAGE — Access on two sides — 
excellent revenue now. Develop later — ideal site for motel, 
store, etc. 1.96 acres centrally located. Just listed — will sell 
fast. Call Frank Ashmead at 765-5155 days or 765-6702 even­
ings. EXCL.
COUNTRY LIVING — Acreage only one mile from city 
limits, close to new subdivision. Good, 3 bedroom home 
with rec room, IVz baths, 2 car, garage, cold storage room 
and more for only $29,900. Call Frank Hauk at 762-4562 even­
ings. MLS.
GARDENER’S DELIGHT — An immaculate, 3 bedroom 
home on over % acre of view property in Winfield. Beauti­
fully landscaped and comes complete with greenhouse and 
workshop. See this one now by phoning Blanche Wannop at 
762-4683 evenings. MLS.
COMMERCIAL'
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY — Rapidly expanding garage 
business. No opposition. Across from popular beach and re­
sort urea. All equipment — a good 3 bedroom home ns well 
as a second revenue house. Large increase in volume in past 
year. Call Fred Kyle at 765-5155 days or 765-8804 evenings. 
MLS.
Clare Angus 762-4807, Bill Campbell 763-6302, Bob Clements 
764-4934, Harry Maddocks 765-6218, George Philjipson 762-7974
MUST BE SOLD
. 3 bdrm, home on largo 63’xl52’ lot. Excellent soil for 
garden, fi fruit trees, quiet location. MLS. Call Hoover 
Realty Ltd. at 2-50110, or Eric Loken evgs. nt 2-2428,
CLOSE TO LAKE $24,900
3 year old ranch style 3 bdrm home on a lovely crescent 
with nil the conveniences on the main floor. A lovely 
retirement home! For details, please phono ine, Olivia 
Worsfold nt 2-5030, or evgs. nt 2-3895.
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT!
Nestled In the pines, on over % acre of sheer beauty, a 
luxurious 3 bdrm, house. Huge foyer, formal L.R., scp( 
arate family room (off kitchen) with stone fireplace, en­
suite plumbing. Old brick exterior, shake roof, double 
carport and much more to delight the very fussiest, $34,- 
950. MLS. To view, please phone me, Olivia Worsfold at 
2-5030 or evgs. at 2-3895.
CLOSE TO PARK AND SHOPPING CENTRE!
In Rutland, 1,238 sq. ft. ofcomfortablc living — all on one 
floor! Carport, paved driveway, trailer and boat storage, 
.24 of an acre, nicely Inndscapcd! Two bdrms., large liv­
ing room and bright roomy kitchen. MLS. See it with 
Marg Bridger at 2-5030 or 3-5786 evgs.
NO NEED FOR A CAR, if you retire in this immaculate 
2 bedroom home, on a lovely landscaped lot. 2 blocks from 
all facilities, in a nice residential area in Rutland. Only 
$18,90.00 full price with some terms. Call a Midvalley 
Realty representative at 765-7704. Exclusive.
WHY PAY RENT, when for the same sized payments you 
can build up an equity in your own home. This 3 bedroom 
home in Spring Valley area with full basement and large 
finished rec room (13x30) and situated on a beautifully 
landscaped lot with huge weeping willow for cool shade 
in the hot days ahead. Priced at $23,000.00. Call Midvalley 
Realty at 765-7704. Exclusive.
BEAUTY SALON. Busy long time establishment and well 
patronized. This shop is located in Rutland's business 
centre. All new equipment and laid out for 8 operators. 
Present owner wishes to retire. Excellent financial state­
ment. Call Midvalley Realty at 765-7704. Exclusive.
Ken Alpaugh .... 762-6558 
Sam Pearson .... 762-7G07 





INSTANT APPEAL — GLENMORE VIEW LOCATION 
2 year old retirement home — all rooms bright with view 
— Huge carpeted living room has open fireplace — 22 foot 
kitchen combination with glass sliding door to covered 24 
foot sundeck over carport. 2 Bathrooms. Extra fine place 
and lovely grounds make this a “must see” property. 
MLS. $29,000.00.
THIS YOU HAVE TO SEE 
2 bedroom doll house but with a full basement. Situated 
among cherry trees and shrubs, with a beautiful view Of 
lake and whole valley, Can be bought either with a % 
■ acre or 1 acre land. Not new, but very nicely done. Seeing 
is believing. $22,500.00 with % acre. Good terms.
HIGH IN THE SKY
Executive residence of over 1600 sq. ft. looks down on 
beautiful Okanagan Lake. Two bedrooms, carpets through 
out; a kitchen to excite the most discriminate bilker, 
Every luxury you could want has been provided and la 
now offered below replacement cost, Call us to view.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD
"ESTABLISHED IN 1002”
364 BERNARD AVE.
Ken StcvciiHon ... 7O3‘(IG3tt 
John Bilyk ...... 703-3666 




Cari BrlcHe .. 763-2257
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
INEXPENSIVE FAMILY HOME 
McCURDY ROAD
3 bedrooms, nice sized living room, separate dining,1 bath­
room and utility room wired and plumbed tor auto washer 
and dryer all on main floor, \Fuli basement, F,A, oil fur­
nace, B.M.I.I). domestic water, Inndscapcd grounds. Full 


















TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED. 
Telephone 765-8297: If
wnll nndgers,













YELLOW 1TIANSPARENT APPLES'1 • 







BEANS FOR SALE. TELEPHONE 762 
8436
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KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE. — KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK
A GLENMORE BEAUTY — A truly lovely-spot, large 
shade trees and evergreens. 2 B/R’s up. and 2 down in 
fully finished basement. 21x17 completed rec. room, second 
bathroom, fireplace, an attractive L/R. dining area and 
kitchen combined. One for your “must see” list! Fritz 
Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111 for appointment to view. MLS.
KELOWNA HOME — Just minutes from City Centre. An 
attractive little retirement home, with covered patio at 
rear, large shade trees, 3 bedrooms, garage. FULL 
PRICE JUST 114,500.00. Easy to own! Stew Ford 2-3455 
or MIU. MLS.
QUALITY THROUGHOUT THIS ENGINEERED HOME— 
3 B/R’s up and 2 in full basement. Owners transferred and 
'must sell this attractive home. Double glazed windows, 
storm doors and screens are among the many extras. In 
excellent area, on sewer and domestic water. This Rut­
land home was planned for family living, Stella Gunder­
son at, 763-2887 or Mill will be pleased to give you parti­
culars and appointment to view. MLS.
RAW LAND — 53 ACRES — An excellent investment with 
1300’ on paved road between Glenmore and Winfield. 
Partly fenced. For full details call Stella Gunderson 
3-2887 or Stew Ford or office at 5-5111 for details. MLS.
Vt ACRE OF TREES — Secluded on a quiet cul-de-sac in 
Lakeview Heights this three bedroom charmer has gar­
age, two four piece baths, gas heat and nearly new Frid- 
gidaire stove, frig., washer and dryer. Tb view call Roy 
Paul at 3-4343 or 5-8909 evenings. $28,900. MLS.
NEW COUNTRY HOME — Enjoy the comforts of quiet 
country living in this lovely bungalow. Features three bed­
rooms, large living room, spacious modem kitchen, full 
basement complete with sundeck and amongst the trees. 
All this for a full price of $24,500. For further details call 
Murray Wilson at 3-4343 days or 4-4047 evenings. MLS.
TRADITIONAL — This is possibly a good word for this 
large family home with over 1800 sq. ft. of living area. 
Features beautiful carpeting throughout, large fireplace 
in separate living room, teak kitchen cabinets, spiral 
staircase to upstairs where four bedrooms and two baths 
are located. Double car garage. Located corner Wilson 
and Orchard Drive (excellent district). For appointment 
to view call Jim Barton at 4-4878 evenings or 3-4343 days. 
MLS.
NHA financing for this new 3 bedroom home. Located in 
Rutland closfc to schools and shopping. Tastefully decorat­
ed, with carpeting in Living Room, Hall and Master Bed­
room. Full basement and Carport. This is an excellent buy 
for only $22,500.00.
Live in the Okanagan Mission in this 3 year old 6 bedroom 
home. There are 12 rooms plus utility rooms. 1 bathroom, 
1 shower room and ensuite plumbing. The house has re­
cently been decorated featuring wallpaper and walnut ply­
wood. The family room has cedar paneling and features 
a rock fireplace. There are many more interesting fea­
tures too numerous to mention. Please call for more in­
formation and to view. Full price $42,500.00.
For a good investment buy this 3 bedroom, full basement 
Duplex located in Rutland in a quiet area. This is an out­
standing buy for the many features offered. Full Price 
$33,500.00.
Please call us for'information, we would be pleased to 
answer any questions regarding our homes.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE <24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
CENTRALLY LOCATED THREE BED* 
room duplex for sale. $36,060. Telephone
765-4151. «
VIEW LOT ON BONN ROAD OFF VAL-
ley Road. Domestic water, paved toad. 
W x 149*. Telephone 76T2965. tf , 
southgate t two bedroom house. $ n8to offices and common re- 
Two car garage.' spacious garden, trutt ceptiona area for lease. Newly 
trees. Telephone Ta-6309._____________6 renovated, Air conditioned, Wall
for sale — commercial lot. w to Wall carpet, Inset lighting,' 
jim'. acroM from Cookson Motors, windows, Common reception
! area, Common receptionist or t 
VIEW LOT FOR SALE IN WINFIELD, tvrxicf msv Da nrrnntrc'rl Heat I 
1.M acres. By owner. Telephone 765-7J18. W’Sl ™ay De arrange,
3 and power included. Downtown 
lot for sale, ittrxiw. in GuisA- -1AAP,an^?™ Street. Rent trom 
chan area. Telephone 7*5-9510. u $100 to $120 per month. Contact: 
-------------Mrs. Marsha Clark at 762-5434
22. PROPERTY WANTED
Hugh Mervyn 2-4872 Dennis Denney .... 4-7581
Lakeland
1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343
FLAIR CONSTRUCTION LTD
“URGENTLY NEEDED!” 
If you have a HOME or ACRE­
AGE For Sale at FAIR VALUE!
we would appreciate the oppor-| ,
tunity to list your property. We|Retai’ and office, in new mod- 
are NOT INTERESTED -in Ie™, air conditioned building
Phone 764-4768
5
LISTINGS that are 
PRICED.
OVER-(downtown Kelowna on Bernard 
|Ave. Choose your space now.;
OKANAGAN CENTRE! Across road from lake this .84 
acre lot would be suitable for a mobile home. Asking 
$4900. MLS. Vem Slater has the details at O. or H. 3-2785.
“ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
SOUTH-END HOUSE WITH EXTRA LOT! 
Attractive 2 bedroom, full basement home on a 60’ lot, 
plus extra 60’ lot. Can be bought as a package or sep­
arately. Close to schools and shopping. For full details 
on this rare buy call Harry Rist at 762-3146, eves and 
weekends 764-7221. MLS.
LIKE YOUR OWN BUSINESS??
Service station, motel, store, cafe and living quarters. 
Doing a thriving business. Across the bridge and only 2 
miles south. Owner will extend terms to reliable pur­
chaser. You will need $35,000 as down payment. Call Mel 
Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 769-4409. MLS.
“SPLIT-LEVEL!”
A lovely, 3 bdrm, split-level home, comprising 1,220 sq. ft., 
nice brick fireplace in living room, and large kitchen. 
Good rec room and den in basement. Very nicely land­
scaped lot. For further information call Cliff Wilson at 
763-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958. MLS.
$500 DOWN — ON SEWER!
If you can qualify for B.C. 2nd Mtge. and make good 
monthly payments. 3 bdrms, full basement, carport. House 
2 yrs. built. Full price $21,450. For full details J. F. Klas­
sen at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
FOR ONLY $11,830: you can have a one room home and 
a guest cabin on a % acre lot bordering on Mission Creek 
in Springvalley Sub. power on and gas and water mains 
to property, can be subdivided into two lots. Call Mike 
Chepesuik 764-7264 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
OLDER 3 BR. HOME: close in, needs repair, beautiful 
spacious lot. For more details call Betty Elian 769-4397 
eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY: on railway trackage, just 
under 2 acres, ideal industrial development property. 
Asking Price $25,500. Call George Silvester 2-3516 eves, or 
2-5544 days. MLS.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
John Walker 768-5632; Ruth Young 3-6758; Lloyd Bloom­
field 2-3089; John Driedger 2-8939; Jack Sasseville 3-5257 









543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
WESTBANK — CHARMING HOME.
In a very nice area One block from downtown. Clean as 
a whistle and nicely landscaped. Five rooms with full 
basement. Low tax of $1 after Government Grant. On city 
sewer and water. Reasonably priced. To view call Don 
Cameron, days, 3-4932 or evenings 5-7995. By appointment 
only. MLS.
THE ORCHARD YOU HAVE 
BEEN LOOKING FOR -
The income over the past few years has been very good. 
However, it will increase still further, as the variety of 
cherry and apple trees, nine acres of them, are now 
reaching full production. Fully sprinkled throughout. This 
lovely flat, easy workable piece of property is located on • 
Williams Road, Just off O.K. Centre Road. Easy access. 
Over 300 foot frontage, on hardtop road. For additional 
Information, call Gerri Krlsa, days 3-4932 or evenings 3- 
4387. MLS.






BIG REDUCTION!. Country selling near hike — neat 
little 3 br. home on :’t acre lot, Close to store and 
school, mid beautifully landscaped. Just 2 blocks 
from Wood Lake. Call Bill Woods, office 2-2739 or 
eves 34931, or John Wylie, office 2-2739 or eves 3-6910. 
MLS.
100’ LAKESHORE LOT — On ripprox. 1 acre land only 7, 
miles from Kelowna, Full price $16,000, Contact ' 
Norm Yncger, office 2-273!) or eves 2-3574 or Bert 
Badke, office 2-2739 or eves 3-6197, MUS.
3 BEDBOOM—LOW STEPS - Ideal for working couple 
or retirement. Only a few steps from Orchard Puck. 
Call us for further details. Priced at $26,000, MLS.
Contact Bill Trethcwny, office 2-2730 or 
■ 2970 (collect) or John Wylie, office 2-2739
6940, MLS.




largo br and 2-pcc. bathroom in the basement, Car­
pets throughout. Carport. This home is 3 yrs, old 
and In “like new" condition. Full price $25,790. Con­
tact Bert Biulke, office 2-2739 or eves 3-6197 dr Bill 
Poeizcr, office 2-2739 or eves 2-3319, Excl.
270 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-2739
QUALITY BUILT HOMES
One 2 bedroom; one 3 bedroom home. Almost ready, 
Buy now and choose your own floor coverings.
Mountmnvicw Subdivision —- Highway 33 
5 mins, from Rutland
as
4 bdrm, rec room, double F.P. or could be excellent in­
law suite with separate entrance. Beautifully landscaped 
in nice area. Please call Ralph Erdmann at 762-4919 or 




Will get you into this brand new home located on Vista 
Road in Rutland. 2 bedrooms up, fully carpeted, Crestwood 
Cabinets, full basement, carport. Lots of room in basement 
for extra bedrooms and rumpus room.
NEW HOME •
on Creekside Road in Spring Valley. Large family size 
kitchen and dining room. Full basement and sundeck. 
Shag carpets. Priced to suit everybody’s budget at $22,900.
Houses may be viewed by calling 765-7741 
or 765-7451 evenings.
McKinnon realty ltd





ly to list, a 2 bedroom home 
in Lombardy or Glenmore 
area. Must not be over 6 
years old, have carpet in liv­
ing, dining rooms and halls. 
Must have at least Ui bath­
rooms, fireplace up and down 
and sundeck. If you have a 
similar home for sale not 
now listed please phone Eric 











Larry Schlosser 762-8818 
(No toll on above numbers)
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY - BRIGHT 
new two bedroom home, full basement, 
sundeck and carpeting. $20,850.00. Abo 
one three bedroom NHA in construction.
Price $21400.00. only $1,310.00 down with 
B.C. Government $1,000.00 grant Brae- 
mar Construction Ltd. Builders in Kel­
owna alnce 1962. Office 154 Stetson 
Motel. Telephone 762-0520. Evenings 
762-0958 or 763-2810. tf
HURRY ON THIS ONE. 1120 SQ. FT. 
home for $763 down payment to one 
841% NHA mortgage. Features included 
are luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall and master bedroom, large sun 
deck and patio doors. Ui bath in mas- 
ter bedroom, roughed in plumbing in 
basement, double glazed windows plus 
many other quality features. For all the 
details call Don Wallinder at 763-6066 
or Crestview Homes at ’63-3737. 1
DEALERS REQUIRED THROUGHOUT 
Okanagan to seU and service exclusive 
three wheel recreational vehicles. In- 
vestmetn approximately $600 - $1,000. 
Telephone 766-2136. Winfield or contact 
Highway Service, your 'ocal Kelowna 
Dealer, three miles south on Highway 
97, for prices and demonstration. 1
TRANSFERRED, MUST SELL THREE 
bedroom home on comer lot in Holly­
wood subdivision, Rutland. Two carports, 
two sundecks, separate in-law suite, 
carpeted rumpus room down. Anything 
of value accepted as part or full down 




(Contact Al Salloum at
phone 765-7593.
Cliff Wilson . 
Mel Russell . 
Jack Klassen 




1 -------- -------- -—•— 1 * *ier-jmc WAREHOUSE FOR RENT - APPROX- 
IbZ-JUld imately 600 square feet of dry. un--- 
764-7221 heated warehouse space for rent in the 
7RJ 711R 400 block Bernard Avenue. Contact' 11 loi-iooo Erjk Lund at Lund >nd Watren Healty 
it Ltd.. 446 Bernard Ave. 763-4932.
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR RENT
1. Prime Ground Floor Office Space — 740 sq. ft., $375/ 
month — Hemsworth/Turton building — just off Ellis at 
Lawrence. Price includes air conditioning, w/w carpeting, 
partitions, short-term lease, parking available. Call Don 
McConachie 7624400, evenings 768-5995.
2
"NEW N.H.A."
“ LOW DOWN PAYMENT” 
Under construction now, ready 
by September. 3 bedroom Span- 
ish-style bungalow with full 
basement, carport, colored 
plumbing and custom cabinets. 
Choose your colors and carpets. 
Located on 3rd Avc. North, 
Westbank, just 3 blocks from all 
schools and stores. 9% NHA 
mortgage. Full price $21,900. 
Phone 768-5022 anytime. Other 
quality homes ready for occu­
pancy and under construction.
Buy direct from builder 
and SAVE.
OKANAGAN MISSION, CLOSE IN WITH 
view. Brand new luxurious three bed­
room home quality built on large lot. 
Wall to wall carpet, double glazed win­
dows fireplace, Vn baths. Crestwood 
kitchen, sundeck, full basement, gas 
heat. Owner-Builder 764-4946.
T, Th. S. tf
REDUCED TO SELL (BY OWNER): 
Executive home in Lakeview Heights. 
Three bedrooms up, finished down. 
Two fireplaces. Larger covered sun­
deck. View of lake. S6.000 could handle. 
Full price $29,900. Call 762-3153 or 763-
2413. tf
TWO BEDROOM RETIREMENT HOME 
with taxes only $3.00 per month. Ideal­
ly located in southside, one block from 
lake, shopping centre and bus service. 
Only $17,900. Call owner at 762-3518 bet­
ween 12:00 • 1:00. or 5:00 • 6:00 p.m.
No agents. tf
BY OWNER: REVENUE HOME. FOUR 
bedrooms, (three up. one down) plus 
one bedroom self, contained suite in 
basement. Carport, double garage—fin­
ished, insulated and heated. Mortgage 





PAN ABODE HOUSE 
Hall Rd. area.
Cedar log type construction.





& Mortgage Money Available 
Contact Builder at 
763-7232 or 
765-8866
ONE LOT LEFT NEAR 
NEW RUTLAND 
SPORTS COMPLEX 
70’ x 130’ ready to build 
Now $3300, 
TELEPHONE 762-3559
2992. 2264 Aberdeen Street. tf
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, by owner, shag carpet through­
out. Roughed-in rumpus room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Across from new 
park in Rutland. Telephone 765-9129,
eveninss. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME IN 
Lakeview Heights. Carpeted throughout, 
double fireplace, sundeck and carport. 
On large view lot with apple and prune 
trees. Near shops and school. Full price
$25,500. Telephone 769-4463. tf
THREE LARGE VIEW LOTS WITH 
some trees to choose from in new se­
cluded Black Mountain subdivision. Pav­
ed road, domestic water, natural gas, 
power and telephone. Telephone 764-4946.
T, Th. S, tf
tf
tf
Come and see this attractive 3 bedroom family home at 
970 SKYLINE STREET, GLENMORE
Fireplace, sundeck, carport, gas heat, fruit trees, 88’xl()8' lol 
with fenced buck yard, ideal for small children. Price $25,500, 
cash to 7% mortgage <>f approx. $9,700.
PHONE 762-2599
ALSO (LOTS STILL AVAILABLE. I
For fuither Information - Phone 765-56391 > , . T, 111, h tf
2. Inland Natural Gas Building — Office space, St. Paul 
Street.
A> $130/month, 315 sq. ft., w/w carpeting, air condition­
ing, building features inner courtyard, parking avail­
able.
B) $155/month, 375 sq. ft., features as above, ideal for 
one-man operation.
C) Up to 5,000 sq. ft. at a low $3.50/sq. ft.
D) Ground floor, office or store, $580/month, 1,547 sq. 
ft. air conditioned. Call Mike Jennings 762-4400 or 
evenings 765-6304.
3. Westside Industrial Park — To Suit Tenant
Looking for tenants requiring 600 sq. ft. to 4,000 sq. ft. 
Building to be ready in August, Office space, insulated, 
wired, plumbed and heating, 3-ycar lease minimum. $1.50 
-$1.75/sq. ft. per year. Call Bill Fleck 7624400, evenings 
763-2230.
4. Rutland — Asher Road — Store — $235/month, 940 sq. 
ft., completely finished, air conditioned, new building. Call 
Mike Jennings 762-4400, evenings 765-6304.
LUPTON AGENCIES LTD.
No. 6 Shops Capri
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
MOSAIC CENTER, ST. PAUL ST. 
second floor commercial office avail­
able for , 1 e a a e. 500 square feet 
88 square foot patio. $255 per month. 
Heating, lighting and air conditioning 
supplied. Also one town house apart 
ment. Available for residential or com­
mercial use. Telephone 763-4811. tf
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office 
space. 600 square foot to 1450 square 
foot areas available. Rents from $200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­
tries Ltd.. Northgate Plaza or telephone






KLO Road — 763-4390 0 ’
Also blueberries, , 
transparent apples, local field
cucumbers and other
763-2732. farm fresh vegetables,
EXECUTIVE TYPE HOME. 510 Mc­
Curdy Road. 7% mortgage. Will accept 
anything on trade. Mr. Frederick will 
be at house Thursday and Friday. 
Kamloops, 372-3388; mobile phone JR-4- 
8762, channel JS or Vernon JK. 2
VIEW PROPERTY, PRIVATE, THREE 
bedroom basement home. L-shaped din­
ing-living, fireplace, large kitchen, 
finished rumpus room, patio, carport. 
Close golf course, schools. Quiet cul-de- 
sac. $29,900. 762-6163. 1
QUALITY BUILT HOME. IDEAL LOC- 
ation on quiet street. Three bedrooms 
plus two in basement, golden ash cup­
boards, bathroom with shower in base­
ment, sundeck, carport, etc, 1533 Pine-
DELUXE OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT 
excellent location on Main 'Street. Tele­
phone Al Salloum. 551 Bernard Avenue 
762-5544 days. Okanagan Realty Ltd.
. tf
APRICOTS FOR SALE. CALL AT OR-mw 
chard after 6 p.m. M. L. Kuipers. Bar->>il< 
naby Road. Okanagan Mission,
r hurst Crescent. 6
FOR SALE BY OWNER. $2,500 DOWN 
will put you In a landscaped three bed­
room home. Wall to wall carpet in liv­
ing room, dining room and master bed-
room. Telephone 765-6360. 6
PRIVATE SALE: EXECUTIVE HOME 
with every convenience for gracious 
living. Near lake with beautiful view. 
Leaving province, must sell. Telephone
SUBLEASE FOR REMAINDER 
year, one beach lot, westside of Okan­
agan Lake, past old Ferry Landing. $30 
or nearest offer. Telephone 762-3623. 304
FOR RENT. STORE SPACE. SEPTEM- 
bcr 15 at $185 per month. View at 
1159 Sutherland Ave. Telephone 112- 
542-3866, Vernon.
CHOICE COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR 
rent. Highway 97. $250 per month, Tele­
phone Regatta City Realty 762-2739.
___ _ T, F. tf
NEW STORE AND WAREHOUSE 
space to lense, centrally located, long 
term, reasonable rates. Telephone 763- 
6227 or 765-7531 evenings.
PARKING SPACE FOR~ RENT. $7,56 
per month. Close to Arena. Telephone 
763-5257. , 27
SLICING AND PICKLING CUCUMBERS 
and beans for'sale. On KLO Read. Tele­
phone 763-2963.
APRICOTS AT CASA LOMA FRUIT..' 
stand. 12c per pound in your container. 
Telephone 763-2299.
TRANSPARENT APPLES 
apricots, li mile East of Ok. College" 
on KL Road. A. Frank.
TRANSPARENT 
for sale. Telephone 768-5283.
769-4171. U
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT 





3 br. and family rm. on 1,400 sq. 
ft. main floor. Full base. acre 
landscaped lot, 2 fp., carport, 
i patio. Only $27,900.
I 769-4582
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX - RENTED. 
Full basement, carpeted, carports, land­
scaped. Full .price $26,706. Telephone 
765-6514 or 765-6018. No Saturday calls
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES! TREE TOPPING and
COMPLETE
please, v u
BUSINESS PREMISES FOR RENT,. r , A niMZ-x ernun-r '
Ideal for small store, repair shop etc..|LANDaCAFlNG SERVICE' "H
10
WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD.
Excellent View of Lake and City — Large Lots. 
Several VLA Sizes — Domestic Water — Roads will 
be Paved —- Underground Power and Telephone -— 
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine — 
Only 7 Minutes .from Kelowna — Terms Available 
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA
Cross over the bridge turn right at the West Siile road, 
continue to Bear Crock road, turn left and proceed to 




,T. W. SCOT1’ 
Phone 768-5896
tf
BY BUILDER - $29,900
Br, upstairs with indirect lighting. Extra br. finished 
downstairs. Rosewood cabinets in kitchen, sliding doors 
to sunilcck, sunken L.R. with Spanish fireplace, separ­
ate D.R., w/w throughout, sunken rec room in pine pan­
elling with fireplace, panelled vestibule, attached gar­
age. Situated on Rutland Bench with fantastic view of
3














TWO BEDROOM HOME NEAR CAPRI, 
Bascmtnl suite rents for $120. Price 
$23,500. $7,500 down, terms negotiable, 
Mortgage payment $136. Telephone 763-
Over 600 square feet downtown with 
parking. Telephone 763-5257.
for" SALE! ^Re7-GAs’ PUMPS. I
764-4908
5750. 4
DON'T BUY ANY HOUSE UNTIL YOU 
see thin four bedroom cedar house, open 
beam, shag carpets, etc, Must ho sold 
this month, present your offer, 7(W- 
5570.___________ ___ _ ____  6
ESTATE SALE - OLDER TWO BED- 
room home—furnished. Cush snlo *13,' 
500.00. Exclusive, Tn view, cull Hoo­
ver Really Ltd. at 7(11-5030 or Eric 
Loken III 762-2420, 30.1, 1, 3
BY BUIMJErT" 'iilliEi'’,~"HEI)it()()M 
houses In all locations, Lou (luldl 
Construction Ltd. Telephone 763-32-10
and 768-5267. II
25 ACHES ON SII.VEM STAIl HOAD, 
Vermin, BqnnUhilly trocil, IoIh ol wntcr. 
power and wood rondo, with very kooiI 
potentinl. Telephone 763'2945, tl 
T1IHEE IIEDlioOM HOUsK FULL 
huxement, nlr conditioned, quiet neigh­
borhood In Bankhend opposite park. *31,-
500, Telephone 702-2170, .
FOURPLEX
In choice Rutlnnd-location, 3 
bedrooms, washer i^nd dryer 
hookup. IKK) sq, it,, latidscitpcd,
Telephone owner 765-8570 
T, Th, s, 19 
FOUR STAR BEAUTY -7 LAKEVIEW 
llelghta~One year old Spanish homo, 
over 2.5IM) squahi feet, Spectacular 26 
fool living room. Fireplace? 15 foot fam­
ily room, four large hedrooma, three 
baths, Polio and sundeck. Many .extras. 
A homo worth acplng, Asking prlio 
*!M,IIW. Viewing by appointment only. 
Call Mrs. Olive Rosa, day* 763-4932 nr 
evenings, 7(13-4573, MIR. Lund and War­
ren Really Ltd., 446 Rerngrd Avenue, 
Kelowna, ILC, 1
H E A U TI F U I. 102 ACHE ~FARM, । 
Located 21, miles east of I.umhy on 
Highway a, 80 rich aerra In crops, 
Excellent buildings and a six hrdioom 
home, New M.I.N, Contact I.co. Matte 
of Knlainalka Really Ltd. lor informa­
tion on thia and other (arms, ranches 
and acreages., Write to 1104 - Kith 
Avenue, Vernon. B,C, or call 5435337, 
T, Th, S. 17
HEliuCED *2,000! OWNEIl MUST NELL 
iwn year old five hrdioom house, 
two up, Iwo down, on large,, peautilul 
landscaped lol. Maa small creek run­
ning tItiungh, Fish pond, large garden. 
Iluiise has many added lesluirat wall i<i 
pall I lirnnglioii t. liisrwiHHl tuphnaidx 




|MMA .'ULATE TWO BEDROOM HOME, 
full Imnoment. new furnace, 220 wiring, 
fruit trees, hurries, grapes, $14,5110, Tele-
phone 702'0601 or 762-7101 II
7 JIM.
coffee bar, game room, trailer spaces. WELL-ROTTED COW maniihw- n:£• waa-j*" erBOX /l«l, williams liiko, 3 Discount on large orders, Telephone





WILL 1)0 HOTOT1LL1NG AT REA 
nonnble rates. For estimates telephone 
765-8311,
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
I.AIUIE Til HEE BEDHOOM HOUSE 
with basement. 2/3 acre fully developed, 
low (axes, Near Orehnrd Park, Tele­
phone 76.1416:13.. 9
FOIt~ SALE BY BUILDERI LOVELY 
three ticdroofii home with fireplace, 
carport and gundeck. Loouled In Spring 






Valley Fruit Stand ,
Highway 97 N. or S,
• tf
SAVE MONEY! I SHOP AT CI.EM'H 
HiimliiiK Gixulk, 2629 Bniith Pundoxy. 
Ilcsl prices in town on fishing tackle, 
spurting goods, games, glftwnre, novel 
Iles mid Mexican handlings etc, Open 
Dully 6 a.m. to 5 p.m.. evenings 7 P.m..
Io 9 a.m. Telephone 763-7047
UTO RE EQUIPMENT. NATIONAL 
push register, cheque writer. Excellent 
condition. Fixtures, bust forms, han-
counter standards
NEW FURNITURE. 64 INCH BOX 
Kprlng nnd MuUrmi 39 Inch box spring 
mill inulttcNni ilini-tto milli-. four (hxlril 
Iwo-plcce I'hcHierfleld nolle I end table, 
coffee tni|lo> lump. Helling at wliolcsnl* 
privex, Telcpbone 764-4201. evcnlmiii.
TWO IIUAND NEW TIIIIF.F. BUD' LriliKKIUS
room Jioima In Ilutlmid. Ono still under VEGETABLES 
cnnslriictloii. For particulars, apply nt । ’ *
350 (IcrtMinir Hund, llutlund,
l.AKESll(lllU l.(IT - m’AUTII'tll. 
wealoldo Ini, (a loot Irontnao, road 
rlaht Into lot, Hcply Box Anin. The 
Kelowna Dally Courier 2
mjSTvm: AN’i\iioi 'sE7'2i(i~wiiuN(T.
new hirnni'c. nrm\ xhnppi 
pltal. Easy (riiin'.M) Hi 





inciit. h»k •><’«(. lot i« ir x tn,' 
noo. 751 Coronolhin Avenue, Telephone, 
761-4M.3. 6
1i^wiii.ANb. f a ii ii l b u s view. 
fruit trees. three bedroom house with 
sundeck on 19 aero land. *19,000, *1.14 
per month PIT. Telephone 767-2431 2 
TWO BEDROOM luiar’liAfillMliNT 
house, two cur garage, lovely garden, 
Cline to KhiHilx. shopping and ho»pll*l
Tslsphon* 762-6509, 1
ixtw ritici: i.thi'inuh my spec- 
lolly, I'kOMi t.lfpliinie Eno Fneai'O, 
BliHk lliolliei* lleolly, . ioj-.iioq 01 
leaiilrqin .iiLlil.u) iinlll 10 (Hl pm I
I oil miry room, lOxW •nrnlei k | CJOOD TWO DEIHIOOM lUll.'hE, I I'LL 
reduced to *18,SOO, Telephono 7*-l | honem»nl, fuinoen, 2JO wiring, ,1.)„W
li Tolephoae 7U-WI1 or 7M-74JI






' In Lakeview Heights,
NEW HI’ACEMAKER HTDRAGK HIIED, 
9’xlo'. fully anncmblcil. Other nuinorniie 
mtlclna Include xteplHilili-rn. mower, elec- 
trlcnl nml plumbing fillings, propaim 
lank. 762 (1125. 1
M(»viN(rM(lH'7HEiT 
drop Irncxo In excellent eonilllliml (Lioi 
mflomatlc wiixher, working order, *25; 
dryer, (50; swing sol, *5; push lawn 
mower, *3, Telephone 765-7243, tf 
EIUIII’ TlfACK B'l'EltEO *10511(1111411'? 









eell. Telephone 762-0190 after 
Pin. *
CHEHTEIUTELD MUTE, STRAIGHT 
xtllcli eewlng machine, Iwn cilba and 
inaltreMea, alrnller, Tiffany awa* 
lamp, All In new condition. Tdeplione 
7*3 (1900, ' , ' I
« GAI.IXIN BARRELS FOR ’ NAI Fli 
*3,00 each. Telephone 761-41<1 nt pick 
up at The Kelowna Dally Courier be­
tween t and o, , if
, 24” AUTOMATIC IHWI-nUTTON (JEN-
if eral Elerlrtn range. Removable window
______door, storage drawer. Good condition, 
APPLEH. »I<W. Telephone 7*127*4,____________ 1
Pick your own, 5o per pound. Corn* Io WE noy ANn JioU8KIIOI,» 
(.nag Lomn Hcsort. oeroxg 'r" Wa wnt b*l»y crlM and roll-away 
|«lt at Grass Hhsck, Io Iha and of road - (f|# WNtahaad'o Naw and 
_ “ |h»d, Rnlland.'jnalrpiiona 7D5-5M T, If
APJIJl 0'171 AT laiievd;w«,child - 
Carr Crrilir, 'I1i»(hrr Read. Lakeview 
llefiihle, Trlrptinne ' ?«»'«!». I'lesw 
bling conimnrin, 4
APRICOTS AND MHIIl < HKIimi-1 









29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
SEALING LADY’S MEDIUM SIZE 
Phihipt bicycle with stand and belL 
Golt comEUon, $25. Telephone 765-7345. 
jZT:   ................ ;——J
!NEW WINE PRESS. $60. AND GRAPE 
enfeber. tn. Both in brand mw con- 
d.tkxs. Telephone 70-2976 or call at 821
Martin Avenue. _____________ >
inx year me crib and mat- 
t.-4s in good condlUon. t»- Telephone 
itsyaa. ' . ;_____________ ’■
MOTOROLA 21" COLOR TELEVISION. 
S23K Striking mantle clock, $20. Tele-
34. HELP WANTED, MAU
SEMI RETIRED MARRIED COUPLE 
required m caretaker lor smaH apart- 
meat la Kelowna, with salt* available 
Aagwl 1st- Telephone Vernm 542-Zrti.
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
35. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
qarjr-gMAN TO TAKE OVER ESTAB 
Usbed route, must have car and willing 
to wort 40 boors weekly. Average earn­
ings $4.75 per hour. Apply Hating age. 
marital statu and telephone number 
Previous experience not necessary, we 
train Write to Box A773. The Kelowna
Dally Courier. U
7KW768. 1
IS1* ELECTROHOME BLACK AND 
wlato CetevWon. *30. Telephone 765-7549. 
-1_____ :—--------------------------- :----------5
2349 MODEL 92 WINCHESTER. SO 
round) M ammo. *140. Telephone 769-2844
Winfield. 2
CUBIC FOOT FREEZER. ONLY 
■ months old. Telephone 762-0308 al-
“AT LAST! I’VE FOUND 
A WAY TO EARN EXTRA 
MONEY — AND CARE FOR 
MY FAMILY, TOO!
As an Avon Representative, you 
can choose'your own hours, to 
make money for the things you 





OF OUR COMPLETE 
TRADE-IN STOCK
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
FOR SALE OR RENT: 1958 AMBAS- 
sador Mobile Home. •ax40*. two bed­
rooms, furnished, located in Mountain 
View Trailer. Park. Available immedi-
■tely. Telephone 7(3-6930. U
49. LEGALS Rt TENDERS |PACB 18 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TOES., AW. 1,1M1
GLOBAL GLIMPSES
8 p.m.
, LEFT HAND CAMPBELL’S GOLF 
I Club. good condition. $45. Telephone 
MS-5202. 1
8
GALLON GAS TANK WITH 12 VOLT
electric pump. Telephone 763-6833. __ 4
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES PLUS BABY 
fujrniture. Cheap. Telephone 763-7939. 3
2?A. MUSICAL 
f INSTRUMENTS
OR. CUSTOM REVERB AMP- 
and Fender telecaiter guitar. Tele-
766-2268. 6










OHM’S ANTIQUES. GEORGIAN SIL- 
Umoges china, beautiful paintings 
aL Strohm’s Antiques next door to 
Suohm'a Barber and Beauty Shop. 2974
Pudosy Street. it
1
NOW HIRING: REGATTA STAFF FOR 
local concessions in city park. Apply 
at 441 Bernard Avenue.________  1
WANTED: TAXI DRIVER WITH~B 
license. Telephone 762-4464. 4
36A. TEACHERS
PIANO AND THEORY. ARRANGING 
Autumn achedule, few vacancies to fill. 
Mrs. E. Trynchuk ARCT-RNT. Tele­





We require the services of one 
experienced, licensed salesman 
to start immediately. Maximum 
commission — All inquiries held 
in strict confidence.
LUND AND WARREN 
REALTY LTD.
446 Bernard Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C.
tf
32. WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH 
'We ^ay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
i items.
- Phone us first at 762-5599




34. HELP WANTED, MALE
TBE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminates against any 
Pfrson or any class of person be- 
eguse of race, religion, color, na- 
tpnaUty. ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of age be- 
B44 and 65 years unless the <Us- 
tlon is Justified by a bona fide 
ment for the work Involved.
| SALES-SERVICE 
j OPPORTUNITIES 
WANTED: A young man to
i&rn the photocopy and dupli­
cating industry. The position is 
tft train for sales-service under 
flUdance and supervision of 
amior technicians and. offers 
» excellent opportunity for ad- 
Vancement and for a reward­
ing and challenging career. No 
experience necessary but any 
technical or electrical back­
ground would be an asset.
’ Reply to Box A826 
















'72 Suzuki 250 Savage. 
Knobby tires ........
'72 Suzuki 380 Seb­




R.R. 2, Hwy. 97 N.
PHONE 765-9000
4
LIGHTWE1GHT IB FOOT SPRITE 
trailer, gu bottles, lull sUe tent at­
tachment, self applying brakes, screen­
ed. Equipped Inside. Telephone 763-5750.
.... - s -_____________ 3
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
thorn Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
763-2378 U
FOR RENT — NEW HARDTOP TENT 
trailers, two alien. Book now for your 
summer holidays. For more InformaUon
telephone 765-5954. 5
16-FOOT TRAVEL TRAILER. SLEEPS 
six. carpeted, propane lights, stove and 
furnace. Equipped with electric brakes. 
$1100. Telephone 766-2971, Winfield, i
ARISTOCRAT LOW LINE. 15W FOOT 
travel trailer. Like new condition. 
Accessories included. $1,800. Telephone 
764-7179.J
TENT-TRAILER, SLEEPS FIVE COM- 
fortably, mattresses and spare wheel 
with bearings, $350. Telephone 765-7337 
to view. _______ _3
14 FOOT TRAVEL TRAILER. THREE 
years old. like new. Sleeps four, fully 





for appointment after 3 'p.m. 
t
WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR RENT OR 
leaie. high ceilings, large rooms, also 
some office space. Former ‘‘Westbank 
CoOp." Telephone 762-5398.
T, Th, S. 27
COMPANION HOUSEKEEPER RE- 
qulred to live in with widow in Sum­
merland lakeshore home. Reply P.O. 
Box 1183. Summerland. 4
WANTED IMMEDIATELY, HAIR- 
dresser or apprentice with some train­
ing to assist. Telephone 762-2050, Ray
Mar Salon. 2
OLD AGE PENSIONER, TO BARY 
sit one child in return for private room 
and board. Telephone 765-7611 between
5-8:30 p.m. 2
EXPERIENCE! LEGAL STENO- 
graphers required by local law firm. 
Reply Box 190. Telephone 763-2100. tf
EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER RE- 
qtilred. Apply La Vogue Beauty Bar, 590
Bernard Avenue. 2
WANTED: LADY HOUSEKEEPER. TO
live in, Telephone 762-5027.





Experienced in fiberglass 






PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. tf
CEMENT WORK AND PAINTING. 
Free estimates! Telephone 763-7138 from
5 p.m. to 8 p.m. u
39. BUILDING SUPPLIES
KELOWNA BUILDERS’ NEWEST DE- 
partment. Complete plumbing supplies, 
bathroom fixtures, stainless steel sinks, 
faucets, metal shower enclosures. A 
complete stock of all fittings, connec­
tions. etc. "Everything for the Do­
lt • Yourself Handyman." Kelowna 
Builders Supply, 1054 Ellis Street, 762-
As of April 1, 1972
Hl PERFORMANCE 
SPORTS LTD,
AT 1957 HARVEY AVENUE 
Became the exclusive and only 
Honda dealer for Kelowna and 
area. Full warranty and service 
on motorcycles purchased di­
rectly from the above or any 
franchised dealer in B.C. or 
Alberta.
Signed: D. BROWN, 
District Manager.
1
s’ X 28’ MOBILE HOME FOR SALE, 
best' offer, trades accepted. Telephone
763-7232. u
MOBILE HOME 64*X12', THREE BED- 
room, fully furnished. $7,000. Telephone
768-5272. U
FOR RENT — 14 FOOT TRAVELAIRE 
trailer, by week or month. Telephone
765-9080. 1. 3. 5
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA









AND KELOWNA BRIDGE, 
HIGHWAY NO. 97 
(0.5 Miles)
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders,- marked ‘Tender 
for Bituminous Surfacing 1972- 
73: Project No. S-2872”, will be 
received by the Minister of 
Highways in his office at the 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, 
British Columbia up to 2:00 p.m. 
(Pacific Daylight Saving time) 
on Tuesday the 15th day of Aug- 
: ust, 1972, and opened in public 
at that time and date. Tenders
' should be delivered to Room 237 
• Douglas Building, Victoria. Bri- 
: tish Columbia.
11 FOOT OVERHEAD TRUCK CAM- 
per In good condition. Sleeps five. 
Telephone 768-5143. 3
2016. 1
1970 SUZUKI 500 CC WITH TWO HEL- 
mets. Real good condition with low 
mileage. Telephone 763-6118, after 4:00
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
1968 20* ALUMINUM CRESTLINER - 
Flying Bridge with 1969 ;05 h.p. Chry­
sler outboard motor, power tilt. Tan­
dem trailer. Telephone Doug 765-5165.
tf
16 FOOT FAMILY BOAT, WITH 35 H.P. 
Evinnide motor, complete with canopy 
top, trailer and water skis. $600 or best 
offer. Telephone 762-4828 or see at 1953
p.m. 2 Water Street. 3
BRICKS. LARGE QUANTITY, USED 
red bricks cleaned and on pallets. Place 
your order now. Telephone 763-2093.
T, Th, S, U
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
ANGLO-ARAB FILLY YEARLING. Ex­
cellent conformation and disposition. H 
Arab chestnut mare, seven years. Very 
gentle, trained Western and English. 
Placed on halter and won Western 
Pleasure. 764-4420. 6
REGISTERED LABRADOR RETRIEV- 
ers at Doggie Shangri-La Kennels.'Pup­
pies. started and trained dogs. Top 
field trial breeding. Guaranteed free of
CHOPPER. 1967 TRIUMPH TWIN, EX- 
tra chrome with ten-inch front Nearest 
offer to $1,000. Telephone 763-6248. 2
1970 KAWASAKI TRAIL BIKE. 175 cc, 
low mileage. Excellent condition, $525.
Telephone 768-5928. 2
hip dysplacia. 3
1970 KAWASAKI, 350, GOOD CONDI- 
tlon. Best offer. Telephone 762-6288. 2
1972 HONDA 90 CC TRAIL. 2,500 
miles. $525. Telephone 762-4880. 1
1963 HARLEY DAVIDSON 74 DUO- 
glide. Telephone 762-0308 after 5 p.m. 6
43. AUTO SERVICE
AND ACCESSORIES
PUREBRED SAINT BERNARD PUP- 
pies, males and females, two months 
old. Papers available. $125. Telephone
265-3227, Nakusp. 3
IRISH SETTERS, MALE AND FE- 
male, for sale. Also Irish Setter pups. 
Papers available. Telephone 765-5142 or
764-7309. 2
TRAILER HITCHES AVAILABLE FOR 
most imports. BMW $19.95, Cortina
S/W $25.95; Datsun 510 $19.95; 
$29.95; VW from $29.95; Volvo 
$16.95; Pinto $22.95; Vega $29.95; 





Thirty Believed To Be Dead 
After Bus Plunges Info Lake
SEOUL, South Korea (Reu­
ter) — About 30 persons were 
feared killed Monday when a 
bus plunged into a lake near 
Chunchon City about 50 miles 
northeast of here. Only sever, 
passengers were said to have 
been rescued. The bus careered
Plans, specifications, and con­
ditions of tender may be obtain­
ed from the Provincial Govern­
ment Plan Viewihg Room, 108- 
501 West 12th Avenue, Vancou­
ver 9, British Columbia, (tele­
phone 879-7531), or from the 
undersigned for the sum of 
$10.00 (cheque or money-order 
made payable to the Minister
18W GLASCRAFT, INBOARD - OUT- 
board, powered by 240 h.p. Chrysler 
marine motor with Volvo 270 leg. com­
plete with camper top and custom 
trailer. Telephone 764-7559. 1
17 FOOT THERMOCRAFT WITH 120 
h.p. Mercrulser Inboard-outboard. Full 
convertible top. new trailer. Price 
$2,800. Telephone 764-4700. ti
17 FOOT HARDWOOD BOAT, CELAS- 
tlc deck, 50 h.p. Mercury 'electric, 
trailer. Very good condition. Tele­
phone 765-8971 or 765-5050. 4
WANTED - APPROXIMATELY 65 
h.p. used outboard motor in good con­
dition. No dealers please. Telephone 768-
of Finance) which is 
fundable.
Construction of this 
shall conform to the
5769. tf
TANDEM BOAT TRAILER FOR 20' 
boat, $350. Can be seen at Highway 97 
Reid's Corner. Telephone 765-5165. tf
the Portuguese border. Officials 
said two bodies were recovered, 
one man was rescued and at 
east nine are missing and 
feared dead.
into the lake while trying to 
avoid an oncoming vehicle. It 
sank in 60 feet of water.
~ FIRE KILLS 14
GOROKA, New Guinea (AP) 
— A fire believed to have 
started when a makeshift room 
heater ignited bamboo walls of 
a communal house killed 14 per­
sons including seven women and 
four children, police said Tues­
day. Natives were using a 44- 
gallon fuel drum to heat the 
place.
LANDSLIDE BURIES 12
CACERES, Spain (AP) — An 
earth-and-rock slide burled 
about a dozen workers Monday 





KARACHI, Pakistan (AP) — 
A police strike turned into pub­
lic rioting Monday in Quetta 
aid the city was placed under 
army control. One person was 
reported killed and a dozen 
were injured. An official state­
ment said the police went on 
strike to protest public obstruc­
tion of their performance of 
duty.
CRASH KILLS 12
DURBAN, South Africa (Reu­
ter) — Twelve persons were 
klUed and 16 badly Injured Sun­
day when a bus went off a road 
and plunged down a 390-foot em­
bankment, police reported Mon* 
day. The tragedy took place 
near Eshowe in Zululand.
Five 'Nice' Armed Robbers
Raid Posh N.Y. Plaza Hotel
tf
OPPORTUNITY — INTERNATIONAL 
company is looking for managers, as­
sistants, and adjusters, to work in Ven- 
'couver, Kelowna. Calgary and Winnipeg. 
lExcellent starting salaries and ■ rapid 
'advancement along with numerous 
{fringe benefits. All applicants must have 
■Grade 12 or better and be willing to re­
locate. Interested parties to contact G.' 
iA. Smith, c/o The Associates, 281 Ber­
nard Ave. Telephone 763-4218. - 5
LARGE CANADIAN MANUFACTURER 
is Interested in interviewing married 
txnen with family responsibilities to carry 
(their complete Une. Car essentia! Write 
Box A776. The Kelowna Dally Courier. 
»___________________________ tt
(DRIVER - SALESMAN, REQUIRED IM- 
। mediately, must be able to be bunded. 
iAIso willing to travel. Apply to Box 
;A-837 The Kelowna Dally Courier. 3 
■PAINTERS WANTED WITH AT LEAST 








Age 10-14 — Boys or Girls 
You buy your own papers and 
then resell them for your profits. 
For further details contact the
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT 
at
SIX SADDLE HORSES FROM REGIS- 
tered half Arab and some Welsh ponies.
All gentle, well broke. For particu­
lars, telephone 768-5002. 1
WELL TRAINED HALF ARABIAN 
mare, with jumping experience. Also 
Anglo-Arabian brood mare. Reasonable 
prices. Telephone 762-7937. T, Th, S 5
GERMAN SHORT HAIRED POINTER 
pups for sale. Two months old. Tele- 
phone Winfield 766-2702. 3 
TWO KITTENS TO BE GIVEN AWAY.
House broken. Telephone 763-3690. 3





4 dr., 8 cyl., A.T.
$595
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700
Used Car Lot 763-6060
1
1966 CYCLONE GT 390, POSI-TRACK, 
close ratio, four speed, convertible, 
power windows, $1250 or closest offer. 
Also 1963 Chev Impala. 1955 Chev two
8c Rallye, Bredln at Springfield. 763- 
7637. 1
1098 CC SPRITE ENGINE. MAJOR 
overhaul and all accessories; Volkswagen 
bus roof rack also bus rear seat. Volks­
wagen 1500 CC Weber , manifold. 2 
(165x13) Goodyear radials on 5” wide
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU 
lar sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647. 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre, Highway
97 North. tf
Sprite rims. 762-7870. 6
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
ATTENTION: PROSPECTORS, HUN- 
ters, sportsmen, woods operators, see 
the all-terrain machine “Playcat’’ at 
Okanagan White Truck Sales Ltd., Reids 
Corner or call Bob Sparks at 765-5165 or
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier boy delivery 65c per week. 
Collected every two weeks.
765-9544. U
1965 MERCURY FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 
half ton. New tires, new paint. $1250 
firm. Telephone 765-8923 between 8:00 
a.m. - 5:30 p.m.: 765-7498 between 6:00 
p.m. — 9:00 p.m. tf
1968 MERCURY M100, 240 CUBIC INCH 
six, four speed, long box, new paint, 
good rubber extremely clean through­
out. Okanagan White. Reid’s Comer.
Telephone 765-5165. 2
1968 GMC HALF TON PICKUP IN Ex­
cellent condition. Reconditioned motor. 
For further particulars please tele­
phone 762-0939 after 5:00 p.m. 6
1969 DATSUN PICKUP, 1300 SERIES. 
Good condition. Will accept trades. 
Telephone 762-3379 or 764-7544. 6
1956 CHEV HALF TON PANEL. GOOD 
running order; Telephone 763-3461 after
5:00 p.m. tf
door. Telephone 766-2619. tf
1965 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS CONVER- 
tible, automatic transmission, power 
steering, power brakes, tapeduck, good 
top. Any reasonable offer accepted.
1966 HEAVY DUTY ECONOLINE VAN. 
new engine, big six. Reduced for quick 
sale, $1,150. Telephone 768-5668. tf
1968 MERCURY HALF TON COR- 
ner of Water Street and Cawston




1965 VAUXHALL VIVA, EXCELLENT 
condition. Equipped with tachometer, 
oil and ampmetcr gauges, six good 
tires including two winter, $525. Tele-
phone 765-6003 or 765-7084. 3
STUDENT
1968 COUGAR, 302 MOTOR, AUTO- 
matlc, power steering, disc brakes, 
Good condition. Open to offers. Tele-
1969 DODGE VAN, SLANT SIX, STAN- 
dard. 40,000 miles, equipped for camp" 
ing, $1,900. Telephone 763-6846. 1
HEAVY DUTY TANDEM TRAILER, 
electric brakes. Telephone 765-7918. 3
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS













Canada Outside B. C.
12 months ... '...................
6 months ..........................








Students seek your support for jobs to further their 
education.
These ads arc published without charge by the Kelowna 
Daily Courier. Employers wishing to hire any of the 
students listed below, please contact:
CANADA MANPOWER CENTRE
762-3018
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE HARD- 
top; V-8, automatic, radio, power steer. 
Ing, power brakes. $750 or offer. Tele-
STOP IN AND SEE
phone 763-6586. tf
1970 DUSTER 340, AUTOMATIC, Buc­
ket scats and console, tachometer, new 
tires all around, posl-trac. Asking 
$2,400. Telephone 763-5891. 4
1969 VOLKSWAGEN WESTPHALIA 
Camper pop-up roof, AM-FM radio, two 
spares. Telephone 763-2313 after 5 p.m..
Monday to Thursday. 2
1968 ACADIAN FOUR DOOR SEDAN; 
burgundy with black interior, 50,060 







; 1. Simon Fraser student with 
f BSC In Biology is seeking 
»nny steady summer Job; ex- 
* perienco includes work as a 
teaching assistant, ns well 
Ias cannery, warehouse and 
* sawmill labor, dishwashing 
- and a one year mcatcuttlng 
course.
2. Grade 11 student with ex­
perience in stocking and gen­
eral yard inalntainence, 1$ 
looking for summer work an 
a stock boy or construction 
labourer.
3. Local student completed 
grade 11, with previous ex­
perience ns n Janitor’s assist­
ant. laundromat attendant 
mid’ mason's helper, would 
like work as a short order 
cook or janitor.
4. High school student with 
warehouse nnd retail sales 
experience in a garden »hop 
is Intrrested ln sales,, ware­
house, work of swamping.
5. Rutland grade H student 
with Janitorial experience Is 
looking for hummer employ­




1969 MACH I MUSTANG 426 COBRA 
four speed, Will accept trades. Cun ar­
range financing. Telephone 762-3379 or
704-7514. fl
1961 220 MERCEDES BENZ, VERY 
good condition, mnny extras, $1550. Tele­
phone 762-3(137 leave message. 4358 Hob-
son Road, to view. 5
SITUATIONS WANTED 
FEMALE
1. Grade 12 graduate with a 
supermarket cashier training 
certificate and experience in 
sorting fruit and waitressing 
is seeking any type of em­
ployment for tiie summer.
2. Local grade 11 girl with 
babysitting and packing­
house experience, would like 
to work as a cashier, deliv­
ery girl or nurse’s aid for 
the summer months,
3, High fadiool graduate with 
65 wpm typing and secretary 
-receptionist experience is 
looking for a secretarial or 
clerical position for the dura­
tion of the summer.
4.19,yr. old student with past 
experience ns a snlcsclcrk 
and motel innld Is seeking 
summer employment In eith­
er of these nreast?,
5. High school graduate 
would like to (Ind nny type 
of summer employment, ex­
cluding secretarial work. 
Previous1 experience as a lib­
rary page, cashier and ser­
vice desk clerk,
•If you arc a student seeking summer employment, 
contact placement of your
ad.
wj?
'65 CHEV STATION WAGON. V-8, 
automatic, radio, air shocks. $503. '61 
International half ton, $450. Telephone
763-0697. 2
OUR AIR CONDITIONED 
MOBILE HOMES.
All new units are constructed 
to install air conditioning 
throughout the home. When buy­
ing, why not look at these homes 
which supply the comfort you 
want? Singles and double wides, 




1713 Harvey Avenue, 
763-2118
tf
19G5 CHEV STATION WAGON EIGHT 
cylinder autoinutlc, radio, trailer hitch 
mid wiring. Good condition, low mile-
age. 5050, Tolophone 7fi:i-73f>7. 0
1003 MOI1 IN GOOD ALL AROUND 
condition, Whnt offers? Telephone 703-
2927. 0
1965 CHEV. IMPALA, CONVERTIBLE, 
203 automatic, power steering, power 
brakes, riullo, Telephone 765-8U13, 3
TooiTSmmmm^^
good condition. Telephone 708-51)77, af­
ter fl p.m.________  '_________ 8
MUST-HELL mi galaxiFboo, FAC- 
tory air conditioning. Excallent condi­
tion. Telephone 7fl3-t025, tf
mi~VE(lA KAMHACK wXg6’n7'^ 
matte, radio, 5,700 miles. $700 lean thnn
now price. Telephone 70J-5512. tf
1971 CIIRYHLER NEW YOIllCEIt, LIKE 
'new, retails at $8,660, Will lako mnall 
car in trade. Telephone 762-0224. tf 
lOTF"jEEP^
and dual tank, boot ruck. $1,305. Tele-
phono 705-5:137, 11
1039 VOLKSWAGEN HUH, WITH 'iil 
niMor, lilnnl (or camper, Telephone 
TSi-UH . tf
1M4 COMET STATION WAGON FOH 
aale or Iriulo on a colored television.
1972 Terry travel trailers, 17’, 
18', 20’, 20M1', 24’, all going at 
wholesale prices.
1972 Kenakill 20.5’ brand new, 
wholesale price, Special of the 
Week.
I?’/? Golden Falcon, self con- 
tnined, top condition, 14' Esta 
Villa, self contained, exception­
al condition.
TRAVELAIRE and SKIPPER 
travel trailers Just arrived, now 
on display on our lol. Fully 
CSA approved. Special prices 
for out of town customers. For 
the best deal in B.C.:
Nyen Trailers Ltd.
1857 S. Main Street, 
PENTICTON











8083, Telephone 7M 6777.
low1 tnlkago. ■ Price
5
1937 CHEV NTATION WAGON. WHAT 
offer*? nil Dodgo Brother) pickup,





For your holidays, 
PHONE 765-6291
T, Th, S, 11
42A. MOTORCYCLES
i.EAVIN<i~T<lWN. MUST HELL ItAWA- 





trail »pr>nkct all (nr 
Full mini hike, good con-
38’xia’ ADDITION fOll MOBIL If. 
home; Includes wiring, haaeltnard heat- 
Ina, washer and dryer plumbing, car­
pets and drnpea. Two !arg<! r<Him« with 
closet). 1930 phi) delivery, Oknnnqiut 
Mobile Homes, Highway 97 North, 




Hrht, highway hat*. Immartilaln ran- 
rtltlnn, under warranty, 11853. Open Io 
deal. Telephone 762-7674, evening). 8
ion iua r, immepimfi.v to old 
rlr roupie. Inrnished.
lumw, 6IH 






ments of the applicable sections 
of the Department ot Highways 
“General Specifications for 
Highway Construction". If the 
bidder does not already have a 
copy of these specifications, one 
may be obtained from the Pro­
vincial Government Plan View­
ing Room, Vancouver, British 
Columbia, or from the under­
signed for the sum of $10.00 
(cheque or money-order made 
payable to the Minister of Fin­
ance) which is not refundable. 
All copies purchased are regis­
tered and amendments are for­
warded when issued.
No tender will be accepted or 
considered which contains an 
escalator clause or any other 
qualifying conditions and the 
lowest or any tender wlU not 
necessarily be accepted.
H. T. MIARD, 
DEPUTY MINISTER. 





U.S. and Foreign Countries 
12 months .......................... $38.00
6 months .......................... 20.00
3 months .......................... 11.00
payable in advance. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER 
AU mall and Motor Route Subscriptions
FOR CONVENIENT
HOME DELIVERY
NEW YORK (AP) - Five 
armed men in business suits 
and moustaches called at the 
»sh Plaza Hotel Monday, 
herded 20 employees and guests 
into a back room and rifled 15 
to 20 safe deposit boxes.
Police said they had no imme­
diate estimate of the haul.
A similar robbery at the ex­
clusive Hotel Pierre last New 
Year’s weekend netted an esti­
mated $1 million to $4 million in 
gems, most of which have not 
been recovered.
In Monday’s heist, the bandit 
team pulled ud at the Plaza, lo­
cated on Fifth Avenue at the 
southern edge of Central Park, 
about 4 a.m. They rifled the 
boxes and drove off an hour 
later In a tan station wagon.
Edner Smith, a bellhop at the 
Plaza, said he was standing at 
his post in the lobby when a 
tall, heavy-set man with a 
moustache, dressed in a suit 
and carrying a suitcase, walked 
up to him.
Smith said he asked the man 
if he wanted a room.
“No,” the man said, “this is a 
hold up.”
“Then he showed me ’ his 
gun,” Smith said.
Jimmy Conway, an elevator 
operator with the Plaza for 44 
years, said the men locked him 
along with other employees and 
guests in a back room among a
series of offices while they ri­
fled the boxes.
“They were real nice about 
it," Conway said. “They saw 
my grey hair and told me to sit 
down. They didn't even hand­
cuff me.’’
A number of brown, metal 
safe deposit boxes among a 









MOSCOW (CP) — Two Cana­
dians and their Soviet spouses 
entered their second day of a 
hunger strike at the Canadian 
Embassy today, hoping for So­
viet permission to leave for 
Canada.
An embassy spokesman.
Big B.C. Ranch 
May Be Sold
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C. (CP) 
— Lee Dahl, a 37-year-old entre­
preneur from Salt Lake City, 
Utah, may soon be the owner of 
one of the largest cattle and 
sheep ranches in North Amer­
ica.
More than two years in the 
planning, the quarter-million 
acre ranch in the Peace River 
country of north-central British 
Columbia appears to be fast ap­
proaching the stage where it 
will leave the drawing board 
and become a reality.
In an interview, Mr. Dahl ex­
plained that his Hoof and Hort 
Organization has spent twe 
years in feasibility studies ot 
the prospects of raising cattle 
and sheep in B.C.’s north coun­
try, and in getting the $20 mil­
lion financial backing necessary 
to purchase more than 200,00( 
acres of land required to feed 
10,000 head.
Last week, Mr. Dahl’s? law- , 
yers held a conference in Fori 
St. John with lawyers represent? 
ing the 151 land owners of the 
properties that Hoof and Horn 
want to buy. Mr, Dahl’s lawyer! 
explained that a group of Lon­
don-based investors has agreed 













Toss thin dramatic capo over 
pnnls, skirts, drosses!
INSTANT CROCHET capo 
you'll wear mid, win compli­
ments in all year. Lacy, solid 
stripes Alternate. Use knitting 
worsted, No. 9 hook. Pattern 
708: one size fits 10-16.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 
each pattern—cohIi, cheque or 
money order. Add 15 cents 
for ench pattern for first-class 
mailing and special handling 
cure of—to Lmit'n Wheeler,
Tlie, Kelowna Dally Courier, 
Necdlecrnft Dept,; 60 Front St. 
W., Toronto. Ontario residents 
add 4c sales tax, Print plainly
PATTERN , NUMBER, your 
NAME mid ADDRESS.
1972 Needlcernft Catalog— 
Knit, crochet, embroider giffs, 
fashions, Free directions. 50c
Instant Macranio Book — 
Basic, fancy knots, Patterns $1.
NEW Easy Art of Hairpin 
Crochet has 26 patterns $1.
Instant Crochet Book—Step- 
by-step pictures, patterns. $1.
Complete Instant Gift Book- 
more thnn 100 gills. $1.
Complete Afghan Book—Si.
10 Jiffy Hugs Book 60c.
Book of 12 Prize Afghans. 60c
Quilt Book 1—16 piiitcins. 60c











. What do you need most of all 
now? Tops, tops, tops to team 
with shorts, pants, skirls all 
through summer. Whip up eight 
great shirts and overblouses in 
cotton, polyester,
Printed Pattern 9378: NEW 
Misses’ Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 10, 
18. Yardages In pattern.
SEVENTY-FIVE C12NTS 
(75c) in coins (no stamps, 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern for 
flrtit-class mailing and special 
handling. Ontario residents add 
4c qnles tax. Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS nnd 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MARTJN, care of The Kelowna 
Dally Courier, Pattern Dept., 
60 Front St. W„ Toronto. \
SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
and choose one pattern free 
from new Spring-Summer Cat­
alog. All sizes! Only 50c, 
INSTANT SEWING BOOK 
sew today, wear tomorrow. SI.
INSTANT FASHION BOOK- 
Hundreds of fashion facta SI.
refused reporters access to the 
strikers, saying: “They are 
here. They came on their own, 
decided to stay here them­
selves. They slept here one 
night.”
The two couples—Canadian- 
born Eugene Lenko and Nadia 
Demidenko, who reluctantly 
emigrated to the Ukraine with 
their parents 16 years ago, 
Leno’s wife, Svetlana, and Mrs. 
.Demidenko’s husband, Anatoly 
—have been repeatedly refused 
exit visas by the Soviet authori­
ties.
Both nations claim Lenko and 
Mrs. Demidenko as citizens, 
and the Canadian government 
has promised to let them settle 
in Canada with their families If 
the Russians allow them to 
leave.
REFUSES INFORMATION
The embassy spokesman de­
clined to reveal what measures 
are being taken to secure the 
couples’ departure.
Sunday, Mrs. Demidenko told 
reporters the two couples would 
maintain their hunger strike In­
side the embassy until the So­
viet government allows them to 
leave the country.
“We’ve tried eve r y t h 1 n g 
else;” she explained. “I guess n 
hunger strike is the next step." 
Mrs. Demidenko, who has nn 
11-year-old daughter, told re­
porters before the protest: “We 
even have a letter from Prime 
Minister Trudeau saying that he 
has asked for Chairman Kosy­
gin’s co-operation. AU to no 
avail.”
PILLS FOR OLD ILLS
TORONTO (CP) — Oldtime 
remedies for humanity’s aches 
and pains are on display at 
Mackenzie House, the restored 
home of William Lyon Macken­
zie, in 1834 this city’s first 
mayor. The exhibit of 19th-cen­
tury medical curiosities in­
cludes a pill machine, leech jar 
and cupping set used for bleed­
ing. There are samples of erst­
while patent medicines, such as 
Radway’s Ready Relief and Dr, 





The Xerox 1860 
, Copy Printer 
• Takes Originals up to 36”
wide on bond Vellum 't 
Mylar.
i Produces Copy to site or 
reduced to various sizes.
i Blueprinting,
• Fast, Efficient Service.
Our other services include: 
offset duplicating, mimco- 
’ graphing, electronic stencils, 




15 years In Kelowna




Test Drive Thein nt
PARTHENON MOTORS
i (KELOWNA) LTD. Fjp





Must Be Completed by Aug. 15, 1972 
“FOR THE TAKING”
Site to be left clean and tidy, 
























18. Eye part 
19.—Minor 































































TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH 1 I. WO TAV TO CONTACT 
J *R_ia Al







expect you |.< the last thing to
good on your
Working conditions are subject





Dear Dr. Thosteson: Is there 
any way other than x-ray to de­
termine lung cancer? I have 
raised phlegm for a long time
Placea (Feb. 19-Msrch 20): 






He should avoid foods with 
seeds or indigestible husks, but 
should not avoid rough age en­








of ways of measuring factors, 
Leo (July 23-Aug. .22)1 Make
ani'e, Material progress Is 
sometimes an indicator for lack
I THINK we 
hap aerree . 
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♦ A852




BNTER that I 
ALONE1















Dear Doctor: I have hyper­
lipemia. What in the world is 
that? < ।
How serious is it? ’s it cura­




Virgo (Aug, 23-NepL 22): midst of today's chores. Travel
iig.,  I  You can't always have every 
 responsibilities, detail settled your Way. Adjust- 
... __  < l ments are likely, See what you
to temporary changes, Differ- can do to avoid tension.
doing a few selected projects 
do. You may find some projeit! Well. Originality is possible.
hadn't heen well planned, I Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan, 19):
Cancer (June 21-July 22): Be! Depend on your own resources 
lolei ant. .iour plans tncri resist-! (or furthorinf,' creative pro­
grams, paying little? attention t<> 
opinions of other people.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-l'rl», 18);











SAYS NOU, \OU GUYS MAKE ME 
LAUGH. NOT OHB 
OF EVIDENCE/TAKE U< 
<(0 COURT. WE yARgl
Can Unborn Child 
Suffer Hiccups*
TMB PURAIAN AUTHORITIES 
THEY WU. INTERN UG.« 
oa mv nr I anyway, m
CN6PtK90N SNSAJCGtNTO 






By RipleyBELIEVE IT OR NOT
QUEENIE By Phil Interiand!
26. Nimbus 














partly on the rnilwny trnckx.
Two trainmen in the lead lo-
locomoth rs were derail- 
the crash and jioUvc be- 
the accident occurred 
the train clipped a bull- 
which may have been
<( ; " 1 •• . ,>• p »; ', t, v • ■
. • ........... - J' 1 ' ‘ ‘..'............. . ,G.
. IANG, Sask. (CP) — SuImk 
J tage Is sus|m>c(c(1 in the derail- 
", ment of n Canadian Pacific 
Railway freight train early Sun- 
, day near thin south-central Sas- 
. katrhewan comn^inity, 









































Dear Dr. Thosteson: Is it pos­
sible for a child to be bom with 
hiccups? A friend claims that, 
when she was carrying her first 
child, she felt it move and it 
seemed as though the baby was 
having hiccups.
When the baby was born the 
doctor was surprised that the 
baby was crying. As a rule, as 
you know, the baby does not cry 
until the doctor spanks it.—X.
and am inclined to cough when 
I lie on my back.—C.J.H.
Your friend may have been 
right, because infants can have 
hiccups Immediately after birth, 
and it is known to happen in the 
uterus before birth.
I can’t agree, however, that a 
baby doesn’t cry until spanked. 
Many of them start breathing 
normally without any help. 
That’s the purpose of a spank— 
to give a mild shock that starts 
the baby breathing. Probably 
many doctors give that mild 
spank routinely, but in fact it 
isn’t always necessary. Still, no 
harm done, either.
Other ways to detect lung 
cancer are by Pap smear of 
sputum or direct observation by 
bronchoscopic examination. 
Suggestive symptoms (besides 
chronic cough) are blood-tinged 
sputum, chest pain, shortness of i 
breath.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: What 
causes the palms of the hands 
and fingers to have a red ap­
pearance and white irregular 
splotches?—C.B.’R.
Red palms may result from a 
peculiarity of circulation in the 
extremities. Also seen with cir­
rhosis of the liver, and with cer­
tain chronic infections. Not nec­
essarily a dangerous sign—but 
it can be at times. So a thor­
ough physical examination is in 
order.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I was 
told by my family, doctor that I 
have a prostate condition, and 
he suggested that I consult a 
urologist. Before I do, 1 would 
like to learn more about this 
condition. Is there any treat­
ment except surgery? I have no 
pain, but urine pressure is 
lower at times.—R.L.J.
UI
Dear Dr. Thosteson: My hus 
band has just had abdominal x- 
rays. No malignancy but a div- 
erticulosis conditio n exists. 
Should he be put on a diet of no 
roughage? Where can I get in­
formation on this condition? 
Mrs. H. A.
DAILY. CRYPTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work it: 
AXYDLBAAXR 
b LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this samole A Is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words a>-« 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
D VSI MX D FDUMTDR TEZDLA.EZ — 
ISA TDJ RSTP YMF SAL SW ISAE 
KSEPXYSC VAL ISA TDJ’L RSTP YMF 
SAL SW ISAE YZDEL. —DRRDJ VZTP 
_ Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: BROTHERHOOD IS THE VERY 




WEAR SHOES MADE 






OH THE GRAVE OF AN 
UNMNONN SOLD/ER 
tfTNFCML WAR 







EGYPT.TO ROME BY 
EMPEROR AUGUSTUS W 
IOBC,WAS CONVERTED 
INTO A SUNDIAL
--W/TH THE HOURS 
MR/ODDN WE GROUND 
AROUND LES SASE
i"'“’comotlvrwere'injured'-bnl were
KTHiiicd recovering nftor treni-
My first answer to you is to 
suggest that you do as your doc­
tor said and see a urologist. If 
the problem is mild now, why 
not get it treated while it re­
mains mild?
Yes, there are treatments 
other than surgery, but the 
treatment is dictated by the 
exact type and degree of the 
trouble.
Prostate trouble to one degree 
or another is very common in 
men past middle age and isn’t 
necessarily something to fret 
about unduly.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am two 
months pregnant. I am on a low 
sodium diet arid I am 30 pounds 
overweight.
Is there any way I can lose 
weight and still maintain a bal­
anced nutritional diet and give 
birth to a normal baby?—L.S.
Your baby needs the same 
basic diet that you do—vitam­
ins, calcium, iron, and; of 
course, protein.
For you to get this, there is no 
need to overeat, but no need to 
starve yourself, either.
You probably recall the old 
saying that “now you are eating 
for two.” But remember, the 
second party is a pretty tiny 
one and doesn’t require that you 
cat twice as much as normal to 
support it.
Anyway, if you’ve put on any 
sizeable portion of that 30 
pounds during your pregnancy, 
you should be concerned, which 
your doctor apparency is be­
cause that’s why you’re on that 
low sodium diet right now.
Dear Doctor: "May I have 
your advice on vitamin pills—( 
not the kind prescribed by a । 
doctor for a specific deficiency, j 
>ut the kind sold over the coun- 
ter?Mrs. L.W.
A vitamin is a vitamin is a 
vitamin, and it doesn’t matter 
whether they’re in a bottle or in 
the food you eat, whether pre­
scribed or not.
I have, no objection to those 
sold over the counter.
My only question is whether 
or not you need them. Your doc­
tor can tell you this. A normal 
diet supplies all we need in the 
way of vitamins. If you have a 
poor diet, you need supplemen­
tal vitamins.
It’s that simple.
THE DUCHESS WILL GRANT 
^1 YOU AN AUDIENCE NOW,
medication. Will you please tell 
me something so I won’t be 
worried?—Mrs. R. D.
You have too much blood fat 
and your doctor has put y,ou on 
a low-fat diet to bring it down.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: My wife 
recently had an IUD inserted, 
and to have this done, she told 
the docto*” that she has had a 
baby which she has not.
I was wondering if there is a 
possibility of complications.— 
A. B.
There is no connection be­
tween her having had a baby or 
not having had a baby and the 
insertion of the intrauterine de­
vice.
And why, for heavens sake, 
did she tell the doctor she’d had 
one?
during the play can be solved 
with absolute confidence in the 
outcome. But there are others 
where you simply aren’t sure of 
your ground and the best you 
can do is to take the course of 
action that is more likely to be 
right than wrong. Here is such 
a case.
Presume you're East, defend­
ing against four spades, and 
partner leads the nine of clubs.
Police mild they had reports 
(hat two bulldbzei fi left by^ roll- 
striiellon crews had been nipved 
since Naliirday, one of them so 
that ;is p '.i mnv have 
been ivsi.ii!' on 1 r ialb, The 
other, about n mile further
aciu.ss the liighwnv fiom where 
it hnd been lett but it had 
stopped when If, blade became 









SPEAK ONLY WHEN AP PRESS ED. 
ANSWER YES OR NO, AS THE CASE MAY 




GIRL HAVE XX» \
EVEN THEF0G6IEST 1MISS EVE JONES, 
YOUR GRACE. J IPEA OF HOW WEALTHY J.
Dummy plays the king, but, if 
you're a thoughtful player, you 
don't automatically win with 
the ace.
. Instead, you take a modicum 
of time to survey the hand as a 
whole, and, more particularly, 
your play at this point. You 
don't want to be stampeded into 
taking the ace and then start to 
think the hand over, for (hat 
would be doing things in exactly 
the wrong order.
First, you try to judge the 
significance of the club lead. 
You know the nine is not a 
fourth best lead, nor can it be 
the top card of a sequence, 
since the eight is in your hand. 
It could be the top of a worth­
less three-card suit, but it is 
far more likely to represent a 
singleton or a doubleton.
If the nine is a singleton, it is 
obviously right to take the ace 
and return the suit. But if it is 
a doubleton, tht proper defense 
must be to let dummy win the 
trick with the king, at the same 
time signaling with the eight to 
show the ace.
There Is no good reason to as­
sume that declarer has five 
clubs rather than four; on the 
contrary, he is fai’ more likely 
to have only four clubs, You 
therefore permit dummy to win 
the trick with the king, and 
sooner or later partner gels a 
club ruff to put the hand down 
one, .
Wednesday, Aug. 2
Arics (March 21-April 19): 
Abide with the certainty of mat­
ters you have checked out for 
yourself, Recent promises, spec­
ulation run into cross-currents 
and are tested,
Taurus (April 20-May 20): It 
may take several limes, but you 
can win with reasonable explan­
ations, sticking to Ilie point. AU 
things mechanical and elcctri- 
'cal need caiehil use,
Gemini (May 21-Jimo 20): 
Popping in on people who don't
you can find what you want.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Invi­
tations deserve a prompt re­
sponse, Yoilr opinion may 
change with surprising new in­
formation. Tajce care of your 
appearances.
.Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You 
have a greater range of choice 
than most people. Make adjust­
ments around their limitations 
and proceed at full energy.
SaKiiiarlua {Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Nothing comes simply for you 





TO BUY A 
FUSE AT 
NIGHT.
Forty-four per cent of the h- 
ment in a Iwpitul nt Wcybuin, i.iel lal>o- foicc s employed m 
30 miles away. , I white-collar work.
There's little io he gamed be tends to delays mid confusion.| 
explaining the past, icwaid for-Home Ide includes endless dia- 
a good image. It la unlikely that cusnoiu.
LAND O'GOSHEN!!
WE SHORE HAVE HAD US
A LONG DRV SPELL—-
AIN'T WE.LOWEEZV?
,/ I'M NOT GOING 




NOT OVER AT MY 
DADBURN HOUSE 
WE AIN’T I!
I W^H X HAD 11 \ MORE





DISTRICT PAGE oyama socials
Bw BWl B B OYAMA (Special) — Valerie Dennis Thompson was a
Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
PAGE 18 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., AUG. 1. 1972
Thompson is spending her sum-
mer holidays with her grand­
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd 
Whipple. ■.'
 
week-end visitor with the Whip­
ples. He is on assignment with 
B.C. Telephone'1* at Kamloops.
AID PREGNANT WOMEN
TOKYO (Reuter) — The Jap. 
anese home affairs ministry 
said here that pregnant- 
women working in the civil: 
service can report to work one 
hour litter or leave the office an ■ 
hour earlier to avoid the rush.' 
hours. ’»
r.;
LAKEVIEW FIRE HALL NOW OPEN
Twentieth Anniversary 
For Lakeview Fire Dept.
The Westside district of Lake­
view Heights fire protection 
district is now twenty years 
old. When the district started 
as a VLA project in 1951 there 
was no fire protection, but it 
was in late 1952 that the ser­
vice was planned by Fred 
Waterman, Felix Menu and 
Bert Seguss. On Oct. 19th, 1952, 
the group was formalized with 
John St. Davis as their first 
Chief. Their first fire truck was 
r^ady for service on Feb. 16th, 
1953. and early in 1955 the orig­
inal hall was built by volunteer 
help with Matt Hicks in charge 
of the work crew.
The first recorded fire to at­
tend was in a trailer on May 
8th, 1958, and 7 volunteer fire-
Sailing Races Headline 
Westbank Mini-Regatta
Westbank Yacht Club’s An­
nual Regatta was held on July 
29th, and while the attendance 
left something to be desired, 
there were still many interested 
people present. The long dis­
tance sailing race starting from 
the Grass Shack was quite suc­
cessful, eVen though the breeze 
was quite light at the start. It 
did however, pick up, and the 
winners time was 1.59.23, just 
under the two hour mark.
Brian McCrimmon was the 
captain of the lightning craft 
which swept over the finish line 
first in all events. In the long 
distance the winner vas B.
terest and no fire protection I order to accommodate the old 
■ " ■ * ’ fire truck, as well as the newwas available. Fortunately,
there were no major fires dur­
ing the lax period. In 1960, Bert 
Seguss was asked to revive the 
force,'and did so with the aid 
of C. BuzzeU, J. Fenton, C. 
Menu, H. McCarteny, F. Mil­
ligan, C- Johnson and C. Bet­
uzzi. Since then the member­
ship has changed a great deal, 
but these orginal seven men 
deserve the full credit for the 
successful growth of the fire 
department.
Every Monday is drill night, 
the year round. fhe department 
reports on a quarterly basis to 
the trustees, and also give an 
annual fire report to keep them 
informed.
During 1971 a new fire hall
one. This new one arrived on 
June 21st, 1972, and was put 
to use on June 29th the same 
year "to attend a call. With 
these two trucks, the crew now 
has approximately 1,300 gallons 
a minute of pumping capacity 
to utilize when needed. There 
is over 2,000 feet of large hose 
available as well as many feet 
of smaller hose. Each vehicle 
is, of course, loaded with many 
other needed pieces of equip­
ment as well, and seem to lit­
erally bulge with them.
men attended. For about two
years there was a lack of in-1 was built with two bays in
Evacuated Oak Hills Residents 
lamp Out In Own Backyards
^KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) — A 
mimber of Oak Hills residents, 
forced to evacuate their flood- 
devastated homes in the Kam- 
foops suburb in June, are camp- 
yjg out in their backyards until 
the homes are ready to be 
^occupied.
«And at least seven of the 
families are among 11 evicted 
tt the weekend from temporary 
S:commodation in an apartment 
ock owned by the highways 
department. The block is sched­
uled for demolition to make way 
for a highway project.
Flood victim Louis Adantsac 
said: “The department gave us 
accommodation. It was free for 
the first two weeks. Then they 
charged $114 for July. The lease 
was until the end of July and 
we are told we can’t renew it."
Mr. Adamsac, his wife and 
three young boys have set up 
housekeeping in a carport and 
strung up an awning in the back 
yard.
Their home is one of 17 which 
has been stripped for contrac­
tors to carry out extensive re­
pairs on interior walls damaged 
by the flood.
Contractor Frank Hewcllitt 
said it would be five ®r six 
weeks before the homes are 
ready.
Mr. Adamsac said he was 
“disgusted with the whole deal.”
“The highways department 
could have left us in those suites 
until our homes -are ready,” he 
said.
Several other families who 
have “outgrown their welcome” 
with friends and relatives are 
also camping in their yards 
while their houses are repaired.
A member of the Oak Hills 
flood committee said: “It’s fan­
tastic that when people are 
victims of a disaster and need 
accommodation that the govern­
ment. can bulldoze a block of 
suites that could provide accom­
modation for a few more 
weeks.”
I Club Discusses
son and Ron Douillard won 
against the second team of 
Terry Saunby and Kim Kendall, 
in the boys event, while Debbie 
Douillard and Dave Robertson 
won the* mixed doubles with 
Aveh Wakefield and Terry 
Saunby as the runners-up. In 
the open canoe event Aven 
Wakefield and Leo Douillard 
came in ahead of Tim Charman 
and Mike Saunby to win this 
one.
McCrimmon with the runner-up 
Bill Jones who sailed an enter­
prise. In the first short distance 
race it was also B. McCrimmon 
at the lead spot with runner-up 
Tony Wilson in his fireball. The 
second short race was won by 
a time correction by John 
Smart who sailed a Laser, and 
B. McCrimmon who was over 
the line first was declared as 
runner-up.
In the canoe races for 14 years 
and under, the girls winner 
was Vanda Rufli with Stacey 
Rufli as second spot. The boys 
winner in this class was Kyle 
Kendall, and Brad Beagle 
placed second. In other doubles 
Brad Beagle and Andy Ander­
son teamed up to beat out Kyle 
Kendall and Richard Douillard
■ who placed second. Over 14 
■ years boys winner was Robert
Calls for help come in on 15 
different phones which continue 
to ring until answered or all 
hung up. The present personnel 
have worked hard to help fin­
ance the department, and have 
a healthy bank account. They 
have added furniture, refrigera­
tor, recreation equipment, and 
distinctive jackets’ and crests 
to their supplies. Social even­
ings are held frequently, and 
two dances are catered to each 
year. Present personnel is 
headed by the Chief, A. Seguss, 
and assisted by Deputy Chief, 
W. Hewlett, and Captains, C. 
Betuzzi and W. Schmidt. Other 
volunteers are: F. Milligan, A. 
Byland, R. Kienas, J. Bauer, 
A.' Schleppe, V. Lock, W. Bre- 
geda, D. Gossco, R. Ronceray, 
D. Downie, A. MacLeod, S. 
Bjornson, W. Sheloff and E. 
Chore.
B.C BRIEFS
In the jousting competition 
Stccey Rufti beat out Vanda 
Rufti who placed second in the 
girls under ten years. There 
were no entries for the boys 
under ten in this event. In the 
14 years and under for girls, 
Heather Saunby won over Rosie 
Mussell who placed second, and 
her sister Maureen Mussell 
came in third. In the Boys 
Jousting over 14 years, the
Gymkhana 1972
PEACHLAND (Special)-Re- 
ports of past activities and dis­
cussion on the Peachland Rid­
ing . Club's 2nd Annual Horse 
Show and Gymkana to be held 
Aug. 20 were all on the agenda 
at the monthly meeting of the 
club held this week at the rid­
ing club grounds. .
This meeting was held at 
the grounds so the riders tak­
ing part in the big show could 
practice grand entry exercises.
Members could see the work 
now being done on the club 
grounds. Miss M. J. Smith now 
has entry forms for participa-
Mr. and Mrs. David Whipple 
and family from Creston 
brought Miss C. Piggott of Vic­
toria to spend a few days with 
her sister, Mrs. F. H. Whipple.
Visitors at the home of Mrs. 
G. Goode are her brother and 
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. G. 
Boucher and their sony Tony 
of Riusiip, England.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Horner, 
with David, Brenda, Douglas 
and Carol from Peterborough, 
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282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
mountain 
shadows
Colbert with Andy Dickson 
coming a close second. In the 
doubles over 14, Dave Robert-
three winners were Robert 
Colbert, Michael Saunby and 
Dave Robertson, while Doug 
Charman, Tim Charman and A. 
Dickson had to be satisfied with 
second places.
There were no apple box 
races, as the boxes had been 
placed out the night before in 
preparation and someone who 
is very unkind, made off with 
them before the events took 
place. Perhaps when that un­
kind.. individual realizes how 
much this detracts from the 
fun they will repent and not do 
it again.
All this was followed by food 
and refreshments at the nicely 
located and decorated club­
house.
tion in the gala show, the meet­
ing was informed, and arrange­
ments have been made for a 
TV special to be filmed at the 
grounds publicizing the show.
A report was given on the 
trail ride held earlier this 
month which was regrettably 
rained out, and of the last play 
day held at. the grounds, more 
of these play days are being ar­
ranged for after the big show.
Recent visitors at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. B. Gatzke 
were relatives Mr. and Mrs. 
Don Bauman and their three 
sons. Dean, Doyle and Darrell, 
and friends Mr. and Mrs. Bern­
ard Lentz, all of Ponoko, Alta. 
Also visiting the Gatzkes were 
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Marquardt, 








Eariy Railroad Construction 
A Fascinating History Story
I OPEN 24 HOURS I
12%
Mills Closed
District superintendent of 
highways Frank Blunden said 
he had not been aware of the 
situation.
“Frankly, I wouldn’t have 
thought it was all that urgent to 
knock down the building. The 
suites were purchased by the 
department to make room for 
the Kamloops bypass which is 
under construction."
Fifty-one of the 200 homes and 
mobile homes damaged by flood 
waters have been restored and 
reoccupied.
Liberals Keep A Wary Eye 
On Outcome Of B.C. Elections
Boy Drowns 
In Sicamous
SICAMOUS (CP) — P i e r r e 
Arthur Lariault, 13, of Surrey, 
drowned in Shuswap Lake while 
swimming at the weekend. His 
body was recovered Monday.
PARK OWNERS MEET
PRINCE GEORGE (CP) - 
Representatives of the Western 
Mobile Home Parks Owners 
Association were to meet with 
Lands and Forests Minister Ray 
Williston today in an attempt to 
get the Mobile Home Park Fee- 
Act modified. The park owners 
are unhanpy about the legisla­
tion, which sets out a fee sched­
ule for mobile homes to be 
collected by the park operator.
CHARGED IN KNIFING
By PRIMROSE UPTON
The R. E. Gosnell Year Book 
for British Columbia, 1897, pro­
duces some interesting read­
ing. Some of the comments and 
facts and figures on building 
of railway lines, and proposed 
building, cause one to blink and 
take a second look.
“The greater portion- of the 
main line of the CPR was built 
by the Dominion Government 
and subsequently transferred to 
the CPR syndicate. Total length 
in British Columbia 502 miles. 
The Esquimalt and Nanaimo 
Railway, Vancouver Island, re­
ceived $750,000 in cash as a 
bonus from the Dominion and 
1,900,000 acres from the prov­
ince, the lands to be free of 
taxation forever and the land 
exempt for ten years."
“The Columbia and Kootenay, 
Kaslo.and Slocan, Nelson and 
Fort Sheppard, and Columbia 
and Western — all in opera-
A brochure on Kelowna, 1912, 
issued by the Board of Trade, 
states that the Kettle Valley 
Railway will run from Vernon 
through Kelowna into Midway 
and join the main line of the 
CPR with the Boundary and 
Crow’s Nest Lines — this has 
been surveyed and construction 
begun. The brochure also tells 
that “plans recently approved 
by the British Columbia Gov­
ernment provide that the Can-
On Coast
VANCOUVER (CP)—Problems 
continued in British Columbia’s 
troubled coast forest industry 
Monday. Log shortages closed 
down two operations and other 
mills drew closer to the end of 
their log supply.
Pickets closed Crown Zeller- 
bach’s plywood plant and lum­
ber mill which employ 1,000 
men at Fraser Mills in nearby 
Coquitlam and McKenzie Log­
ging in Lake Cowichan on Van­
couver Island.
Meanwhile, the log shortage 
created by the absence of fal­
lers in the woods since mid­
April has curtailed production 
at other mills, including Mac­
Millan Bloedel’s Port Alberni 
sawmill, where 400 men have 
been laid off and 475 more lay­
offs are expected this week.
Most of the 900 fallers on the 
coast have refused to accept 
the June contract signed by 
their union, the International 
Woodworkers of America, and 
coast forest companies. The 
new contract would give them a 
daily rate of $80.52, but the 
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Each week you are invited to match the 
jr person named, to the province he or she 
. is associated with. Just read the ads and 
find the correct answer to the question 
asked. Send your answers to the “Great 
Canadian Contest” editor, c/o Kelowna 
Daily Courier. The first 5 names drawn 
. each week, with the correct answers, will 
win LP records by various Canadian artists. 
Contestants are asked to please include 
phone number with their entry. So hurry, 
?nter today!
Today’s question: To which Province is 
Robert Service associated?
adian Northern shall build from 
Kamloops south to Vernon, and 
thence to Kelowna, which is 
the terminus. From here a fleet 
of steamers will be operated to 
handle their lake traffic. The 
construction of the line is now 
under way and most of the 
right of way has been purchas­
ed. The Company promise to 
have the road in running order 
in time to handle the crop of 
1913.”
. OTTAWA (CP) - No one Is 
saying much, but the federal 
Liberals are keeping a wary eye 
on the British Columbia pro .'in- 
cial election campaign, afraid 
that Prime Minister Trudeau 
Tl)a,y absorb some unsolicited 
.wallops just prior io an ex­
acted federal election.
cj-The relationship between the 
^Mime minister and Premier W.
C, Bennett has been some- 
,M)ing less than a love affair 
over the last four years, and it 
reached a new low earlier this 
year when Mr. Trudeau called 
the premier a bigot.
Earlier, Mr. Bennett suggest­
ed that Conservative Leader 
Robert Stanfield would be the 
next prime minister.
Some senior Liberals here 
feel the situ Ulon is further com-
plicated this time because 
iJJavid Amle'son, Ihe new prov­
incial Libera! leader, Is not like-
campaign—possibly this fall—he 
will be repeating the same ar­
guments on behalf of bilingual­
ism.
“We will no doubt have to re­
peat them very many times 
during the election, I do believe 
that the Canadian people v ill 
understand and support them."
Most Liberals here agree pri­
vately that if Mr. Bennett 
launches a feud with Ottawa—In 
effect, with the federal Liberals 
—the liming would be highly un­
fortunate for their party. British 
Columbia Is seen as a major 
battleground In the next federal 
campaign, with the Conserva­
tives expressing unconcealed 
optimism about a breakthrough.
At the moment, the Conserva­
tives have no B.C. seats (n Par­
liament. The „ Liberals hold 15 
and the New Democratic Party 
holds tl,<* remaining eight feder­
al constituencies In B.C, Conser-
ly to become too preoccupied vnlive Leader Robert Stanfield 
Vlilh defending Ottawa 'n the has been campaigning heavily
campaign for the Aug, 30 B.C 
election,
in flic province, banking on
............. some silent supimrt from Mr
Premier Bennett has bcm I Bennett,
Should Mr. Anderson's Liber-
BURNABY (CP) - Donald 
Walter Holmwood, 59, of Bit’’- 
naby, was charged with 
attempted murder Monday after 
his daughter - in - law, Barbara 
Holmwood, 34, was attacked 
with a knife. Mrs. Holmwood 
was In fair condition in hospi­
tal with wounds to her chest, 
leg and forehead.
TEAMSTERS DISPUTE
VANCOUVER (CP) - General 
Tire, B, T. Goodrich Tire and 
Goodyear Tire have locked out 
teamsters cmplovcd at their 
Lower Mainland operations. 
Some 150 teamsters are either 
locked out or on strike In a 
dispute with five Lower Main­
land tire service companies,
POLITICAL FUND
VANCOUVER (CP) - The 
1,772 - member Amalgamated 
Transit Union voted Monday to 
approve a voluntary collection 
from union members for funds 
to contribute to the political 
action fund of the British Co­
lumbia Federation of Labor. Un­
ion business manager Bill Unit 
said an original motion to 
assess a $2 levy from members 
was dropped.
liighh- crillvnl in the past of, al-1 
Icqcd L'dei nl favoritism to O-ic- 
Im'c, and the prime minister
flocs not count hint among his 
jslrong snpjwtors of bllingunl- 
ism, Should the B.C. premier 
take off on these issues dining 
his enmpnign, it will almost cer­
tainly conflict with Mr, Tni- 
fletm’s plan to deal with liilim 
gmdism ilmlng his eiiiiipuigii.
He told a recent press confer- 
Cnee that, in Ihe next federal
als upset (he Bennett govern­
ment, the entire political icc- 
ncry woilld change tn Ihe provL 
Ince, but federal Liberals are 
not looking that far ahead yet. 
Ai the moment the1 concern is 
with the campaign.
"So fur ici Mr. HenrieR Is con­
cerned,’' mild one federal Lilic r-, 
(d. "the only thing we know Is 
Hint he Is not primarily con- 
veined iwlth our welfare,"
REPEAT FEAT
A lioness In the Budapest Zoo 
has given birth to five cubs 
twice in two years,
acres per mile by the Provin- ' 
cial Legislature and received ( 
$3,200 per mile from the Dom­
inion Government. For the 
particlars respecting the aid to 
the Nakusp. and Slocan, Shus- 
wap and Okanagan, and Vic­
toria and Sidney see separate 
table on Loans and Railways. 
They also received the Dornin- . 
ion bonus of $3,200 a mile.”
There are paragraphs on the 
New Westminster Southern — 
later the Great Northern, the 
Canada Western, better known 
as the British Pacific, for a 
line not yet undertaken.
“During the last session of 
parliament under the provisions 
of the 'Loan (B.C. Public 
Works) Act' authority was ob­
tained by the government to 
assist lines of railway (a) from 
Penticton to Boundary Creek- 
100 miles, (b) from Bute Inlet 
to Quesnel—230 miles (c) from 
English Bluff near Point Rob­
erts via Chilliwack to Pentic­
ton—230 miles; to the extent of 
5,200 acres per mile were also 
granted to lines of railway in 
Casslar district,"
Coming home again we sec 
that “under the charter of the 
B.C. Southern Railway Com­
pany, the control of which has 
been secured by the CPR, con­
struction is now proceeding 
from Lethbridge via the Crow's 
Nest Pass into Kootenay, The 
former comixiny obtained a 
land subsidy of 10,240 acres ap- 
। pllcable to sections of the Act 
extending aid for a distance of 
173 miles from the eastern 
boundary of the province west-
This line was not completed 
through Kelowna until 1925. 
Many of the early proposed 
lines were not Completed for 
one reason or another, but ob­
viously in 1897, B.C. was plan­
ning on a great influx of set­
tlers, mines were booming, and 
building of rail lines seemed 
to be the obvious answer for 
transporting everything. Times 
have changed indeed.
RECEIVE GRANTS
MONTREAL (CP) — Eight 
Indonesian graduate students 
will attend the Institute of Is­
lamic Studies at McGill Univer­
sity this fall. The institute, 
founded in 1952 through grants 
from the Ford and Rockefeller 
foundations, enrols 50 students a 
year for studies relating the 
Moslem heritage to the mpdern 
world. The Indonesian students 
have received grants from the 
Canadian International Develop­
ment Agency and the Hazen 






New and reconditioned ma­
chines, repairs to all makes. 
Your authorized dealer for 
Pfaff sewing machines..









MONTREAL (CP) — A recent 
senior summer fair in suburban 
Town of Mount Royal offered 
free games, refreshments and 
entertainment from a Black 
Watch Pipe Band to horse-shoe 
pitching for 2,000 Montreal— 
area senior citizens. Organizer 
Dick Cattcll said he hoped that 
many who usually sit alone at 
home now realize "they aren't 
really alone and their problems 
are neither unique nor unsolva- 
ble."
CHATEAU RESTORED
MONTREAL (CP) - The 
Chateau de Ramczay, built In 
1705 for Claude de Ramczay, 
10th governor of Montreal, Is to 
be restored to its 18th-century 
condition at a cost of more than 
$100,000, exclusive of expenses 
for period furnishings. The cha­
teau later housed English gover­
nors of Canada after the con­
quest, an occupying force of 
American troops In 1776 <mv- 
ernment offices and a museum.
ward through southern Kooten­
ay — Ottawa granted $10,00(11 
per mile. The work of constru- 




Burgers 3 tor $1.00 
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If this Is your problem call the experts nt
GUY'S PAVING CO. ITD
m«noo.‘
v (locally Owned and Operated)
x Phone 762-2523 Anytime
, \ smallest Job gets our biggest attention’
< B----------- -- :.................................. ;......................■.....................................
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Hwy. 97 N. 762-5203
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CALL . . .
EVERGREEN 
NURSERY * TURF LTD. 
We have an excellent selec­
tion of ornamental shrubs, 
Shade Trees, Evergreens. 
765-6321 - 765-7334 
R.R. No. 2, Kelowna, B.C. 




BOATS & MOTORS 
Visit . . .
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Featuring steam extraction 
cleaning of wall to wall car­




iwlWftND Kelowna'S Home and Indus- 
trial Decorating Service, 
SIGNS, ART SOTPLIes/FIBREGLASS, WALLPAPER
Treadgold Paint Supply Ltd.



















12 noon to 1 p.m 
1:20 to 1:50 p.m.
RR
ITINERARY OF DERRIL WARREN
(Provincial Leader of the B.C Progressive Conservative Party)
VISIT TO KELOWNA
and
JIM DOAK, PC CANDIDATE
for ihe South Okanagan
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 2nd
9 a.m.—Open Campaign Headquarters al 515 Lawrence Ave. Press Conference 
to follow.
9:40 Io 11:10 a.m. Main Slrccting — Bernard Ave., Kelowna.
Orchard Park Shopping
Visit Shopper’s Village, Rutland.
Visit Shops Capri.
2 to 3 p.m. — Sandwich Lunch—Chandelier Room, 
(aprl Motor Hotel, Public Welcome oh n No Host 
Bpsh,
3 p.m. — Depart for rally al Pciilictou, tin Peachland 
and .Summerland, with slops at cacti.
